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This report describes the following utility programs for the IBM 1800 
computer : 
1. Magnetic tape utility programs to execute a tape dump, tape map and tape 
duplication for 7 and 9-track tapes. 
2. Programs for a tele-processing system with magnetic tape terminals 
(IBM 7702) connecting the IBM 1800 system with the computers IBM 7090 
and 360 (card input and output, list output and Calcomp plotter output). 
All programs are written in IBM 1800 ASSEMBLER language for the Time 
Sharing Executive System (TSX). 
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1. Introduction /#\ 
This r epor t d e s c r i b e s some IBM 1800 uti l i ty p r o g r a m s for magnet ic 
tapes and t e l e - p r o c e s s i n g input/output to be used with the IBM 18 00 
sys tem at the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measu remen t s (CBNM) at 
Geel in Belgium. The CBNM is l inked via a t e l e - p r o c e s s i n g sys tem 
to CETIS ("Centre de Tra i t emen t des Informations Scientifiques")', 
the computer cent re of E u r a t o m in Italy. This sys tem is based on 
two magnet ic tape t e r m i n a l s (IBM 77 02 with 7- t rack tapes) and a 
leased telephone l ine . 
The f i rs t pa r t of th is r epo r t contains the descr ip t ion of subrout ines 
used in the p r o g r a m s to be descr ibed . Some of these subrout ines may 
be of genera l i n t e r e s t for o ther u s e r s , for ins tance severa l conver -
sion rout ines and subrout ines facili tating the use of magnet ic t apes . 
The second par t gives the descr ip t ion of tape dump, tape m a p and 
tape duplication p r o g r a m s for 7 and 9 - t r ack tapes . Because the IBM 
1800 is a disk or iented computer IBM does not supply.magnetic tape 
uti l i ty p r o g r a m s . 
The las t sect ion of this r epo r t d e s c r i b e s the n e c e s s a r y p r o g r a m s to 
handle the input and output tapes for the IBM 77 02 t e l e -p roces s ing 
sys tem. At the side of CETIS seve ra l tape t r ans la t ion p r o g r a m s a r e 
used to opera te the t e l e - p r o c e s s i n g input/output. These p r o g r a m s 
a r e not desc r ibed h e r e . 
The following p r o g r a m s have been wri t ten: 
1. P r o g r a m s per forming the moni tor input for the IBM 7090 under 
IBSYS and for the IBM 3 60. F o r 7090 input the following options 
may be chosen by the u s e r : E i ther the tape is unblocked and the 
pa r i ty depends on the type of ca rd (BCD or binary) or the tapes 
a r e blocked and the pa r i t y is odd. The p r o g r a m includes the 
so-ca l led look-ahead-b i t s (p rogram PEP8) . 
Cards for the IBM 360 a r e loaded on tape with p r o g r a m P E P 7 
in which each ca rd is r ega rded a s a b inary ca rd and no look-
ahead-b i t s a r e n e c e s s a r y . 
2. Binary or BCD ca rds loaded on tape and t r a n s m i t t e d by the 
t e l e -p roces s ing sys t em can be punched by p r o g r a m P E P 9 or 
P E P 10, depending on whether the c a rd s have been loaded by 
PËP8 or P E P 7 . These p r o g r a m s a r e used to t r a n s m i t object 
decks or punched ca rd output from CETIS to the CBNM. 
3. P r o g r a m PEP2 p e r f o r m s the l i s t output of the CE TIS.computers . 
The t r a n s m i t t e d tape is wr i t ten in BCD code (even par i ty) and 
may be blocked or not. The f i rs t c h a r a c t e r of each line m a y be 
used optionally as c a r r i a g e control . 
4. If BCD ca rds have been loaded on tape so that each ca rd c o r -
responds to 80 BCD c h a r a c t e r s on tape (the r e c o r d s may be 
blocked or not) p r o g r a m PEP11 p e r f o r m s the following func-
t ions: it r e a d s the tape and punches c a rd s a n d / o r p r in t s a 
(*)Manuscript received on 27 January 1969· 
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l i s t a n d / o r t r a n s f o r m s the contents of the input tape to EBCDIC 
format and w r i t e s it on magnet ic tape which is compatible with 
IBM 1800 FORTRAN. This p r o g r a m s e r v e s mainly to p r o c e s s 
tapes f rom other computer c en t e r s . 
5. Some of the CBNM p r o g r a m s sent to CETIS ut i l ize the Calcomp 
subrout ines of CETIS ( l ) . These subrout ines produce an output 
tape, the format of which i s desc r ibed in (2). In o rde r to plot 
these tapes with the IBM 1800 computer t h r ee different p r o g r a m s 
can be used depending on the plot ter opera t ion mode: 
a) Off-line use of the Calcomp digital i nc remen ta l p lot ter with a 
Calcomp magnet ic tape unit 570. P r o g r a m TRAN t r a n s l a t e s 
the plot ter t apes of CETIS into or iginal Calcomp code. 
b) On-line opera t ion of the Calcomp plot ter a s a slow input/output 
device. P r o g r a m P7090 r eads the magnet ic tape and ope ra t e s 
the plot ter on- l ine . 
c) On-line operat ion of the Calcomp plot ter in t i m e - s h a r i n g mode. 
P r o g r a m T7090 t r a n s l a t e s the plot ter t apes of CETIS to a 
magnet ic tape format , which i s compatible with the on-l ine 
plotting sys tem of the CBNM Geel (3). 
All p r o g r a m s a r e wr i t ten in ASSEMBLER language and r equ i r e the 
following machine configuration: 
- IBM 1800, 16 K with TSX sys t em 
- 1443 p r in t e r 
- 1816 or 1053 typewr i te r 
- 1442 ca rd read /punch 
- 2402 magnet ic tape uni ts with 7 or 9 t r a c k s (up to 4 uni ts can be 
handled) 
Calcomp plot ter 
Block d i a g r a m s and printout examples of the tape ut i l i ty p r o g r a m s 
and the l is t ing of al l p r o g r a m s a r e given a s appendix. 
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2. Utility Subroutines 
All subrout ines save the t h r ee index r e g i s t e r s , but do not save 
accumula tor , Q - r e g i s t e r and s tatus ind ica to r s . In all c a ses the 
calling sequences differ f rom the s tandard method of IBM 1800 
FORTRAN. Therefore the subrout ines a r e only to be used by 
ASSEMBLER wri t ten ma in p r o g r a m s . 
2. 01 MOVE 
















n (word count) 
Subroutines called by MOVE: none 
Core locat ions used: 46 (2E hexadec . ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
MOVE A number of n words , s ta r t ing at locat ion ORG a r e moved 
to an a r e a s tar t ing at locat ion DEST. DEST m u s t be g r e a t e r 
than or equal to ORG. 
MOVEI The contents of ORG1 is moved n t i m e s into the a r e a DEST 
through DEST+n-1 . 
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2. 02 CHIF 













Subroutines called by CHIF: HOLPR χ . - „ . . . . . . , 
BINDC ) I B M 1 8 ° ° l l b r a r y 
MOVE 
Core locat ions used: 8 0 (50 hexadec. ) 
Descript ion: 
CHEF The posit ive number in the accumula tor i s converted to 
p r in t e r code and moved to DEST and DEST+1 with th ree 
digits r ight -hand side adjusted. Leading z e r o e s and the 
sign a r e suppressed . 
CHIF1 The posit ive number in the accumula tor i s converted to 
p r i n t e r code and moved to DEST through DEST+2 with 
five digits r ight -hand side adjusted. Leading ze roes and 
the sign a r e suppressed . 
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2. 03 PAGE 
Ent ry points with calling sequences : 
LIBF PAGE LIBF 
DC AREA DC 
DC n (word count) DC 
BLANK 
AREA 
n (word count) 
Subroutines called by PAGE: PRNTN 
CHIF 
IBM 1800 l i b r a r y 
Core locat ions used: 76 (4C hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
PAGE The n words f rom AREA to AREA+n-1 a r e set to ze ro . 
AREA-1 mus t contain the word count of the p r in te r out-
put a r e a . Subroutine PAGE p r in t s on the 1443 p r in t e r 
"PAGE N", where N s t a r t s with 1 and i s inc remented 
by 1 each t ime it i s called. "PAGE N" is set s ta r t ing 
with posit ion AREA+n-5. 
BLANK The n words f rom AREA to AREA+n-1 a r e set to ze ro . 
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2. 04 SCAL 




DC n (word count) 
Subroutines cal led by SCAL: PRNTN IBM 1800 l i b r a r y 
MOVE 
Core locat ions used: 46 (2E hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
SCAL Subroutine SCAL moves a sca le 123456789012. . . to the 
a r e a s t a r t i n g at AREA+n . The length of the scale i s n 
words , i. e. 2n c h a r a c t e r s . The word count n should be 
a mul t iple of 5, o therwise n is rounded to a mul t iple of 
5. Location AREA-1 i s supposed to contain a word count 
for the output a r e a AREA through A R E A + n . + n - l . Using 
this word count the subroutine p r in t s the sca le in the 
1443 p r in t e r . The a r e a i s not c l ea red after execution 
of SCAL. 
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2. 05 BCD 
Ent ry point with calling sequence: 
CALL BCD 
Subroutine cal led by BCD: none 
Core locat ions used: 64 (40 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
BCD Subroutine BCD contains the table for the convers ion 
from BCD to ca rd code. Subroutine BCD i s cal led by 
subroutine PRHOL. 
2. 06 PRHOL 




DC n (char, count) 
Subroutine cal led by PRHOL: BCD 
Core locat ions used: 44 (2 C hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
PRHOL Subroutine PRHOL conver ts the n BCD c h a r a c t e r s (packed 
format) in a r e a ORG through ORG+n/2 - 1 to ca rd 
code and s to r e s the resu l t in the a r e a DEST through 
DEST+n-1, where n m u s t be an even number . The 
las t a d d r e s s of the input a r e a mus t be g r e a t e r than 
or equal to the l a s t a d d r e s s of the output a r e a . 
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2. 07 CDB CD 




DC n (char, count) 
Subroutines called by CDBCD: none 
Core locat ions used: 104 (68 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
CDBCD This subroutine conver ts IBM ca rd code subset to 
BCD code. 
Input i s IBM ca rd code c h a r a c t e r s s ta r t ing in location 
AREA. The c h a r a c t e r s a r e not packed. 
Output i s the 6-bit BCD code s tar t ing at locat ion DEST. 
BCD code is packed two c h a r a c t e r s per b inary word in 
bit 2-7 and 10-15, bi ts 0, 1, 8 and 9 a r e ze ro . 
The th i rd p a r a m e t e r gives the c h a r a c t e r count. 
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2. 08 COMPR 







Subroutines called by COMPR: none 
Core locations used: 30 (IE hexadec. ) 
Description: 
COMPR An area starting at location XR2 (contents of index 
register 2) and with a length equal to the value of the 
accumulator, is compared with the words which fol-
low the call. When matching occurs a branch to loca-
tion EQUBR is taken, otherwise the following instruc-
tion is executed. 
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2. 09 USER 















Subroutines called by USER: none 
Core locat ions used: 38 (26 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
USER Subroutine USER i s to be used as the special condition 
routine for the read opera t ion in the MAGT routine. 
It t e s t s the accumula tor and se t s the switches EOFSW, 
ERRSW, TOLSW and LNGTH in the following way: 
EOFSW is set non ze ro if an end-of-fi le m a r k has been 
read. 
ERRSW is set non ze ro if tape e r r o r s were detected 
TOLSW is set non ze ro if the r e c o r d on tape was longer 
than the i / O buffer. 
LNGTH gives the channel word count at the end of the 
operat ion. This length mus t be added to the 
length in the i /O a r e a to obtain the r ea l length 
of the r eco rd . 
It i s the responsib i l i ty of the calling p r o g r a m to r e s e t 
all switches before a tape operat ion i s executed. 
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2. 10 MAG 









Subroutines called by MAG: MAGT IBM 1800 l i b r a r y 
USER 
Core locat ions used: 116 (74 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
MAG Subroutine MAG t r i e s to read a magnet ic tape a l te rna t ive ly 
in even and odd par i ty . When after 100 r e t r i e s (with t h r e e 
backspaces each tenth r e t ry ) the e r r o r st i l l p e r s i s t s the 
routine b ranches to ERRBR. If an end-of-fi le has been 
detected the subroutine b ranches to EOFBR. 
EOFSW is the s t a r t a d d r e s s of the four switches used by 
subroutine USER. 
When enter ing the routine the accumula tor mus t contain 
the 12 l a s t b i ts of t h e l / O control p a r a m e t e r needed for the 
IBM l i b r a r y routine LIBF MAGT. After execution of sub-
routine MAG the accumula tor contains the 12 l a s t b i ts of the 
las t ut i l ized control p a r a m e t e r . 
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2. 11 CDTST 
Ent ry point with calling sequence: 
CALL CDTST 
DC CARD 
RETURN for CARD equal blank 
RETURN for CARD not blank 
Subroutines called by CDTST: none 
Core locat ions used: 30 ( IE hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
CDTST: Subroutine CDTST t e s t s if the a r e a s ta r t ing at CARD 
through CARD+79 i s blank or no t . If the a r e a i s blank 
the subroutine r e t u r n s to the CALL ins t ruc t ion +3, 
o therwise to the CALL ins t ruc t ion +4. 
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3. Tape Utility P r o g r a m s 
Three different tape uti l i ty p r o g r a m s have been wri t ten: 
a) Tape Dump P r o g r a m (TPDMP) 
P r o g r a m TPDMP dumps a tape on the 1443 p r in t e r . Input tape and 
output code specif icat ions a r e given by a control card. 
b) Tape Map P r o g r a m (TPMAP) 
P r o g r a m TPMAP ana lyses the tape and p roduces a m a p of i t on the 
1443 p r in t e r with specif icat ions of length, par i ty , densi ty and number 
of r e c o r d s of the different types of r e c o r d s on tape . 
c) Tape Duplication P r o g r a m (TPDUP) 
P r o g r a m TPDUP dupl icates one tape on another . Input and output tape 
specifications a r e given by control c a rds . 
3. 01 General Control Card F o r m a t 
P r o g r a m s TPDMP, TPMAP and TPDUP ut i l ize the following genera l 
control ca rd format : 
Col. Meaning P r o g r a m 
TPDMP TPMAP TPDUP 
1-2 ±± x x x 
3 unit number (0, 1, 2, 3) χ χ χ 
5 t r a c k number (7, 9) x x 
7 pa r i ty (Ο ,Ε) χ χ 
9 bytes pe r word (2, 3) χ χ 
11-13 densi ty (200, 556, 800) χ χ 
15-17 format specification for 
l i s t p r i n t e r BCD, EBC, HEX χ 
When 9 t r a c k tapes a r e specified columns 7 to 13 a r e not read. F o r m a t 
specification i s only used with the tape dump p r o g r a m . Data on tape 
a r e supposed to be in EBCDIC or BCD code when EBC or BCD i s spe ­
cified. In that case the corresponding convers ion to p r i n t e r code is 
used. When HEX i s specified, the tape i s dumped in hexadecimal 
format . 
3. 02 Tape Dump P r o g r a m TPDMP 
The p r o g r a m (Fig. l) r e ads the control ca rd and checks it. If it i s 
c o r r e c t , the control p a r a m e t e r for the MAG rout ine i s p r e p a r e d and 
a branch i s set up according to the format specification in the control 
card . Then the MAG routine i s used to r ead the r eco rd . This routine 
t r i e s to read with the pa r i ty given by the control p a r a m e t e r . If an 
e r r o r occu r s a r e t r y i s pe r fo rmed with the o ther par i ty . When the 
r eco rd i s longer than 3000 words , only the f i r s t 3000 words will be 
printed. 
When the l i s t specifications BCD or EBCDIC a r e used 100 c h a r a c t e r s 
a r e pr inted pe r l ine. In hexadecimal format only 16 words will be 
pr inted pe r l ine. At the end of a r eco rd the remain ing pa r t of a l ine 
i s filled up with a s t e r i s k s . 
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Pr intout examples can be found in figure 2 (hexadecimal) and 3 
(BCD or EBCDIC). 
When an end-of-fi le m a r k i s detected the p r o g r a m pr in t s a m e s s a g e 
and wai ts . P r e s s i n g consol s t a r t m e a n s continuation of p r o g r a m 
TPDMP, p re s s ing consol in te r rup t abor t s the job. 
Halts and Output Messages 
on 1816 (1053) typewr i te r 
1) ±x CARD MISSING. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
2) WRONG TAPE UNIT. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
3) PARITY WRONG. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
4) WRONG TRACK NUMBER. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
5) WRONG NUMBER OF BYTES/WORD. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
6) WRONG DENSITY. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
7) WRONG OUTPUT SPECIFICATION. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
8) END OF FILE. TO CONTINUE PRESS START, 
TO EXIT CONSOL INTERRUPT. 
on 1443 p r in t e r 
1) ***** END OF FILE ***** 
2) ***** THIS RECORD IS TOO LONG ***** 
3) ***** THIS R ' E C O R D CONTAINS ERRORS ***** 
3. 03 Tape Map P r o g r a m TPMAP 
P r o g r a m TPMAP (Fig. 4) ana lyses a tape of unknown specifications 
and produces a m a p on the 1443 p r i n t e r . Such p rob lems a r i s e when 
tapes wr i t ten by other computer sy s t ems than the IBM 1800 have to 
be p roces sed . Somet imes doubts exis t about the par i ty , density, 
length of r e c o r d s or the number of f i les . This p r o g r a m produces a 
complete lay-out of such a tape. 
P r o g r a m TPMAP r eads the control ca rd specifying the unit number 
and the number of t r a c k s . If 7 t r a c k s w e r e specified, the p r o g r a m 
t r i e s to read success ive ly in 
1) 200 BPI, even par i ty 
2) 200 BPI, odd pa r i ty 
3) 556 BPI, even pa r i ty 
4) 556 BPI, odd par i ty 
5) 800 BPI, even par i ty 
6) 800 BPI, odd par i ty 
F o r 9 - t r ack tapes the l a s t poss ibi l i ty will be t r i ed 6 t imes . Each t ime 
when the magnet ic tape routine de tec t s an e r r o r , the next possibi l i ty 
i s t r ied . If after the six r e t r i e s the e r r o r st i l l p e r s i s t s , a backspace 
is executed and the same p rocedure i s applied again. If after 3 t imes 
the e r r o r st i l l p e r s i s t s , 3 backspaces and two skips a r e executed. 
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The whole p rocedure i s then r e s t a r t e d up to 6 t i m e s . In total 
3*6*6=108 r e t r i e s will be executed before the p r o g r a m concludes 
a tape e r r o r . In that case an appropr ia te m e s s a g e will appear on 
the l is t ing. 
F u r t h e r m o r e the different c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a r e c o r d i s compared 
with those of the preceding r e c o r d and a l ine i s pr in ted in the follo-
wing c a s e s : 
1) 100 r e c o r d s with the same c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s have been read . 
2) An end-of-fi le m a r k was detected. 
3) A change in r e c o r d length was detected. 
4) A change in r e c o r d pa r i ty was detected. 
5) A change in r e c o r d densi ty was detected. 
6) A r e c o r d with tape e r r o r s was encountered. 
At each end of file the total number of r e c o r d s of that file and the 
total number of r e c o r d s on that tape a r e pr inted. F i g u r e 5 shows 
a pr intout example . The length indication of r e c o r d s longer than 
3000 words will not be c o r r e c t . 
Halts and Output Messages (on 1816 or 1053 typewr i t e r ) : 
1) ** CARD MISSING. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
2) WRONG TAPE UNIT. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
3) WRONG TRACK NUMBER. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
4) END OF F ILE . TO CONTINUE PRESS START. 
TO EXIT SET DATA SWITCH 0 ON AND PRESS START. 
3. 04 Tape Duplication P r o g r a m TPDUP 
The p r o g r a m (Fig. 6) s t a r t s with reading two control c a r d s specifying 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the input and output tape. When the input unit 
i s ident ical with the output unit, a th i rd control c a rd m u s t be provided 
specifying an in t e rmed ia t e tape a s buffer unit. This case i s usefull for 
ins ta l la t ions with only one 7 t r a c k tape unit when 7- t rack tape dupl ica-
t ions a r e to be per fo rmed . In that case a 9 t r a c k tape copy i s made on 
the buffer unit, and then th is tape i s copied back on a new ree l on the 
7- t rack d r ive . 
Tapes with r e c o r d s longer than 1500 words (3000 bytes) cannot be 
duplicated. When the wrong pa r i ty i s specified for the input tape, 
the p r o g r a m will t r y the o ther par i ty . 
After each end-of-f i le m a r k the ope ra to r has the poss ib i l i ty to con-
tinue or to exit by setting data switch 0 O F F or ON respec t ive ly . 
In the case of duplication on the same unit, the p r o g r a m rewinds 
both tape uni ts and unloads the input tape. The ope ra to r m u s t r e -
place the or iginal tape by a new r e e l and p r e s s consol s t a r t . Then 
the r e e l on the buffer unit i s duplicated on the new one, without 
stopping at the different end of f i les . 
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The job ends with rewinding and unloading both tape uni ts . 
Note: 
This p r o g r a m does not include 7- t rack tape to 7- t rack tape copies 
with mixed par i ty . 
Halts and Output Messages 
on 1816 or 1053 
1) ±* CARD MISSING. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
2) UNIT ERROR. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
3) WRONG TRACK NUMBER. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
4) WRONG PARITY. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
5) WRONG BYTES/WORD. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
6) WRONG DENSITY. CORRECT CONTROL CARDS AND CONTINUE. 
7) INFORMATION MAY BE LOST. 
8) END OF FILE. 
9) TAPE ERRORS - EXIT. 
10) TAPE RECORD TOO LONG - EXIT. 
11) TO CONTINUE PRESS START. TO EXIT SET DATA SWITCH 0 ON 
AND PRESS START. 
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4. P r o g r a m s for T e l e - P r o c e s s i n g Sys tem Connecting an IBM 1800 
System with the Computers IBM 7090 and 360 
4. 01 Card to Tape for T e l e - P r o c e s s i n g - Input for IBM 7090 (PEP8) 
P r o g r a m P E P 8 p e r f o r m s the ca rd input for the IBM 7 090 computer , 
which r e q u i r e s the following tape format : Each BCD card is loaded a s 
80 c h a r a c t e r s on tape followed by 4 so-ca l led look-ahead-b i t s . Each 
binary ca rd (7-9 per fora t ion in 1. col. ) i s loaded a s 160 c h a r a c t e r s on 
tape (row 12-3 of 1. col. d e t e r m i n e s the f i r s t cha rac t e r , row 4-9 of 
1. col. the second etc. ) followed by 8 look-ahead-b i t s . 
The look-ahead bi ts a r e 
for a BCD card followed by a BCD card: bbbb 
followed by a b inary card : 9977 
for a b inary ca rd followed by a BCD card : b4bbblbb 
followed by a b inary card : b5blb5b4 
where b m e a n s blank. 
The u s e r can choose two different tape fo rmats , unblocked and blocked 
r e c o r d s . In the case of unblocked r e c o r d s , each BCD card co r re sponds 
to a BCD r e c o r d (even par i ty) with a length of 84 c h a r a c t e r s , each bina-
ry ca rd co r r e sponds to a b inary r e c o r d (odd par i ty) with a length of 
168 c h a r a c t e r s . 
Because the t e l e - p r o c e s s i n g cannot t r a n s m i t r e c o r d s in mixed mode and 
t r a n s m i s s i o n t ime i s d e c r e a s e d by t r ansmi t t ing blocked r e c o r d s , the 
following format has been chosen: Up to a max imum length of 840 c h a r a c -
t e r s a r e blocked, pa r i ty i s always binary. 
A 7/8 ca rd i s r ega rded as a BCD card. 
F u r t h e r m o r e the p r o g r a m has the possibi l i ty to recognize special control 
ca rds of CETIS and comple tes the $ID card (control ca rd for IBM 7090 
under IBSYS) in the following way: 
$ PUNCH se t s a 12-perforat ion in col. 4 of the $ID card 
$ TIME XXX se ts the t ime XXX in col. 47-49 of the $ID ca rd 
$ LINES XXX se t s the l ines XXX in col. 51-53 of the $ID card 
$ FORTRAN 2 (VERS. 2) se t s a 2-per fora t ion in col. 4 of the $ID ca rd 
$ DUMP IF EXECUTION TIME OVERFLOW 
sets a 0-perforat ion in col. 5 of the $ID card 
Card input for P E P 8 : 
1. Control ca rd 
col. 1-2 ±* 
3 F Normal ca rd to tape without recognit ion of special 
control c a rd s for IBM 7090 
blank Card to tape with recognit ion of the special control 
c a r d s of CETIS and completion of the $ID card . A 
l i s t of the $ID c a r d s i s pr in ted on the 1443 p r in te r . 
4 G The output tape i s not blocked. Each ca rd c o r r e s -
ponds to one r eco rd , par i ty i s de t e rmined wether 
it co r r e sponds to a BCD or b inary card. 
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blank The output tape i s blocked, pa r i ty i s binary, 
max imum reco rd length i s 840 c h a r a c t e r s . 
2. Complete input deck for one o r severa l jobs for IBM 7090. 
3. Las t ca rd : 
col. 1-3 END This ca rd causes an end-of-fi le m a r k to be 
wr i t ten on tape . The p r o g r a m p r in t s the total 
number of r e c o r d s and the t r a n s m i s s i o n t ime. 
P r e s s i n g consol s t a r t causes continuation of 
p r o g r a m P E P 8 s tar t ing by reading a new control 
card , p r e s s ing consol in te r rup t abor t s the job. 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1816 or 1053 typewr i te r ) : 
1) THE CONTROL CARD IS MISSING OR WRONG. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
2) TO CONTINUE PRESS START -
TO EXIT PRESS CONSOL INTERRUPT . 
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4. 02 Card to Tape for T e l e - P r o c e s s i n g - Input IBM 360 (PEP7) 
P r o g r a m P E P 7 r eads c a r d s of any type and s t o r e s them as 160 
c h a r a c t e r s on a 7- t rack tape (unit 0), format i s b inary, densi ty 
i s 200 c h a r a c t e r s / i n c h . Records a r e blocked to a m a x i m u m of 800 
c h a r a c t e r s (= 5 ca rds ) . The input deck may a l so contain c a r d s b e -
ginning with / / b . No control c a r d s a r e needed except for the l a s t 
card , the ca rd END in col. 1-3, which causes an end-of-f i le m a r k 
to be wr i t ten on tape. Then the p r o g r a m p r i n t s the number of r e -
co rds and the t r a n s m i s s i o n t ime and ex is t s by s ta tement EXIT. 
Card input for P E P 7 : 
1. Input deck to be t r a n s m i t t e d by t e l e - p r o c e s sing 
2. Las t ca rd 
col. 1-3 END 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s : 
none 
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4. 03 Tape to Card for T e l e - P r o c e s s i n g - Output IBM 7090 (PEP9) 
P r o g r a m P E P 9 punches ca rd s f rom a 7 - t rack tape (unit 0) with 
densi ty 200 by tes / inch , which has been p r e p a r e d by p r o g r a m 
P E P 8 . F o r the tape format see 4. 01. The p r o g r a m t e s t s the 
pa r i ty and de t e rmines the format of the tape, no control ca rd i s 
needed. Cards beginning with $ or * and 7/8 c a rd s a r e l i s t ed on 
the 1443 p r in t e r . 
Halts and output Messages : 
on 1816 or 1053 typewr i te r 
1) TAPE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH P E P 9 - EXIT. 
This occu r s on th ree consecutive tape e r r o r s . 
2) TRANSMISSION ERRORS - PRESS START TO CONTINUE . 
3) BLANK CARDS MISSING - CORRECT AND CONTINUE . 
4) END OF FILE - TO CONTINUE PRESS START - TO EXIT 
CONSOL INTERRUPT. 
5) TAPE ERROR(S) IN LAST RECORD. TO CONTINUE PRESS 
START - TO EXIT CONSOL INTERRUPT. 
on 1443 p r in t e r 
******** END OF FILE ******* 
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4. 04 Tape to Card for T e l e - P r o c e s s i n g - Output IBM 360 (PEP10) 
P r o g r a m P E P 1 0 punches c a rd s from a tape which has been p r epa red 
by p r o g r a m P E P 7 c. f. 4. 02. 
A l i s t of al l c a rd s beginning with $ or * and the 7/8 c a r d s a r e pr inted 
on the 1443 p r in t e r . 
A detect ion of an end-of-fi lè causes the p r o g r a m to wait, p r e s s i n g 
consol s t a r t m e a n s continuation with the next file, consol in t e r rup t 
f inishes the job. 
Card input for P E P 10: 
1. Control ca rd 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 magnet ic tape unit number (0, 1,2 or 3) 
5-6 densi ty (200, 556 or 800) 
2. Blank ca rd s 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1443 p r in t e r ) 
1) BLANK CARDS NEEDED. 
2) ERROR CONTROL CARD. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
3) TAPE ERROR. START = SKIP THIS RECORD. 
4) END OF F I L E . Star t m e a n s continuation, consol i n t e r rup t abor t s 
the job. 
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4. 05 BCD-TAPE to P r in t . (PEP2) 
P r o g r a m PEP2 p e r f o r m s the l i s t output of the IBM 7090 and 360 com-
pu te r s . It p roduces a l i s t f rom a-7- t rack tape (unit 0) in BCD-format . 
The input tape m a y be blocked or not. The m a x i m u m physical r e c o r d 
length should not exceed 1000 computer words (= 2000 c h a r a c t e r s ) , the 
logical r e c o r d length mus t be sma l l e r than 72 words . The end of a 
logical r e c o r d is de t e rmined by a A-8 -2 c h a r a c t e r on tape. By m e a n s 
of the data switches (see below) the u s e r can choose whether the l i s t 
i s to pr in ted with FORTRAN c a r r i a g e control or not and he has the 
possibi l i ty to skip a job. The s t a r t of a job is de te rmined by a $ID 
l ine. The detect ion of an end-of-fi le m a r k causes the p r o g r a m to wait, 
p r e s s ing consol s t a r t m e a n s continuation of the p r o g r a m . Consol in -
t e r r u p t f inishes the job. 
Control ca rd format : 
col. 1-2 ** 
3-5 densi ty of the tape (2 00 or 556) 
Data Switches 
0 OFF F i r s t c h a r a c t e r of a l ine cont ro ls the c a r r i a g e : 
1 . . . new page 
0 . . . skip one line 
+ . . . suppres s the l ine feed 
blank one l ine feed 
F o r all other c h a r a c t e r s the p r o g r a m skips one 
l ine. 
ON Suppress c a r r i a g e control and pr in t f i r s t Charac-
t e r . Skip to channel 1 (new page) only at detection 
of channel 12 ( end of page). 
1 OFF Normal tape to pr in t . 
ON Skip to next $ID-l ine o r end-of-fi le m a r k . 
The data switches can be set at any t ime . 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s 
on 1816 or 1053 typewr i te r 
1) **CARD MISSING. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
2) DATSW 0 ON = CONTROL CHARACTER NOT USED. 
DATSW 1 ON = SKIP TO NEXT FILE OR $ID. 
3) WRONG DENSITY WAS ENTERED - REDO. 
4) TO CONTINUE PRESS START -
TO EXIT PRESS CONSOL INTERRUPT . 
5) DATSW 1 ON = SKIP TO NEXT FILE OR $ID. 
on 1443 p r in t e r 
1) ----, TAPE ERROR(S) IN NEXT RECORD 
2) --- RECORD ON TAPE WAS TOO LONG 
3) ***** END OF FILE ***** 
4) - END OF TAPE RECORD WITH ERROR(S) 
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4. 06 BCD-Tape to Card and Pr in t P r o g r a m ( P E P l l ) 
P r o g r a m P E P l l p r o c e s s e s BCD-tapes (7 t r acks ) which have the 
following format : The r e c o r d length is 80 c h a r a c t e r s in BCD code 
or a mult iple of 80, max ima l 3200 c h a r a c t e r s . Each c h a r a c t e r c o r -
responds to one card column. The p r o g r a m r e a d s this BCD-tape and 
t r a n s l a t e s the c h a r a c t e r s to IBM card code, and then to p r in t e r code 
or EBCDIC format if n e c e s s a r y . The p r o g r a m r e a d s two control ca rds 
(see below) and cont ro ls thé data switches and produces a l i s t of the 
tape on the 1443 p r in t e r if data switch 0 is off, punches the data in 
ca rds if data switch 1 is off and w r i t e s a tape in EBCDIC format if 
data switch 2 is off. The output tape is compatible with IBM 1800 
FORTRAN. 
The detect ion of an end-of-fi le m a r k causes a m e s s a g e to be pr in ted 
on the 1443 p r in t e r and an end-of-fi le m a r k to be wr i t ten on the out-
put tape if t h e r e was an output tape specified in the control card . 
The main purpose of th is p r o g r a m i s to p r o c e s s tapes rece ived from 
other computer c en t e r s , for ins tance cen te r s with an IBM 1401. 
Card input for P E P l l : 
1. 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 input tape unit number (0, 1,2 or 3) 
5-7 densi ty (200, 556 or 800) 
2. 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 output tape unit number or blank, if no output tape is 
used. The densi ty i s always 8 00 by tes / inch , 3 bytes 
per word, if a 7- t rack i s specified. 
3. Blank ca rds if n e c e s s a r y . 
Data switches 
The tape is l i s ted on the 1443. 
No l i s t i s pr inted. 
Data a r e punched in c a r d s . 
No c a rd s a r e punched. 
The input tape is t r ans fo rmed to EBCDIC 
format and wr i t ten on tape . In contrd. ca rd 
2 an output tape number mus t be specified, 
o therwise data switch 2 has no meaning. 
ON No tape i s wr i t ten . 








O F F 
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Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1443 p r in te r ) 
1) ERROR INPUT CARD. START AGAIN. 
2) PROGRAM P E P l l 
DATA SW 0 ON. . . NO LIST, DATA SW 1 ON. . . NO CARDS, 
DATA SW 2 ON. . . NO TAPE. START. 
3) TAPE ERROR IN RECORD NO. XXX. In that case the r e c o r d with 
e r r o r s i s skipped. 
4) RECORD NO. XXX TOO LONG. 
5) BLANK CARDS NEEDED. 
6) *** END OF FILE *** Consol s t a r t means continuation of P E P l l , 
consol in te r rup t f inishes the job. 
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4. 07 P lo t t e r Tape Trans la t ion P r o g r a m for Off-line Operat ion of 
Calcomp Plo t te r (TRAN) 
The p r o g r a m p e r f o r m s the t r ans la t ion of a Calcomp tape (7 t r a c k s ) 
wr i t ten by the IBM 7090 subrout ines of CETIS ( l ) into or iginal Cal-
comp code. The t r ans l a t ed tapes a r e to be ut i l ized with the Calcomp 
magnet ic tape unit 57 0 to which the plot ter i s connected (off-line ope-
rat ion of a Calcomp p lo t te r ) . The p r o g r a m indica tes an end-of-f i le 
and the las t block a d d r e s s which has been wr i t ten on tape and wai t s . 
Consol s t a r t means continuation of tape t rans la t ion , consol i n t e r -
rupt abor t s t h e job. 
Control ca rd format : 
1. Card 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 input tape unit number (0, 1, 2 or 3) 
5-7 densi ty (200, 556 or 800) 
2. Card 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 output tape unit number (0, 1, 2 or 3) 
5-7 densi ty (200, 556 or 800) 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1443 p r in t e r ) 
1) EXECUTION OF PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
2) ERROR IN CONTROL CARD. CORRECT INPUT CARD. Put 
both control c a r d s in ca rd hopper and p r e s s s t a r t . 
3) END OF F ILE ON INPUT TAPE. LAST BLOCK ADDRESS = XXX. 
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4. 08 Tape to Plot for On-Line Operat ion of a Calcomp Plo t te r (P7090) 
P r o g r a m P7090 r eads a Calcomp tape (7 t r a c k s ) wr i t ten by the IBM 
7090 subrout ines of CETIS (l) and cont ro ls the plot ter s imi l a r to any 
other slow input/output device. The p r o g r a m u s e s the IBM l i b r a r y 
routine PLOTX. Detect ion of an end-of-fi le m a r k stops the p r o g r a m . 
P r e s s i n g consol s t a r t m e a n s continuation with the following file, p r e s -
sing consol in te r rup t f inishes the job. 
Control ca rd format : 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 magnet ic tape unit number (0,1, 2 or 3) 
5-7 densi ty (200 or 556) 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1443 p r in t e r ) : 
1) ERROR INPUT CARD. CORRECT AND CONTINUE. 
2) END OF F I L E . 
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4. 09 P lo t te r Tape Trans la t ion P r o g r a m for On-Line Use of a 
Calcomp Plo t te r in Time-Shar ing Mode (T7090) 
P r o g r a m T7090 p e r f o r m s the t r ans la t ion of a Calomp tape (7 t r a c k s ) 
wr i t ten by the IBM 7090 subrout ines of CETIS (l) into a code, which 
is compatible with the plotting sys tem in t i m e - s h a r i n g mode of the 
CBNM at Geel (3). Detect ion of an end-öf-fi le m a r k causes an end-
of-file m a r k to be wr i t ten on the output tape. Then the p r o g r a m 
waits . Consol s t a r t means t r ans la t ion of the following file, consol 
in te r rup t f inishes the job. 
Control ca rd format : 
1. Card 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 input tape unit number (0, 1,2 or 3) 
5-7 densi ty (200, 556 or 800) 
2. Card 
col. 1-2 ** 
3 output tape unit number (0, 1, 2 or 3) 
The output tape has the densi ty 800 by tes / inch , 
format i s 3 by tes /word , if 7 - t rack tapes a r e used. 
Halts and output m e s s a g e s (on 1443 p r in te r ) 
1) ERROR INPUT CARD. START AGAIN. 
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0202 
0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 02 02 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 
0101 
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 •A* «A* *A# *A* «A* *A# 
0102 
0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 02 02 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 
0101 
1A01 0101 0101 1A01 0101 0101 1A01 0101 0101 «A* *A* *A* *A* *A* «A* 
*r ­v* ^  *^  n* *r 
0202 
0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 
0101 
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 
0101 
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 
0101 
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 ψφψφφφφφψφφψψφφφψψ 
0102 
1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 
0201 
0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0202 0102 0201 0201 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 
0202 
0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0201 0202 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 
1A01 
0101 0101 1A01 0101 0101 1A01 0101 0101 1A01 
0101 
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 011A ΦΨΨψ^ψΦΦψψψ 
0201 
0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 0201 0202 0201 0102 0202 0102 0202 0201 0202 
1AÖ2 
0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 0202 0201 1A02 0202 0102 1A02 0201 0202 1A01 
Fig. 2: Printout example of TPDMP (hexadecimal format) 
* * 0 7 E 2 






































4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
PAGE 1 
556 BCD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
+ + + + + + + + + 1 3 + + + 2 9 2 + + + + + + + + + + + ++++++++++++++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + D+++++++219+++ 361+++++A+++BE ++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++ 
+++++++++++++ H++++++++++++ +++++++++++++ + + + 0 0 4 E + + + + + + + + + + + + 1 8 4 + + + + 9++++++++++++ +++++++++++++ 
+++009+++++++ ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 0 0 2 E + + + + + + + + 2 7 + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 0 0 3 D + + + + + + + 2 1 8 + + + + + + + + + 2 2 1 + + + + + D + + + + + D + + 
+ + 2 8 + + + + + + + + + 1 0 3 + + + + + E + + + D 2 0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ D + + + + + T + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 0 0 7 E + + + + + + + + + 7 + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 0 0 8 + + + + + + + + + 5 1 + + + + + + + + 2 2 5 8 + + + + + + + + + + + C + + ++34++++++++1092+++++++ + +++0++++++++++ ++'++++++++++ ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ «le «A* «Jg «le «A* ««· «Je 
001 + ++++ ++++ ++++ 006A ++++ +++ + ++++ 
•v *c -r· 
+++++ 39+++ ++++ + ++++ + + + + + + 75+++ +++ + + ++++ + 
+ + + + + + + + + 6 6 + + + + + + + + 4 1 3 4 + + + + + + + 
103+++++++PU239+++++++++++++++ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 0 1 4 + + + + + + + + + 6 
+ + + + + + + + + + 1 + + + + + + + + 1 0 0 1 + + + + + + + 
0 0 2 + + + + + + + + + + 3 7 + + + + + + + + + + + 4 + + + 
+ + + + + + 0 + + + + + + + + + + + 0 + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 1 + + 6 7 + 1 + + 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 1 
* *Ae «Je «V «A* «A» «Ae «Ae «Ae «le -Je «Ae «Ae «Ae «Je «Ae «Ae «l* «Ae «V «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae eft ep e^t ep Ap ej« ej«, efk Jf. ep ej«. ep ep ep e,t èf« ep ep e¡t f ψ >p e,«, ή> ej«, e,« ep e,«, ep 
+U235+++++ 
++++++++++ 
+ + + + + + + 0 1 3 
7+++++++++ 
+++84+++++ 
+ + + + + 1 1 0 2 + 
0 + + 6 7 + 1 + + 1 
0 + 0 . 1 9 5 6 0 E 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 0 1 2 + + + + + 
A + + + + + + + 4 0 1 + + + + + + + + 5 9 4 7 + + 
2 9 2 + + + + + + + + + + + 3 + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 2 + + + + + + + + 1 0 0 2 + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + 8 4 + + 6 7 + 0 + + 3 + + + + + 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 1 0 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 







+ + 1 0 0 1 
. 3 0 0 0 0 











++ + + 
825 + 
0+ + 2 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 








0 . 1 2 0 0 
«Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «le «Je «Je «Ae ««e «1/ «Ae «Ae «.'e «Je «Ae «Ae «*e «Je «Ae «Ae «Je 
ep ep e,«, ep ep ep ep ep e,«. ep ep ep ep e,. ep ep ep ep e^ «, ep ep 
+ + + 6 
+ +E + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 




«V «Ae »le «Ae 




+ + + + 
++++ 
. +++ 
3 + + + 
0E+0 





0 + + + + 
++BE0 
+ +++ + 
++++ + * «l* «Ae «le «le 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
++005 
+ + + + + 
+++ + + 
+++++ 
++010 
«Ae «Ae *Je «Ae ^e 
ep ep ep ep ep 
5 + + + 
+ U23 
+ + + + 
4++6 
3+++ 
++ + + 
+++ + 
3++6 
ϊ , ί e,c - , : ;¡c 
+++++3 3+++++ ++++++ 7+0++1 +++++2 ++++++ 
++244+ 7+1++3 
e!t efc eÍí efe ïfe eíí 
ep ep ep ep ep ep 
l . O O O O O E - 0 9 + O . l l 
+ 0 2 + 0 . 2 5 0 0 0 Ε - Ό 7 + 
6 0 0 E + 0 3 + 0 . 8 5 0 0 0 E 
0 . 3 0 2 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 
0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 6 + 0 . 2 6 
+ 0 2 + 0 . 8 0 0 0 0 E - 0 6 + 
0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E 
0 . 2 1 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 
ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
0 . 4 0 0 0 0 E - 0 4 + 0 . 2 0 
+ 0 2 + 0 . 4 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 + 
7 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E 
0 . 1 2 7 5 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 + 0 . 6 2 
+ 0 1 + 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 + 
5 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 3 0 0 0 E 
0 . 3 2 9 0 0 E + 0 1 + + 6 7 + 
í p e¡C ep ep ep ep ep èp èp ep ep ep ep ep ejt ep 
3 5 0 E + 0 3 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E - 0 8 + 0 . 9 6 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 4 0 0 
0 . 5 1 2 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 4 0 0 0 0 E - 0 7 + 0 . 4 5 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 
- 0 7 + 0 . 3 5 6 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 1 + + 6 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 7 + 0 
1 + + 7 0 . 1 7 5 0 0 E - 0 6 + 0 . 2 9 2 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E -
0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 4 0 0 0 O E - O 6 + 0 . 2 4 4 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 5 00 
0 . 2 1 8 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 E - 0 5 + 0 . 2 1 4 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 
- 0 5 + 0 . 2 1 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 1 + 1 1 0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 5 + 0 
1 + 1 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 5 + 0 . 2 1 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 1 5 0 0 0 E -
«Je «Ae «Je «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «Ae «le «le «le* *Je «O «Ae «Ae «le «Ae «Ae «Je «Je «.le «le ^ e «le «le ^ e »Ae «Ae « Jp ep ep e"p ep ep ejp ej« ep Ap *j*. e ^ ep. ep. ep ­p ep ep ep ep ep >p ep ep Ap ^p ep ep ep ep ep e 
0 0 E - 0 8 
67+1++ 
. 3 3 7 0 0 
0 6 + 0 . 2 
0 0 E - 0 6 
6 7 + 1 + 1 
. 2 1 0 0 0 
0 4 + 0 . 2 
* «le «le «Je «le «le «Ae 
« ^ « ep ep * p e"p ep 
+ 0 . 8 1 5 0 0 E + 
5 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 E -
E + 0 2 + 0 . 1 2 5 
8 1 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 
+ 0 . 2 3 2 0 0 E + 
0 0 . 1 2 5 0 0 E -
E + 0 2 + 0 . 4 0 0 
1 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 « «le «Ae «Ae «*e «le «Ae «Je «JU «le 
02++67+ 
0 7 + 0 . 4 1 
0 0 E - 0 6 + 
. 2 5 0 0 0 E 
0 2 + + 6 7 + 
0 5 + 0 . 2 1 
0 0 E - 0 5 + 
. 2 0 0 0 0 E 
1++41 
240E + 
0 . 3 1 4 
- 0 6 + 0 
1++90 
200E + 
0 . 2 1 0 
04+0 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 + 0 . 6 
00E+02 
. 2 7 0 0 0 
. 6 0 0 0 0 
0 2 + 0 . 1 
00E+02 
. 2 1 0 0 0 
E-08 
5000 
+ 0 . 1 
E + 02 
E-06 
5000 
+ 0 . 7 
E+02 
«'f «Ae «>e «le »le «le «Ae «Je «Je «Ae «Je «Ae «■* .Je «Je «*e »le «>e «le «>e «*e «Je « ep ep e,·. ·γ» e p ep ep ep ep ep Ap ep ep ή*, e p ep ep ep ep ep ep 3¡C 3 
+ 0 . 6 5 8 0 0 E 
E - 0 7 + 0 . 3 8 
5 0 0 0 E - 0 6 + 
+ + 6 7 + 1 + + 8 
+ 0 . 2 2 6 0 0 E 
E - 0 5 + 0 . 2 1 
0 0 0 0 E - 0 5 + 
+ + 6 7 + 1 + 1 3 
800E+02 0 . 1 9 7 5 0 - 0 1 + 0 . 1 1 + 1 7 0 . 2 000E+01 0 . 4 5 3 0 0 + 0 1 + 0 . 3 1 + 2 2 0 . 1 
ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
+ 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 4 + 0 . 2 0 4 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 7 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 + 0 . 1 9 5 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 8 2 0 0 E + 0 2 + + 6 7 + 1 + 1 6 0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 + 0 . 1 
0 0 0 0 Ε + 0 0 + 0 . 1 0 0 0 Ό Ε + 0 2 + 0 . 3 0000Ε+00 
+ 0 . 6 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 + 0 . 5 6 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 7 0 0 0 0 
E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 4 2 5 0 0 E + 0 1 + + 6 7 
6 8 0 0 E + 0 1 + + 6 7 + 1 + 2 1 0 . 1 4 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 3 
7 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 3 1 7 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 8 0 0 0 E + 0 1 
«le «Ae «Je «le «le ep 3p ep ep ep «le ««e «le -Je «Ae «le «Ae «le «le «Ae «V «Ae «Ae «Je ««e «Ae «Ae «Je «Je «Ae «Ae «Je «le «Je «le «.'e «Je ep ep ep ep ep ep èp ep ep ep e,« Jp ep ep èp ep ep ep ep èp ep ep èp ep ep ep ep 
E - 0 3 + 0 . 2 0 2 5 0 E + 0 2 + 1 + 1 5 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 7 2 5 0 E + 0 2 + 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 + 0 . 8 2 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 4 E + 0 0 + 0 . 5 1 5 0 0 E + 0 1 + 1 + 2 0 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 E + 0 1 5 4 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 5 0 0 0 + 0 . 3 0 7 0 0 E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 « •Ae «Ae «le «le «Je «Je «Je «le «te «le «Ae «Je «le «le « 'e e^ Ap Ap ep ep ep ep ep ep ep .y. ep e^ » ep ep 
+ + 6 7 + 1 + 1 4 + 0 . 1 9 2 0 0 E E - 0 1 + 0 . 1 5 O0OOE+00+ + + 6 7 + 1 + 1 9 + 0 . 4 0 3 0 0 E E + 0 1 + 0 . 3 4 9 0 0 0 E + 0 1 + 
l «Ae «Ae «le «Ae «le «'e «Je «le ep e^ ep ep ep ep ep èp ep 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 + 0 2 + 0 . 1 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 E + 0 2 + 1 . 0 0 . 6 9 8 0 0 E + 0 1 0 . 8 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 + 0 1 + 0 . 1 2 0 0 0 l O O E + 0 1 + 0 . 1 0 . 2 9 8 0 0 E + 0 1 
+ 0 . 2 0 E - 0 1 + 0000E ++67 + + 0 . 4 8 E+01 + 6000E ++67 + 
000É 0 . 1 8 - 0 1 + 1+18 500E 0 . 3 8 +01 + 1+23 
«le «le »le «le «Ae «'e «'e «■> «le ep ep ep ep ep e,« ep ep ej« 
F i g . 3: P r i n t o u t e x a m p l e of T P D M P (BCD f o r m a t ) 
f TPMAP ~\ 
1 1 
W w page, print 
\ page number ƒ 
" 
\ Read control 
\ card / 
τ 
\ Write control 
\ card j 
. / C o n t r o l ^ - ^ 




Ι ί Paute j 
no Message an 
1816 or 1053 
XR2 points to the different control 
words of read operation -. 









1 " ODD 
" " 









mode of reading 
XR2=6 





/ Print preceding \ 
-»«(record information) » 
\ (PIFF ) / 
Print EOF 
message on 1816 
(1053) and K«3 







XR2 = 6 
CTR3«CTR3-1 
yes yes 
































1 1 78 1 
REC0RD( RECORDÍ RECORD« RECORDÍ RECORDÍ RECORD« 
1 67 
1 1 78 
1 
RECORDÍ RECORDÍ RECORDÍ RECORD RECORDÍ 
*** END OF FILE 
1 RECORDÍS) 
2 RECORDÍS) 1 RECORDÍS) 
*** END OF FILE 
(S) 
RECORDÍS) 
Φ** END OF FILE 
1 RECORDÍ 2 RECORDÍ 1 RECORDÍ 
*** END OF FILE 
PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY 
J^  ,ρ" ep e? 
PARITY PARITY PARITY 
2ΦΦΦ 
PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY PARITY 
3ΦΦΦ 
PARITY PARITY PARITY 
4-ΦΦΦ 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
TOTAL RECORDÍS) = 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
TOTAL RECORDÍS) = 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
TOTAL RECORDÍS) = 
IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS IS ODD,DENSITY IS 
TOTAL RECORDÍS) = 
200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGT-200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 
149 ( 
200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 
4 { 
200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 
149 ( 
200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 200,LENGTH 
4 ( 
IS IS IS IS IS IS 
149 ) 
IS IS IS 
153 ) 
IS IS IS IS IS IS 
302 ) 
IS IS IS 
306 ) 
161 768 201 162 768 429 
423 768 300 









I Pause U 
Appropriate 
Message 








/ Read and \ 
convert second 






Save control word 
for output tape 
and replace it by k -





















End of tile 
yes 
Decrement 
f ile counter 
by 1 
yes 
- J - \ 
Set SWDUP off 




IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE MOVE/MOVEI PAGE 
0 0 0 0 
0021 






0 0 0 7 
0008 










0 0 1 6 
0017 



























































6 1 0 1 
6 9 1 1 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 
4C800000 
•Ae « V «Je e p A p e e . 
* 





















* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
IBM 1800 U T I L I T Y SUBROUTINES 



















WORD COUNT DIRECT 
WORD COUNT DIRECT 
Φ * * * * 
* 













SUBR. MOVE TRANSFERS Ν WORDS FROM AREA ORG TO AN AREA STARTING AT DEST. SUBROUTINE MOVEI TRANSFERS THE CONTENT OF ORGl Ν TIMES TO AN AREA STARTING AT DEST. 
MOVE 
0 0 0 0 0 O C006 0 DOED 



































E l DC LD STO SLA 
L I 
1 
L I L I 1 
1 1 L I L I 













ep — e p O 
MVI 
SV-4 
* _ * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
- 1 MVI 







MOVE0002 M0VE0003 M0VE0004 M0VE0005 M0VE0006 M0VE0007 M0VE0008 M0VE0009 MOVEOOIO MOVE0011 MOVE0012 M0VE0013 M0VE0014 M0VE0015 M0VE0016 M0VE0017 M0VE0018 M0VE0019 M0VE0020 MOVE0021 MOVE0022 M0VE0023 M0VE0024 M0VE0025 M0VE0026 M0VE0027 M0VE0028 M0VE0029 MOVE0030 M0VE0031 M0VE0032 MOVE003.3 MOVE0034 MOVE0035 M0VE0036 M0VE0037 M0VE0038 M0VE0039 M0VE0040 M0VE0041 M0VE0042 M0VE0043 M0VE0044 MOVE0045 M0VE0046 M0VE0047 M0VE0048 M0VE0049 M0VE0050 MOVE0051 M0VE0052 MOVE0053 M0VE0054 MOVE0055 M0VE0056 MOVE0057 MOVE0058 
- 44 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE MOVE/MOVEI PAGE 
0025 0 0026 0 0027 0 002 8 0 0029 0 002A 0 002B 0 002C 0 002E 
NO 




STO LD STO MDX HC400 DC HC 5 00 DC Kl DC Kll DC END 
ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
Kll MOVEI MOVE MOVEGI /C400 /C500 1 1 
M0VE0059 MOVE0060 M0VE0061 M0VE0062 M0VE0063 M0VE0064 MOVE0065 M0VE0066 M0VE0067 
- 45 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE CHIF/CHIF1 PAGE 1 
0000 003B 0000 0 0001 0 0002 0 0003 01 0005 00 0007 20 0008 1 0009 20 00 OA 0 OOOB 00 OC OOOD OOOE OOOF 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 01 
0018 0 0019 01 001B 0 001C 001D 001E 001F 0020 0021 01 0023 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 



























IBM 1800 UTILITY SUBROUTINES * 
********************************************** 
* 
SUBROUTINE CHIF/CHIF1 * CALLING SEQUENCES 
LD CALL DC 
LD CALL DC 
A CHIF DEST 
A CHIF1 DEST 
SUBROUTINE CHIF CONVERTES THE POSITIVE NUMBER IN ACCUMULATOR TO PRINTER CODE AND MOVES IT TO DEST THROUGH DEST+1. * SUBROUTINE CHIF1 CONVERTES THE POSITIVE * NUMBER IN ACCUMULATOR TO PRINTER CODE AND Φ MOVES IT TO DEST THROUGH DEST+2. * Φ ********************************************** 




ENT ENT DC STX STX LDX LDX LIBF DC LIBF DC DC DC DC LD SRT STO LD SRT LD SLT EOR BSC STO MDX MDX MDX MDX LD MDX SRT BSC EOR 
2 3 L2 13 
CHIF CHIF1 0 SAV5ai SAVX3+1 CHI 103 BINDC CHI HOLPR 1 CH1 + 2 CHI 4 K4 1 CT 0 8 HOOOA 8 HOAOA FN,Ζ 0 K4,-2 RT1 FN1 1 0 RT2 8 DROT,+-HOOOA 
CHIF0002 CHIF0003 CHIF0004 CHIF0005 CHIF0006 CHIF0007 CHIF0008 CHIF0009 CHIF0010 CHIF0011 CHIF0012 CHIF0013 CHIF0014 CHIF0015 CHIF0016 CHIF0017 CHIF0018 CHIF0019 CHIF0020 CHIF0021 CHIF0022 CHIF0023 CHIF0024 CHIF0025 CHIF0026 CHIF0027 CHIF0028 CHIF0029 CHIF0030 CHIF0031 CHIF0032 CHIF0033 CHIF0034 CHIF0035 CHIF0036 CHIF0037 CHIF0038 CHIF0039 CHIF0040 CHIF0041 CHIF0042 CHIF0043 CHIF0044 CHIF0045 CHIF0046 CHIF0047 CHIF0048 CHIF0049 CHIF0050 CHIF0051 CHIF0052 CHIF0053 CHIF0054 CHIF0055 CHIF0056 CHIF0057 CHIF0058 
- 46 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE CHIF/CHIF1 PAGE 
0024 
0025 0026 0027 0029 002A 002C 002 D 002 E 002 F 0030 0031 0032 0033 0035 003 7 0039 
003B 
003C 003 D 003 E 003F 0040 0041 0043 0044 0045 0046 0047 0048 004 E 0050 
0 
0 0 Ol 0 30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ol 00 00 Ol 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 Ol 0 0 0 0 ο­
ι 
1088 
F020 D200 C4800000 D003 145A5140 0048 0000 0000 6204 6ADC C01C D0D8 74010000 66000000 67000000 4C800000 
0000 







HOAOA HOOOA K6 CHI ADR1 
SLT 
EOR STO LD STO CALL DC DC DC LDX STX LD STO MDX LDX LDX BSC 
DC 
SRT LD STO LO STO MDX SLT MDX DC DC DC BSS DC END 
8 
HOOOA 2 0 I CHIF *+3 MOVE CHI *-* *-* 2 4 2 K4 ADR1 ORG L CHIF,1 L2 *-* L3 Φ-* I CHIF 
0 
16 CHIF1 CHIF K6 K4 L ORG,-2 16 CHIF+1 /OAOA /OOOA 6 6 CH1+2 
CHIF0059 CHIF0060 CHIF0061 CHIF0062 CHIF0063 CHIF0064 CHIF0065 CHIF0066 CHIF0067 CHIF0068 CHIF0069 CHIF0070 CHIF0071 CHIF0072 CHIF0073 CHIF0074 CHIF0075 CHIF0076 CHIF0077 CHIF0078 CHIF0079 CHIF0080 CHIF0081 CHIF0082 CHIF0083 CHIF0084 CHIF0085 CHIF0086 CHIF0087 CHIF0088 CHIF0089 CHIF0090 CHIF0091 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. CHIF CHIF1 DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
­ 47 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE PAGE/BLANK PAGE 
0000 0006 0000 0001 0002 0003 0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 000B 00 OC OOOD OOOF 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0019 001A 001C 001E 001F 0020 0022 0024 0026 002 7 
0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 01 0 0 00 01 00 0 0 
17047140 024C1552 0000 COFE D003 7404001F 7001 0000 6919 6A3D 65800006 71FD 6901 65800000 C100 0007 C101 D012 D007 7102 69F0 1010 65000000 71FF D5000000 74FF001B 70FB 7000 65000000 4C800006 66000000 72FB 6901 
************Φ*Φ**Φ****ΦΦ*Φ**ΦΦΦΦ******ΦΦ*Φ***Φ***Φ* 
* IBM ] L800 UTILITY SUBROUTINES Φ *****************ΦΦΦ******ΦΦ*Φ***Φ***Φ*****Φ**ΦΦΦ** Φ 
Φ 
* * 
Φ * φ 
* * Φ * 
* * * 
* Φ Φ * * 
SUBROUTINE PAGE/BLANK 
CALLING 
LIBF DC DC 
LIBF DC DC 
SEQUENCES 
PAGE AREA N 
BLANK AREA N 
WORD COUNT DIRECT 
WORD COUNT DIRECT 
SUBROUTINE PAGE PRINTS «PAGE N' USING THROUGH CONTAIN AREA+N-1 THE WORD SUBROUTINE BLANK ZERO • 









Φ Φ-Φ •1 Μυ$ΤΦ 
TO 
φ 








LIBR ENT ENT DC LO STO MDX MDX DC STX STX LDX MDX STX LDX LD STO LD STO STO MDX STX SLA LDX MDX STO MDX MDX MDX LDX BSC LDX MDX STX 
L 
1 2 11 1 1 11 1 
1 
1 1 
LI 1 LI L 
LI I L2 2 1 
PAGE BLANK 0 PAGE BLANK MDX,4 BLANKGl 0 XI1+1 X22tU BLANK -3 *ει *-* 0 χιει 1 CTRSl X2S1 2 BLANK 16 Φ-Φ -1 Φ-Φ 
Χ2ει,-ι X2 φ 
Φ-Φ BLANK Φ-Φ -5 Φ£1 
PAGE0002 PAGE0003 PAGE0004 PAGE0005 PAGE0006 PAGE0007 PAGE0008 PAGE0009 PAGE0010 PAGE0011 PAGE0012 PAGE0013 PAGE0014 PAGE0015 PAGE0016 PAGE0017 PAGE0018 PAGE0019 PAGE0020 PAGE0021 PAGE0022 PAGE0023 PAGE0024 PAGE0025 PAGE0026 PAGE0027 PAGE0028 PAGE0029 PAGE0030 PAGE0031 PAGE0032 PAGE0033 PAGE0034 PAGE0035 PAGE0036 PAGE0037 PAGE0038 PAGE0039 PAGE0040 PAGE0041 PAGE0042 PÁGE0043 PAGE0044 PAGE0045 PAGE0046 PAGE0047 PAGE0048 PAGE0049 PAGE0050 PAGE0051 PAGE0052 PAGE0053 PAGE0054 PAGE0055 PAGE0056 PAGE0057 PAGE0058 
48 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE PAGE/BLANK PAGE 
002 8 
002Δ 002B 002C 
002D 002 E 002F 
003 0 0031 
0033 0034 003 5 0036 
003 7 0038 003 9 003A 
003B 003C 003 E 003F 0040 0041 0042 0043 0045 0047 0048 
0048 004 A 004C 
00 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 30 
0 0 20 0 
0 0 20 0 
0 Ol 0 0 0 0 0 Ol 00 0 
0 
76000000 
C81D D2 00 1090 
D201 7202 6A03 
C019 03209180 
0000 6902 176558D5 2100 
0000 0000 176558D5 0000 
70FD 7401004A ÎOAO D2FE D2FF D2 00 0201 74FC001F 
MDX 
LDD STO SLT 
STO MDX STX 
LD CALL 
DC STX LIBF DC 
DC DC LIBF DC 
MDX MDX SLT STO STO STO STO MDX 66000000 X22 LDX 70D8 0000 MDX BSS 
0004 PG DMES 0001 NR DC END 
L2 
2 
2 2 2 
1 
L 




PG 0 16 
1 2 Φ83 
NR CHIF 
Φ-Φ Φ&2 PRNTN /2100 
*—* 0 PRNTN 0 
Φ-3 NR,1 32 -2 -1 0 1 MDX,-4 
«le «A. 
Μϋχει 0 PAGE'E 1 
PAGE0059 PAGE0060 PAGE0061 PAGE0062 PAGE0063 PAGE0064 PAGE0065 PAGE0066 PAGE0067 PAGE0068 PAGE0069 PAGE0070 PAGE0071 PAGE0072 PAGE0073 PAGE0074 PAGE0075 PAGE0076 PAGE0077 PAGE0078 PAGE0079 PAGE0080 PAGE0081 PAGE0082 PAGE0083 PAGE0084 PAGE0085 PAGE0086 PAGE0087 PAGE0088 PAGE0089 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. PAGE BLANK DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 49 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE SCAL PAGE 
0000 0000 0001 
00 02 
0004 0005 0006 0008 0009 OOOA OOOB 
00 OC OOOD OOOE OOOF 0010 0012 0013 0015 0016 0017 0018 0019 00 IB 
001C 
001D 001E 
00 IF 002 0 












0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 
0 
30 1 0 0 0 01 0 20 0 0 0 20 0 0 00 01 
0 







65000000 6903 145A5140 0027 0000 0005 7105 74FB002C 70F6 176558D5 2100 0000 
1000 176558D5 0000 70FD 65000000 4C800000 OOOA 0000 
ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ* Φ ***** * 
* * * * * 










«Je «1* «A. «Ae «Α. ep^  ep ep ep ep 
SCAL 
X I 





IBM 1800 U T I L I T Y SUBROUTINES * 





















WORD COUNT DIRECT Φ Φ 
SUBROUTINE SCAL MOVES A SCALE 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . * TO AREA+Nl. Ν (MULTIPLE OF 5) IS THE LENGTH * OF THE ! 
SCALE 
SCALE. THEN THE SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE* 
i USING AREA OUTPUT / COUNT 
THROUGH AREA+Nl+N-1 AS * UREA. AREA-1 MUST CONTAIN THE WORD Φ Φ * ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦ****ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ LIBR 
ENT DC STX LDX MDX STX LDX LD STO LD STO 
LD STO MDX STX LDX STX CALL 
DC DC DC MDX MDX MDX LIBF 
DC DC NOP LIBF 
























Φει Φ - Φ 
0 
χ ι ε ι 1 









C T R . - 5 
X l + 2 
PRNTN 
/ 2 1 0 0 
Φ - Φ 
PRNTN 
0 Φ-3 Φ-Φ SCAL 
SAVE X I 
Xl# RETURN ADDRESS 
Xl# AREA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 Έ 






























SCAL0035 SCAL0036 SCAL0037 SCAL0038 SCAL0039 SCAL0040 SCAL0041 SCAL0042 SCAL0043 SCAL0044 SCAL0045 SCAL0046 SCAL0047 SCAL0048 SCAL0049 SCAL0050 
SCAL0051 SCAL0052 SCAL0053 SCAL0054 SCAL0055 SCAL005"6 SCAL0057 SCAL0058 
- 50 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE SCAL PAGE 2 
002E END SCAL0059 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. SCAL DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
51 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE BCD PAGE 
*****«ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
Φ IBM 1800 UTILITY SUBROUTINES * 
*****ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ* * Φ 
•A* f Φ Φ Φ φ 
1 TABLE Φ 
Φ φ 
0000 0000 0001 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 00 ΟΑ ΟΟΟΒ 00 OC 000D ΟΟΟΕ 000F 
0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0018 0019 001Α 001Β 001C 001D 001Ε 001F 
0020 
0021 0022 0023 0024 0025 0026 002 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
020C4000 0000 1000 0800 0400 0200 0100 0080 0040 0020 0010 2000 0420 0220 0120 ΟΟΑΟ 0060 
0000 
3000 2800 2400 2200 2100 2080 2040 2020 2010 2820 2420 2220 2120 20Α0 2060 
4000 


















SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THE 
FROM BCD TO CARD CODE. 
CONVERS 
****************************ΦΦΦΦΦ 
ENT BCD DC 0 DC /1000 DC /0800 DC /0400 DC /0200 DC /0100 DC /0080 DC /0040 DC /0020 DC /0010 DC /2000 DC /0420 DC /0220 DC /0120 DC /OOAO DC /0060 
DC 0 
DC /3000 DC /2800 DC /2400 DC /2200 DC /2100 DC /2080 DC /2040 DC /2020 D.C /2010 DC /2820 DC /2420 DC /2220 DC /2120 DC /20A0 DC /2060 
DC /4000 
DC /5 000 DC /4800 DC /4400 DC /4200 DC /4100 DC /4080 DC /4040 
BLANK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
# a 1 
= 8-6 8-7 
NO CARD CODE 
/ 





J κ L M Ν 0 Ρ 
0-1 
0-8-2 0-8-3 0-8-4 0-8-5 0-8-6 0-8-7 
11 
BCD00002 BCD00003 BC000004 BCD00005 BCD00006 BCD00007 BCD00008 BCD00009 BCD00010 BCD00011 BCD00012 BCD00013 BCD00014 BCD00015 BCD00016 BCD00017 BCD00018 BCD00019 BCD00020 BCD00021 BCD00022 BCD00023 BCD00024 BCD00025 BCD00026 BCD00027 BCD00028 BCD00029 BCD00030 BCD00031 BCD00032 BCD00033 BCD00034 BCD00035 BCD00036 BCD00037 BCD00038 BCD00039 BCD00040 BCD00041 BCD00042 BCD00043 BCD00044 BCD00045 BCD00046 BCD00047 BCD00048 BCD00049 BCD00050 BCD00051 BCD00052 BCD00053 BCD00054 BCD00055 BCD00056 BCD00057 BCD00058 
52 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE BCD PAGE 
0028 
0029 002A 002B 002C 002D 002 E 002F 
0030 
0031 0032 0033 0034 0035 0036 003 7 003 8 0039 003A 003B 003C 003 D 003E 003F 0040 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4020 
4010 4820 442 0 4220 4120 40A0 4060 
8000 
9000 8800 8400 8200 8100 8080 8040 8020 8010 8820 8420 8220 8120 80A0 8060 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC END 
/4020 
/4010 /4820 /4420 /4220 /4120 /40A0 /4060 
/8000 /9000 /8800 /8400 /8200 /8100 /8080 /8040 /8020 /8010 /8820 /8420 /822Ό /8120 /80A0 /8060 
Q R 
$ * ) 
ε A Β c D E F G H I 
• 
( 
11-8-2 11-8-3 11-8-4 11-8-5 11-8-6 11-8-7 
12-8-2 12-8-3 12-8-4 12-8-5 12-8-6 12-8-7 
BCD00059 BCD00060 BCD00061 BCD00062 BCD00063 BCDÖ0064 BCD00065 BCD00066 BCD00067 BCD00068 BCD00069 BCD00070 BCD00071 BCD00072 BCD00073 BCD00074 BCD00075 BCD00076 BCD00077 BCD00078 BCD00079 BCD00080 BCD00081 BCD00082 BCD00083 BCD00084 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. BCD DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED * 
53 -
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE PRHOL PAGE 
0000 0000 0001 0003 0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 OOOA OOOB OOOD OOOF 0011 0013 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0018 001A 001B 001C 001D 001E 001F 0020 0021 0022 0023 0025 0026 002 8 0029 
0 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 00 30 
0 
0 0 0 0 Ό 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 00 0 0 
17648593 0000 448000AC 65800037 C100 D007 C101 D007 C102 D01E 74030037 65000000 66000000 020C4000 
6700 
C100 1000 1002 180A DOOI C 7000000 D200 C0F8 FOOB D0F6 C 003 FOOA 0001 7201 7101 74FF0029 70ED 448000AD 0008 0000 

















LIBF DC DC DC 
SEQUENCE 
PRHOL ORG DEST Ν 
SUBROUTINE PRHOL IN ORG STORES " Ν MUST 1 
CHARACTER COUNT DIRECT 
CONVERTES THE Ν THROUGH ORG+N/2-1 TO CARD ΓΗΕ RESULT BE AN EVEN 







LIBR ENT DC BSI LDX LD STO LD STO LD STO MDX LDX LDX CALL ORG DC ORG LD SLA SLA SRA STO LD STO LD EOR STO LD EOR STO MDX MDX MDX MDX BSI DC DC 
I 11 1 
1 
1 
L LI L2 
1 
L3 2 
2 1 L 
I 
PRHOL 0 172 55 0 χιει 1 Χ2ει 2 CTR 55,3 Φ-Φ 
*_* 
BCD *-2 /6700 *ει 0 0 2 10 Φει Φ-Φ 


















PRH0L002 PRHOL003 PRH0L004 PRH0L005 PRH0L006 PRH0L007 PRH0L008 PRHOL009 PRHOLOIO PRHOLOll PRH0L012 PRH0L013 PRH0L014 PRH0L015 PRH0L016 PRH0L017 PRH0L018 PRH0L019 PRH0L020 PRH0L021 PRH0L022 PRH0L023 PRH0L024 PRHOL025 PRH0L026 PRHOL027 PRHOL028 PRH0L029 PRH0L030 PRH0L031 PRH0L032 PRH0L033 PRH0L034 PRH0L035 PRH0L036 PRH0L037 PRH0L038 PRH0L039 PRH0L040 PRH0L041 PRH0L042 PRH0L043 PRH0L044 PRHOL045 PRH0L046 PRH0L047 PRH0L048 PRH0L049 PRH0L050 PRH0L051 PRHOL052 PRH0L053 PRH0L054 PRHOL055 PRH0L056 PRH0L057 PRH0L058 
- 54 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE PRHOL PAGE 2 
002A 0 0001 Kl DC 1 PRH0L059 
002C END * PRH0L060 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. PRHOL DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 55 -
SUBROUTINE CDBCD PAGE 
OOOO 0000 0001 0002 0003 0004 0006 0007 0009 00 OB OOOD OOOF 0011 
0013 0014 0015 0016 
0018 0019 001A 001C 
001D 001E 
0020 0021 0022 
0023 0024 0025 0026 
0027 002 8 0029 002A 002B 002C 
002D 002 E 
0 0 0 0 01 0 01 01 00 00 00 01 
0 0 0 00 
0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
031020C4 
0000 690A 6A0B 6B0C 65800000 C102 4C300013 74030000 65000000 66000000 67000000 4C800000 
D049 
C100 DOOI 66000000 
C101 
DOOI 65000000 1010 
D03E 7400005C 
7008 683A C200 
4013 1008 D100 7201 








Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ 
* * 
IBM L 1800 UTILITY SUBROUTINES ΦΦΦΦΦΦ**********ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
SUBROUTINE CDBCD 
CALLING 




AREA DEST COUNT 
INPUT OUTPUT 
SUBROUTINE CONVERTS 
SUBSET TO BCD CODE. 
***********ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
CDBCD 






ENT DC STX STX STX LDX LD BSC MDX LDX LDX LDX BSC 
STO LD STO LDX 
LD STO LDX SLA STO MDX MDX STX LD BSI SLA STO MDX NOP MDX SLA STO LD BSI OR STO 











0 XR1 + 1 XR2+1 XR3+1 CDBCD 2 Cl,-Z CDBCD,3 *-* *-* •Ae «V ep — e p 
CDBCD 
COUNT 
0 Φ + 1 *-* 
1 *+l Φ-Φ 16 IND IND,0 C3 IND 0 TRANS 8 0 1 
C5 16 IND 0 TRANS 0 0 
(NOT PACKED) (PACKED) 




* ΦΦΦΦΦΦ Φ 
Φ 














CDBCD011 CDBCD012 CDBCD013 CDBCD014 CDBCD015 
CDBCD016 CDBCD017 CDBCD018 
CDBCD019 
CDBCD020 CDBCD021 CDBCD022 CDBCD023 CDBCD024 CDBCD025 CDBCD026 CDBCD027 CDBCD028 CDBCD029 CDBCD030 CDBCD031 CDBCD032 
CDBCD033 
CDBCD034 CDBCD035 CDBCD036 CDBCD037 CDBCD038 
CDBCD039 CDBCD040 CDBCD041 
CDBCD042 CDBCD043 
CDBCD044 CDBCD045 CDBCD046 
CDBCD047 CDBCD048 CDBCD049 CDBCD050 
CDBCD051 CDBCD052 CDBCD053 CDBCD054 CDBCD055 CDBCD056 
CDBCD057 CDBCD058 
56 -
SUBROUTINE CDBCD PAGE 2 
002F 0 
0030 0 0031 0 0032 0 0033 01 
003 5 0 0036 0 
003 7 0 
003 8 0 0039 0 003A 01 003C 0 
003D 0 003E 01 0040 0 
0041 0 
0042 0 0043 0 0044 0 0045 0 0046 0 0047 0 0048 0 0049 0 004 A 0 004B 0 004C 0 
004D 0 004E 0 004F 0 0050 0 
0051 0 
0052 0 0053 0 0054 0 
0055 0 0056 0 0057 0 
005 8 0 0059 0 
005A 01 
00 5C 0 005D 0 005E 0 005F 0 0060 0 0061 0 0062 0 
0063 0 0064 0 0065 0 0066 0 006 8 
72 01 
1000 7101 1000 74FF005D 
70E8 70D2 
0000 
D028 902B 4C180059 C024 
6303 4C280043 1001 
73FF 
70FB 6B1A C019 1004 D017 C019 E019 63 OC 1340 73 00 7001 
7009 D010 6B10 C013 
900E 
800B DOOA COOA 
EOOD 70F3 C006 
7001 COOC 
4C800037 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1FF0 









IND COUNT RESLT SAVE SAVE3 CODE MASK 
MASKI K10 X2000 XOOOA 
MDX NOP MDX NOP MDX MDX MDX 
DC 
STO S BSC LD LDX BSC SLA MDX MDX STX LD SLA STO LD AND LDX SLCA MDX MDX MDX STO STX LD S A STO LD AND MDX LD MDX LD BSC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC END 
2 1 
1 1 
L COUNT,-1 C2 EXIT 
0 
CODE X2000 L EXEPT,+-CODE 
3 3 L T3,+Z 1 3 -1 Tl 3 RESLT RESLT 4 RESLT CODE MASK 3 12 3 0 3 0 Φ + 1 
TEXIT SAVE 3 SAVE3 K10 SAVE3 
RESLT RESLT SAVE 
MASKI T4 RESLT 
Φ + 1 XOOOA 
I TRANS 0 0 0 0 0 0 /1FF0 
/7FFF 10 /2000 /OOOA 
CONSTRUCT ZONE BITS 
CDBCD059 CDBCD060 CDBCD061 CDBCD062 CDBCD063 CDBCD064 CDBCD065 CDBCD066 CDBCD067 CDBCD068 CDBCD069 CDBCD070 CDBCD071 CDBCD072 CDBCD073 CDBCD074 CDBCD075 CDBCD076 CDBCD077 CDBCD078 CDBCD079 CDBCD080 CDBCD081 CDBCD082 CDBCD083 CDBCD084 CDBCD085 CDBCD086 CDBCD087 CDBCD088 CDBCD089 CDBCD090 CDBCD091 CDBCD092 CDBCD093 CDBCD094 CDBCD095 CDBCD096 CDBCD097 CDBCD098 CDBCD099 CDBCD100 CDBCD101 CÜBCD102 CDBCD103 CDBCD104 CDBCD105 CDBCD106 CDBCD107 CDBCD108 CDBCD109 CDBCD110 CDBCD111 CDBCD112 
CDBCD 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
- 57 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE COMPR PAGE 
0000 0000 0001 0002 0003 0004 00 06 0007 0008 0009 
OOOA 
OOOC 












00 C 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 




01 C 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 
O D0E9 
00 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 4C800000 01 74010000 O 70F9 
Φ***Φ******Φ**ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
* IBM 1800 U T I L I T Y SUBROUTINES 
Φ * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ φ φ φ * φ φ φ φ φ * * * * * * φ ψ * φ φ * * φ φ * * * * * * * Φ Φ ψ * * * * * * Φ Φ SUBROUTINE COMPR 
Φ 
* CALLING SEQUENCE 
3¡¡ « — — ^ — , _ _ _ — —.—, — — — — — — 
* LD Ν 
* CALL COMPR * DC / . . . . Φ Φ 
* DC / . . . . * DC EQUBR 
Φ 




































2 0 Ρ Ρ 3 ε ΐ 
2 5 ν 5 ε ι 
Φει 
L2 * - * 
COMPR 
C P R U l 
C P R 2 ε l 
COMPR 




















BRANCH IF NOT EQUAL 
e p e p e p e p 
«Ae f 

































C0MPR015 C0MPR016 C0MPR017 
C0MPR018 





















NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. COMPR DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
58 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE USER PAGE 
0 0 0 0 
0000 










0 0 1 0 
0012 
0 0 1 4 
0016 
0 0 1 7 
0018 








































2 4 8 8 5 6 4 0 
0000 
690F 
6 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 
6 9 0 1 







6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
















Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * * * * 
* IBM 1800 U T I L I T Y SUBROUTINES 
«le «Ae «Ae «Ae »le «Ae »le «Ae «Ae »le «le «le »le »le «le »le «Ae »te «le «Je «le «le «le »le «le «Ae »le »le «le «Ae «Ae »le «JU «le «Ae »le «le «Je «Je «le «le «Je «le «le »Je «Ae «Ae «eW «Ae ep ^» ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ή« ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ^» ep ep ep ep e,» ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ép ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep 
»le 
* SUBROUTINE USER 
* CALLING SEQUENCE 
* CALL USER 
DC EOFSW 
i= 
SUBROUTINE USER IS TO BE USED AS SPECIAL 
¡= CONDITION ROUTINE FOR THE READ FUNCTION WIT 
L I B F MAGT. IT TESTS THE ACCUMULATOR AND SET 
* SWITCHES ON EOF AND ERROR DETECTION, WHEN 
THE RECORD WAS TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT. 

























































i r "■*-!** K l 
U S 1 , £ -
K l υ52 , ε -
K2 
υ 5 4 , ε -
»le — «le 
USER,1 
USER 








ACC#2 YES,BRANCH ACC#4 YES,BRANCH 
TEST IF TOO LONG YES NO 
ΦΦ 














































USER USER USER USER 

































0 4 1 042 
043 044 045 046 
047 048 049 
050 
0 5 1 
NO ERRORS IM ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
USER 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 59 






































1 4 0 4 7 0 0 0 
0000 




00 6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 



























00 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 





















* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 







SUBROUTINE MAG TRIES TO READ A TAPE IN EVEN Φ 
AND ODD PARITY . ON EOF DETECTION THE PROG. * 
BRANCHES TO EOFBR, ON ERROR DETECTION TO Φ 
ERRBR. EOFSW IS THE START ADDRESS OF THE 4 Φ 
SWITCHES USED BY SUBR. USER. * 
«A, 
I f 



















































































L I * - * 
L2 * - * 






































































003D 003 E 





0 0 4 7 
0048 
0 0 4 9 
004 A 
004B 
00 4C 004D 
004E 




0 0 5 4 0055 
0 0 5 7 











0066 0 0 6 7 006 8 













































































0 0 0 0 




0 0 0 0 
0000 
005B 
140478C0 0000 70FD 


































































L C T R U - 1 
ERI 
L C T R l , 1 0 
L C T R 2 , - 1 




1 3 I MAGAR 
K5 
L E R 3 + 3 , + 
MAGT 







1 3 MAGT 
/ 7 0 0 0 
1 - 1 ER4 
1 2 
MAGR 
1 - 1 










* - * * - * USER 































































006E 006F 00 70 0071 00 72 0074 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
OOOA 
0002 7000 2000 5000 0005 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE M, 
CTR2 DC 10 
CTR3 DC 2 H7000 DC /7000 H2000 DC /2000 H5000 DC /5000 K5 DC 5 END 
PAGE 
MAG00116 MAG00117 MAG00118 MAG00119 MAG00120 MAG00121 MAG00122 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. MAG DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
62 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE CDTST PAGE 
0 0 0 0 
0000 






















0 0 0 0 0 
0 6 9 1 5 



















IBM 1800 UTILITY SUBROUTINES * 
*********Φ******************Φ***Φ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
Φ 














CALL DC RETURN RETURN 
CDTST CARD FOR CARD FOR CARD EQUAL BLANK. NOT EQUAL BLANK 
SUBROUTINE CDTST TESTS IF THE AREA CARD THROUGH CARD+79 IS BLANK OR NOT. 
CI 
C2 
C3 XI X2 X3 
ENT DC STX STX STX LDX LD STO LDX LDX LD BSC MDX MDX MDX MDX MDX MDX LDX LDX LDX BSC END 
1 2 3 II 1 
L2 3 2 L 2 3 
L LI L2 L3 I 
CDTST 0 Xl + 1 X2 + 1 X3+1 CDTST 0 Cl + 1 




XR2 HAS CARD START ADDR. OF 
RETURN 
CDTST002 CDTST003 CDTST004 CDTST005 CDTST006 CDTST007 CDTST008 CDTST009 CDTST010 CDTST011 CDTST012 CDTST013 CDTST014 CDTST015 CDTST016 CDTST017 CDTST018 CDTST019 CDTST020 CDTST021 CDTST022 CDTST023 CDTST024 CDTST025 CDTST026 CDTST027 CDTST028 CDTST029 CDTST030 CDTST031 CDTST032 CDTST033 CDTST034 CDTST035 CDTST036 CDTST037 CDTST038 CDTST039 CDTST040 CDTST041 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. CDTST DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
63 -






















0017 01 0019 01 001B 001C 001D 001E 01 0020 0 0021 0 0022 01 0024 0 0025 0 0026 0 002 7 0 0028 0 
0 0 0 
176558D5 3100 17047140 O2B0 003C 65000186 03059115 1000 025E 0000 03059115 0000 70FD 085935D9 0001 025F 02B0 0050 660002AF C201 910F 4C200114 44000164 C202 1808 9120 4C180026 8120 9117 4C300117 8117 D104 C203 1808 9116 
*************************************************** * IBM 1800 MAGNETIC TAPE UTILITY PROGRAMS * ****************************Φ****ΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦ*********** 
* * * * * * * * * * * Φ Φ * * * 
TAPE DUMP PROGRAM TPDMP 
PROGRAM TPDMP DUMPS A TAPE ON THE 1443 PRINTER IN BCD, EBCDIC OR HEXADECIMAL FORMAT. 
CONTROL CARD COL. 1-2 3 5 7 9 11-13 15-17 
** 
INPUT TAPE UNIT NO. (0,1,2,3) NUMBER OF TRACKS (7 OR 9) PARITY (0 OR E) BYTES/WORD (2 OR 3) DENSITY (200,556 OR 800) OUTPUT FORMAT (BCD,EBC OR HEX) 
* * * * * * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ 
Je 






LIBF DC LIBF DC DC LDX LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX LIBF DC DC DC DC LDX LD S BSC BSI LD S RA S BSC A S BSC A STO LD SRA S 
LI 
PRNTN /3100 PAGE ZPRNTεl 60 R CARDN /1000 ZCART 
1 
CARDN 0 *-3 HOL PR 1 ZCARTεl ζρκΝτει 80 L2 ZPRNT 2 1 H2C2C-R ERI,Ζ IMPR 2 8 Kl O-R ZERO^-KIO-R K4-R ER2,-Z K4-R UNTNR-R 3 8 K7-R 
NEW PAGE 
PAGE NR 
READ Φ* CARD 
WAIT 
1 1 
"l 1 2 
CONVERT TO PRINTER CODE 
TEST IF ** 
BRANCH IF NOT PRINT THE CARD TEST TAPE UNIT 
IS IT ZERO 
NO IS IT 1,2,3 NO,BRANCH 
YES 
SAVE UNIT 
TEST IF 7-TRACK 
TPDMP002 TPDMP003 TPDMP004 TPDMP005 TPDMP006 TPDMP007 TPDMP008 TPDMP009 TPDMP010 TPDMP011 TPDMP012 TPDMP013 TPDMP014 TPDMP015 TPDMP016 TPDMP017 TPDMP018 TPDMP019 TPDMP020 TPDMP021 TPDMP022 TPDMP023 TPDMP024 TPDMP025 TPDMP026 TPDMP027 TPDMP028 TPDMP029 TPDMP030 TPDMP031 TPDMP032 TPDMP033 TPDMP034 TPDMP035 TPDMP036 TPDMP037 TPDMP038 TPDMP039 TPDMP040 TPDMP041 TP0MP042 TPDMP043 TPDMP044 TPDMP045 TPDMP046 TPDMP047 TPDMP048 TPDMP049 TPDMP050 TPDMP051 TPDMP052 TPDMP053 TPDMP054 TPDMP055 TPDMP056 TPDMP057 TP0MP058 
­ 64 ­
TAPE DUMP PROGRAM TPDMP PAGE 
002 9 
002B 002 D 002E 
003 0 0 0 3 1 
0032 0033 
0034 
0036 003 7 





0 0 4 0 0041 
0042 0043 
0 0 4 4 
0046 





0 0 5 0 
0051 0052 
0053 
0 0 5 4 
0055 0056 005 7 
0 0 5 8 0059 
00 5 A 005 Β 
005C 
005D 005E 
0060 0 0 6 1 0062 
0 0 6 4 
0065 




































0 O l 












4 C 1 8 0 0 3 1 .9114 4C20011A 



















C109 7 0 0 1 
C10A 
D l 07 




6 2 0 0 4C18006A 








































MDX LQ MUX 
LD 
STO 












L I B F 
DC 
DC 
L I B F 
L 

































E R 3 ^ Z 
S E P T , £ -K2-R ER3,Z 
READ1 4 
8 H26-R 






* + 3 , Z 
H0040-R BYTES-R 




D E N S 2 ^ -
H02FB-R 















Α Ο Τ , ε -
EB-R 
1 
Α Ο Τ , ε -
HE-R 
1 








BRANCH IF YES 
TEST IF 9-TRACK 
TEST PARITY 




BRANCH IF NOT TWO 
SAVE BYTES/WORD 
TEST DENSITY 
BRANCH I F 20X 
BRANCH I F 55X 
BRANCH IF ERROR 
SAVE DENSITY 
SAVE MAGT CONTROL WORD 
IS IT BCD 
YES BRANCH 
IS I T EBCDIC 
YES BRANCH 
IS I T HEXADECIMAL 
YES BRANCH 
PREPARE BRANCH 













































































0 0 8 7 
0088 



































































































4 4 0 0 0 1 6 4 
6 5 0 0 0 1 8 6 
660002EC 
C108 
1 4 0 4 7 0 0 0 
014B 



















0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 
02B2 
4 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 
74CE00CD 
701E 






6 9 0 8 
750002B5 
6 9 0 9 
6A02 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
02B5 
0000 
1 4 5 A 5 1 7 1 
0195 
00B4 
0 0 0 0 





































































































































* - * 













* - * 
ZPRNTε6 




* - * 
R 
IMPR-R 
BLANK OUTPUT AREA 
TAPE ERROR BRANCH 
EOF BRANCH 
RECORD TO LONG 
YES, BRANCH 
S T I L L ONE FULL L INE 
YES »BRANCH 
NO 
CMPT NUMBER OF * 
CMP1 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
DEST#STARTING POINT OF * 




























































^ f Γ^ Γ«4 ΑΛ T^ «1 ^9 ·"« TPDMP172 







O X O 
00C1 
0 X 2 
00C3 
00C4 
0 X 5 
00C6 
0 X 7 
00C8 
0 X 9 
OOCA 
O X B 
OOCC 
O X D 
OOCE 




























































































C U E 
DOEF 








0 5 0 9 7 6 6 3 
0001 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 





1 0 1 0 
D124 

















6 9 0 3 
0 3 5 9 5 2 2 7 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
7103 
7201 
















































































































































C T , - 1 
HEX2 
IMPR 





I N I T I A L I S E WORD NUMBER 
NO I N I T I A L I S E A LINE 
LOAD WORD NUMBER 
4.CHARACTERS 
TWO BLANKS 
STILL ANOTHER WORD 




































































0102 0103 0104 
0105 
0106 0107 0108 
0109 
010B Ol OD 
010E 
































0 0 0 





































DOOF C0Ç9 811F 
D121 
A115 1 0 9 0 D003 
6 5 0 0 0 2 B 8 
7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 6903 
145A5171 
0195 0000 











6 5 0 0 0 1 F 1 
702E 









4 0 3 0 
23A17155 







Je ' I * 
ER3 


















LD A STO 


















































K l - R 
HEX4 
CTRL K16-R CT-R 
K3-R 16 Φε3 





- y ■— A p 
























/ 2 0 0 1 
TEST IF ONE MORE 

























TPDMP238 TPDMP239 TPDMP240 
TPDMP241 














TPDMP266 TPDMP267 TPDMP268 
TPDMP269 TPDMP270 
TPDMP271 











TAPE DUMP PROGRAM TPDMP PAGE 
0136 
0 1 3 7 
0138 











0 1 4 7 
0148 













0 1 5 8 








0 1 6 1 
0162 
0 1 6 4 
0165 
0 1 6 6 
0 1 6 7 





























































0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 










1 0 1 0 
D127 
4C00008B 
1 0 1 0 
D126 








2 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
23A17155 
2 0 0 1 
01AF 




1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
4C000005 
0 0 0 0 
176558D5 





























































































F M 1 0 - M 1 0 - 1 
IMPR 
ER91 
1 * ε 2 
TYPEN 
/ 2 0 0 1 
Φ - Φ 
TYPEN 











/ 2 0 0 0 
ZPRNT 
PRNTN 
/ 4 0 0 0 
1 
L I M P R 1 , -
PRNTN 
/ 3 1 0 0 
MOVE 
TPDMP287 TPDMP288 TPDMP289 TPDMP290 TPDMP291 TPDMP292 TPDMP293 TPDMP294 TPDMP295 TPDMP296 TPDMP297 TPDMP298 TPDMP299 TPDMP300 TPDMP301 TPDMP302 TPDMP303 TPDMP304 TPDMP305 TPDMP306 TPDMP307 TPDMP308 TPDMP309 TPDMP310 TPDMP311 TPDMP312 TPDMP313 TPDMP314 TPDMP315 TPDMP316 TPDMP317 TPDMP318 TPDMP319 TPDMP320 TPDMP321 TPDMP322 TPDMP323 TPDMP324 TPDMP325 TPDMP326 TPDMP327 TPDMP328 TPDMP329 TPDMP330 TPDMP331 TPDMP332 TPDMP333 TPDMP334 TPDMP335 TPDMP336 TPDMP337 TPDMP338 TPDMP339 TPDMP340 TPDMP341 TPDMP342 TPDMP343 
69 -






0 1 7 7 
0178 


























0 1 9 7 
0198 



























































































0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0000 
2 0 0 0 
002 0 
0 0 1 0 





0 1 0 0 
0026 
OOOF 
0 0 0 1 
0002 
0003 
0 0 0 7 








0 0 1 0 
OOOA 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
003A 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 






















































































































* - * 
* - * 
* - * 
/ 2 0 0 0 
/ 0 0 2 0 
/ 0 0 1 0 
/ 0 0 4 0 
/ 0 2 F B 
/ 0 3 0 5 
/ 0 2 0 A 
/2C2C 
/ 0 1 0 0 







/ 3 2 3 3 
/ 3 5 3 2 - / 3 2 3 3 







* - * 
* - * 
58 
0 
* - * 
* - * 
* - * 
* - * 
TPDMP344 TPDMP345 TPDMP346 TPDMP347 TPDMP348 TPDMP349 TPDMP350 TPDMP351 TPDMP352 TPDMP353 TPDMP354 TPDMP355 TPDMP356 TPDMP357 TPDMP358 TPDMP359 TPDMP360 TPDMP361 TPDMP362 TPDMP363 TPDMP364 TPDMP365 TPDMP366 TPDMP367 TPDMP368 TPDMP369 TPDMP370 TPDMP371 TPDMP372 TPDMP373 TPDMP374 TPDMP375 TPDMP376 TPDMP377 TPDMP378 TPDMP379 TPDMP380 TPDMP381 TPDMP382 TPDMP383 TPDMP384 TPDMP385 TPDMP386 TPDMP387 TPDMP388 TPDMP389 TPDMP390 TPDMP391 TPDMP392 TPDMP393 TPDMP394 TPDMP395 TPDMP396 TPDMP397 TPDMP398 TPDMP399 TPDMP400 
­ 70 ­

















O l F l 01F1 
Ol F2 
01F9 01 F 9 01FA 
02 08 0208 02 09 
0214 
0 2 1 4 
0215 
0 2 2 4 
0235 
02 3 7 
023 7 
0 2 3 8 
0249 






























0008 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
OOOC 0018 
0000 





0000 0 0 0 7 
OOOE 
0 0 0 0 OOOE 
001C 




























































BES DC DMES 





















•RCORRECT AND CONTINUE'E 0 
F M 1 - M 1 - 1 
^ Φ * Ο Α Ρ ϋ M I S S I N G ' E 
0 
F M 2 - M 2 - 1 
•RWRONG TAPE U N I T ' E 
0 
F M 3 - M 3 - 1 
•RWRONG NUMBER OF TRACKS'E 
0 
F M 4 - M 4 - 1 
•RPARITY WRONG'E 
0 
F M 5 - M 5 - 1 
'RWRONG NUMBER OF BYTES/WORD'E 
0 
F M 6 - M 6 - 1 
'RWRONG DENSITY 'E 
0 
F M 7 - M 7 - 1 
•R WRONG OUTPUT SPEC I F I C A T I O N · E 
0 
F M 8 - M 8 - 1 
1 ' 5F*END OF ΡΙΙΕ'δΡ^^Ε 
0 
F M 8 1 - M 8 1 - 1 
'REND OF F I L E ' R TO CONTINUE PRESS' 
START'R TO EXIT PRESS CONSOL INTER ' 
RUPT'E 
0 
F M 9 - M 9 - 1 
1 ·5ΡΦΤΗΙ5 RECORD I S TOO ί 0 Ν 6 · 5 Ρ Φ · Ε 
0 
F M 1 0 - M 1 0 - 1 
























































NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. TPDMP DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
71 
TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP PAGE 










0012 0013 20 0014 0 0015 1 













002 7 01 
0029 0 
002A 01 




176558D5 3100 17047140 
02D7 
0032 
6 5 0 0 0 1 9 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 1000 
023E 
0000 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
0 0 0 0 
70FD 
085935D9 
0 0 0 0 
023F 
0 2 9 1 
0006 
2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 2001 
028F 
0000 




6 6 0 0 0 2 9 1 
C200 
9128 4C200177 C201 1808 
9122 
4C18003B 
7 4 0 1 0 1 A 0 
9123 
4C18003B 
Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* IBM 1800 
ep ^ p ep ep^  2φ èp ep ep ¿^ ep ep ep ep ep 
* 
* TAPE MAP 
φ * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
MAGNETIC TAPE U T I L I T Y PROGRAMS * 







TPMAP READS A TAPE AND PRODUCES A 
ON THE 1443 PRINTER SPECIFYING 
ER OF RECORDS, THE LENGTH AND THE 
CONTROL CARD COL. 1-2 3 
5 
* * INPUT TAPE UNIT NO. ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) 
NUMBER OF TRACKS (7 OR 9) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BEGIN 



























































ζ τ γ ρ ε 2 
6 
TYPEN 














ϋ ΐ , ε -
U N I T , 1 
HOOFC-R 
ϋ ΐ , ε -
NEW PAGE 
PRINT PAGE NUMBER 
R# RELOCATION INDICATOR 
READ Φ* CARD 
WAIT 
CONVERT TO 1816 CODE 
TYPE THE CARD 
NO,BRANCH 
TEST IF GOOD UNIT 
IF 0,BRANCH 




































































0 0 3 9 





0 0 4 1 
0043 
0 0 4 4 
0045 


























































































7 4 0 1 0 1 A 0 
9124 
4C18003B 
7 4 0 1 0 1 A 0 
9125 
4C20017A 







9 1 2 7 
4C2 0017D 
COOO 
D i l l 
C110 























1 0 1 0 
DIOD 
ClOF 















































































































U N I T . l 
H00D8-R 











U N I T - R 
MGTC2 
MGTC2 






H5000-R MGTC1 MGTC5 
MAGT 




0 * - 3 
EOFSW-R 









ϋ5ει - 1 
BCK 
IF 2 BRANCH 
IF 3 BRANCH 
WRONG NUMBER 
TEST TRACK NUMBER 
IF 7 BRANCH 
IF 9 CONTINUE,ELSE CONTINU 
SET TRACK NOT ZERO 
PREPARE READ ON UNIT 





BRANCH I F END OF F I L E 
BRANCH I F NO ERROR 
TEST FOR NOISE RECORD 
TEST IF FIRST ERROR 
NO 
YES 



























































TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP PAGE 
00 74 
0075 














0 0 8 7 
0088 












0 0 9 7 
0098 































































































2 0 0 0 





0 0 0 0 





D U E 
6 2 0 6 
700C 


















C U F 
4C1800B4 




































































































C T R 3 , - 1 
BCK 
CTR3,3 



















































REDO THE 6P0SSIBITIES 3 TIMES 
PERFORM 3 BACKSPACES AND 2 SKIPS AND RETRY,IF AFTER 6 RETRIES THERE IS STILL REDUNDANCY,GO TO REDUN 
WILL BE CHANGED TO LDx'2 3 
SET REDUNDANCY SWITCH ON 
SET LENGTH NEGATIVE INITIALISE X2 
SET REDUNDANCY SWITCH OFF 
COMPUTE LENGT OF RECORD AND SAVE IT IN LNGTH. 
INITIALISE RETRY COUNTERS CTR3 AND CTR6 IS IT A FIRST RECORD NO,BRANCH YES,SET SWITCH FRTSW ON 
TEST IF REDUNDANCY NOeBRANCH YES,SAVE RDNSW IN ORDNS 
READ NEXT RECORD 
TPMAP116 TPMAP117 TPMAP118 TPMAP119 TPMAP120 TPMAP121 TPMAP122 TPMAP123 TPMAP124 TPMAP125 TPMAP126 TPMAP127 TPMAP128 TPMAP129 TPMAP130 TPMAP131 TPMAP132 TPMAP133 TPMAP134 TPMAP135 TPMAP136 TPMAP137 TPMAP138 •TPMAP139 TPMAP140 TPMAP141 TPMAP142 TPMAP143 TPMAP144 TPMAP145 TPMAP146 TPMAP147 TPMAP148 TPMAP149 TPMAP150 TPMAP151 TPMAP152 TPMAP153 TPMAP154 TPMAP155 TPMAP156 TPMAP157 TPMAP158 TPMAP159 TPMAP160 TPMAP161 TPMAP162 TPMAP163 TPMAP164 TPMAP165 TPMAP166 TPMAP167 TPMAP168 TPMAP169 TPMAP170 TPMAP171 TPMAP172 
- 74 -












0 X 3 
00C4 
0 X 6 
00C7 
























































































D U E 
C60001BC 
D U D 
7094 















D U D 
C10F 
D U E 
CUB 
D112 
c i i F 
D120 
70DB 







0 3 2 0 9 1 B 1 
0294 





C U D 
1 0 0 7 


















































































































D I F F 1 , Z 
LNGTH-R 
OLNGT-R 
D I F F 1 , Z 
MGTC4 
OPRDS-R 
D I F F l t Z 
NRREC-R 
K100-R 
D I F F l , -



















C H I F 1 
RECNR 
OLNGT-R 






O D D , -
HEVN-R 




SAVE LNGTH IN OLNGT 
SAVE DENSITY,PARITY IN OPRDS READ NEXT RECORD 
TEST IF REDUNDANCY YES,WE MUST PRINT TEST IF SAME RECORD AS RECORD BEFORE THIS ONE NO,BRANCH TO PRINT 
NO,BRANCH TO PRINT 
YES,SAME RECORD,INCREMENT RECORD COUNT NRREC. 
PRINT A LINE TRANFER ACTUAL STATUS OF RECORD TO OLD STATUS OF RECORD COPRDS,OLNGT,ORDNS 
INITIALISE RECORD COUNT 
READ NEXT RECORD THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE APPROPRIATE RECORD INFORMATION. ADJUST COUNTER TOTNR 
TEST IF PRECEDING RECORD WAS REDUNDANT,YES BRANCH NO,PREPARE NUMBER OF RECORDS AND LENGTH FOR PRINTING 
TEST IF NINE TRACK YES.BRANCH IF 7-TRACK PREPARE DENSITY AND PARITY FOR PRINTING 
TPMAP173 TPMAP174 TPMAP175 TPMAP176 TPMAP177 TPMAP178 TPMAP179 TPMAP180 TPMAP181 TPMAP182 TPMAP183 TPMAP184 TPMAP185 TPMAP186 TPMAP187 TPMAP188 TPMAP189 TPMAP190 TPMAP191 TPMAP192 TPMAP193 TPMAP194 TPMAP195 TPMAP196 TPMAP197 TPMAP198 TPMAP199 TPMAP200 TPMAP201 TPMAP202 TPMAP203 TPMAP204 TPMAP205 TPMAP206 TPMAP207 TPMAP208 TPMAP209 TPMAP210 TPMAP211 TPMAP212 TPMAP213 TPMAP214 TPMAP215 TPMAP216 TPMAP217 TPMAP218 TPMAP219 TPMAP220 TPMAP221 TPMAP222 TPMAP223 TPMAP224 TPMAP225 TPMAP226 TPMAP227 TPMAP228 TPMAP229 
75 ­
TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP PAGE 
00F6 
OOF 7 00F8 
OOF A 
00 FC OOFD OOFE 
OOFF 




0 1 0 9 010A 
01 OB 








011B one 011D OHE 0120 
0121 












0 C U D 
0 ÎOOB 01 4C0200FE 
0 1 4C280100 
0 C906 0 7003 0 C908 
0 7001 
0 C 904 
O l D40002AA 0 1 0 9 0 
O l D40002AB 
3 0 1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 1 0 2 9 4 
1 02D7 0 0 0 2 1 
0 C12B 
0 D12A 












0 0032 3 0 1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
1 02C4 
1 02DA 
0 0012 Ol 74FF01BA 
0 70E7 0 7049 
0 0 0 0 0 20 176558D5 
0 2 0 0 0 1 02D6 
0 0 0 0 0 
20 176558D5 
0 4 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
O l 4 C 9 0 0 1 2 7 
20 176558D5 
0 3 1 0 0 















SLA BSC L 
BSC L 
LDD 1 MDX LDD 1 
MDX 
LDD 1 





















DC MDX L MDX 
MDX 
DC 






L I B F 
DC 










































/ 2 0 0 0 
ZPRT 
PRNTN 
/ 4 0 0 0 
1 
I M P R , -
PRNTN 








IF 9-TRACK,PRINT IT 
IF REDUNDANCY IN PRECEDING 
RECORD PRINT IT 
IF MORE THAN 10 REDUNDANT 
RECORD IN SEQUENCE,EXIT 
THIS ROUTINE PRINTS A 
L INE AND TESTS FOR CH. 12 




























































TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP PAGE 
0138 013A 013C 013D 013E 013F 0140 0142 0143 0144 0146 0147 0148 014A 014B 014C 014D 014E 014F 0151 0152 0153 0154 0155 0156 0157 0158 0159 015A 015B 015C 015D 015E 015F 0160 0161 0162 0163 .0164 0165 0166 0167 0168 0169 016A 016B 016C 016E 0170 0171 0172 0173 0174 0175 
01 
01 01 0 0 0 0 30 1 0 30 1 0 30 1 20 1 0 0 30 1 1 0 0 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 1 0 20 0 0 01 01 20 0 20 0 0 30 
4C800127 
440000D8 
740101A5 C114 ­8113 D114 
C115 
03209180 
0226 C113 032091B1 02Í35 CÏ14 
032091B1 
0239 024C1552 02D7 0032 40D8 
145A5140 021E 02D7 001F 40D2 024C1552 02D7 0032 40CE CUB D112 1010 D113 D121 D10C C117 D11A 1001 D119 C12B D12A 23A17155 2001 01F5 0000 17064885 FFFF 090A 4C280170 4C00004D 140478C0 6000 140478C0 0000 70FD 059C98C0 
BSC 
Φ Φ EOF BSI 
MDX LD A STO LO CALL DC LD CALL DC LD CALL DC LIBF DC DC BSI CALL DC DC DC BSI LIBF DC DC BSI LD STO SLA STO STO STO LD STO SLA STO LD STO LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC ΧΙΟ BSC BSC EXIT LIBF 
MGTC2 DC 
LIBF DC MDX EXIT 
I 




1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 L L 
IMPR 
DIFF 
NRE0F,1 TOTOT­R TOTNR­R TOTOT­R 
NREOF­R 
CHIF 
T0T3 TOTNR­R CHIF1 TOTI TOTOT­R CHIF1 
T0T2 BLANK IPRITI 50 IMPR 
MOVE EOFMS ZPRTεl 
IF END OF FILE PRINT PRE­
CEDING RECORD INFORMATION ADJUST COUNTERS 
PREPARE EOF MESSAGE 
-
FOFMS­EOFMS IMPR BLANK ZPRTE1 50 IMPR Kl­R NRREC­R 16 TOTNR­R FRTSW­R EOFSW­R K3­R CTR3­R 1 CTR6­R K10­R CTRRD­R 
TYPEN /2001 MSEOF 
PAUSE /FFFF 
DATSW­R 
Εχιτ,εζ D3­1 MAGT 
/6000 
MAGT 0 *­3 
PRINT IT 





TEST IF DATSW 0 ON 
EXIT IF YES NO,READ NEXT FILE REWIND UNLOAD 
WAIT 
TPMAP287 TPMAP288 TPMAP289 
TPMAP290 
TPMAP291 TPMAP292 TPMAP293 TPMAP294 
TPMAP295 
TPMAP296 
TPMAP297 TPMAP298 TPMAP299 TPMAP300 TPMAP301 TPMAP302 
TPMAP303 TPMAP304 TPMAP305 TPMAP306 TPMAP307 
TPMAP308 TPMAP309 TPMAP310 TPMAP311 TPMAP312 TPMAP313 ΤΡΜΔΡ314 TPMAP315 TPMAP316 TPMAP317 TPMAP318 TPMAP319 TPMAP320 TPMAP321 TPMAP322 TPMAP323 TPMAP324 TPMAP325 
TPMAP326 TPMAP327 TPMAP328 
TPMAP329 TPMAP330 TPMAP331 
TPMAP332 TPMAP333 TPMAP334 
TPMAP335 
TPMAP336 TPMAP337 TPMAP338 
TPMAP339 
TPMAP340 TPMAP341 TPMAP342 
TPMAP343 
-in -
TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP PAGE 
0 1 7 7 


































































































7 0 0 0 
4 0 0 7 
6 5 0 0 0 1 E 9 
4 0 0 4 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
4C000005 
0 0 0 0 
6902 
23A17155 
2 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0000 
4C800188 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 
0004 
0 0 0 4 
0004 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 7 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
0001 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 








0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 





























































































L I MSI 
ERG 
L I MS2 
ERG 
L I MS3 
ERG 
TYP 






1 * ε 2 
TYPEN 
/ 2 0 0 1 






1 2 0 0 Έ 
1 800»E 
1 5 5 6 Έ 
0 
/ 0 7 4 0 
* - * 
* - * 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
1 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 








Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
* - * 




ΤΡΜΑΡ344 ΤΡΜΑΡ345 ΤΡΜΑΡ346 ΤΡΜΑΡ347 ΤΡΜΑΡ348 ΤΡΜΑΡ349 ΤΡΜΑΡ350 ΤΡΜΑΡ351 ΤΡΜΑΡ352 ΤΡΜΑΡ353 ΤΡΜΑΡ354 ΤΡΜΑΡ355 ΤΡΜΑΡ356 ΤΡΜΑΡ357 ΤΡΜΑΡ358 ΤΡΜΑΡ359 ΤΡΜΑΡ360 ΤΡΜΑΡ361 ΤΡΜΑΡ362 ΤΡΜΑΡ363 ΤΡΜΑΡ364 ΤΡΜΑΡ365 ΤΡΜΑΡ366 ΤΡΜΑΡ367 ΤΡΜΑΡ368 ΤΡΜΑΡ369 ΤΡΜΑΡ370 ΤΡΜΑΡ371 ΤΡΜΑΡ372 ΤΡΜΑΡ373 ΤΡΜΑΡ374 ΤΡΜΑΡ375 ΤΡΜΑΡ376 ΤΡΜΑΡ377 ΤΡΜΑΡ378 ΤΡΜΑΡ379 ΤΡΜΑΡ380 ΤΡΜΑΡ381 ΤΡΜΑΡ382 ΤΡΜΑΡ383 ΤΡΜΔΡ384 ΤΡΜΑΡ385 ΤΡΜΑΡ386 ΤΡΜΑΡ387 ΤΡΜΑΡ388 ΤΡΜΑΡ389 ΤΡΜΑΡ390 ΤΡΜΑΡ391 ΤΡΜΑΡ392 ΤΡΜΑΡ393 ΤΡΜΑΡ394 ΤΡΜΑΡ395 ΤΡΜΑΡ396 ΤΡΜΑΡ397 ΤΡΜΑΡ398 ΤΡΜΑΡ399 ΤΡΜΔΡ4Π0 
- 78 
























O I D I 












0 2 1 6 
021E 




0 2 3 8 




















































0 0 4 0 
0 1 4 0 
0 0 6 0 
0 1 6 0 
0 0 5 0 




5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 0 






0 0 0 0 
OOOB 
0016 













0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 5 0 






































































































/ 0 0 F C - / 0 0 C 4 1 - 0 
* / 0 0 D 8 - / 0 0 F C 2 - 1 
/ 0 0 D C - / 0 0 D 8 3 - 2 
/ 0 0 D 4 7 
/ 0 0 E 0 - / 0 0 D 4 9 - 7 
ΦΦ·Ε 
/ 7 0 0 0 
10 
10 
/ 2 0 0 0 
/ 0 0 4 0 
/ 0 1 4 0 · 
/ 0 0 6 0 
/ 0 1 6 0 
/ 0 0 5 0 
/ 0 1 5 0 
5 
2 
/ 6 2 0 3 
/ 5 0 0 0 
Φ-Φ 
F M S l - M S l - 1 
^ΦΦ CARD M I S S I N G ' E 
0 
FMS2-MS2-1 
•RWRONG TAPE UNIT NUMBER'E 
0 
FMS3-MS3-1 
•RWRONG TRACK NUMBER'E 
0 
FMS7-MS7-1 
•RCORRECT AND CONTINUE'E 
0 
FMSEO-MSEOF-1 
'REND OF F I L E ' R T O CONTINUE PRESS' 
START'RTO EXIT SET DATA SWITCH 0 ON' 
AND PRESS START'E 
0 
1 ·3ΡΦ END OF F I L E ·Ε 
2 
1 ·3ΡΦ TOTAL RECORD(S) = ·Ε 
3 
1 C E 
3 






/ 8 1 2 1 
3 
3 
1 RECORD(S), PARITY IS ·Ε 
2 

































































0003 0000 001E 0000 0024 0000 0032 0032 0BB8 0BB9 0000 
TAPE MAP PROGRAM TPMAP 
LG 
LGT FST NINE FN RDNN FR ZPRT 
ZMAGT 
DMES 
BSS BES DMES BES DMES BES DC BSS DC BSS END 
1 ,LENGTH IS Έ 
3 0 1 RECORDING MODE IS 9-TRACK 'E 0 1 PERMANENT REDUNDANCY ON THIS RECORD' 0 50 50 3000 3001 BEGIN 
PAGE 9 
TPMAP458 
TPMAP459 TPMAP460 TPMAP461 TPMAP462 'E TPMAP463 TPMAP464 TPMAP465 TPMAP466 TPMAP467 TPMAP468 ΤΡΜΔΡ469 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
TPMAP 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
80 -
TAPE DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP PAGE 
0000 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 OOOB OOOC 00 OD OOOE OOOF 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0018 0019 001A 001C 001E 001F 0021 0023 
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 01 01 0 01 01 0 
65000162 4056 D105 4054 E830 D02F F105 100C 4C200014 404D 1890 C028 D106 180C 1084 1804 108C D022 C105 EHE 4C20001C E81D EHE 4C2000E3 65000162 Cl 04 D400029C 6600029C C105 
*************ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ***ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ***** Φ IBM 1800 MAGNETIC TAPE UTILITY PROGRAMS * ΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ****ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ φ 
Φ Φ Φ Φ * Φ Φ Φ Φ φ 
Φ 
φ 
Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ φ 
Φ * 
TAPE Φ DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP * 
PROGRAM ANOTHER, CONTROL UNIT , A SPECIFY PARITY, IGNORED, 
CONTROL 1. CARD COL. 
Φ TPDUP DUPLICATES ONE TAPE ONTO * . TAPE SPECIFICATIONS ARE GIVEN BY * CARDS. IF DUPLICATION IS ON THE SAME* THIRD CARD MUST BE PROVIDED TO * A BUFFER UNIT. WITH 9-TRACK TAPES * NO. OF BYTES/WORD AND DENSITY ARE * » 
CARDS 
1-2 ** 3 5 7 9 11-2. CARD 
Φ Φ Φ 
Φ Φ INPUT TAPE UNIT NO. (0,1,2,3) * NUMBER OF TRACKS (7 OR 9) * PARITY (0 OR E) * BYTES/WORD (2 OR 3) * -13 DENSITY (200,556 OR 800) * 











1 1 L 
1 L LI 1 L L2 1 
R MGDAT MGTC1-R MGDAT MGTC2 MGTG2 MGTC1-R 12 RD.Z MGDAT 16 MGTC2 SWDUP-R 12 4 4 12 MGTC2 MGTC1-R H0040-R READ,Ζ MGTC2 H0040-R ER8,Z R K1500-R ZMAGT ZMAGT MGTC1-R 
IBM BRUSSELS 
CONVERT UNIT,TRACK,PARITY, SAVE FOF INPUT TAPE IDEM OUTPUT TAPE 
TEST IF NOT SAME UNIT 
READ DATA OF BUFFER UNIT 
TEST IF NOT READ IN 3 AND WRITE IN 2 BYTES/WORD. 
BRANCH IF YES 
TPDUP002 TPDUP003 TPDUP004 TPDUP005 TPDUP006 TPDUP007 TPDUP008 TPDUP009 TPDUP010 TPDUPOH TPDUP012 TPDUP013 TPDUP014 TPDUP015 TPDUP016 TPDUP017 TPDUP018 TPDUP019 TPDUP020 TPDUP021 TPDUP022 TPDUP023 TPDUP024 TPDUP025 TPDUP026 TPDUP027 TPDUP028 TPDUP029 TPDUP030 TPDUP031 TPDUP032 TPDUP033 TPDUP034 TPDUP035 TPDUP036 TPDUP037 TPDUP038 TPDUP039 TPDUP040 TPDUP041 TPDUP042 TPDUP043 TPDUP044 TPDUP045 TPDUP046 TPDUP047 TPDUP048 TPDUP049 TPDUP050 TPDUP051 TPDUP052 TPDUP053 TPDUP054 TPDUP055 TPDUP056 TPDUP057 TPDUP058 
81 
TAPE DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP PAGE 
0024 30 0026 002 7 002 8 0029 002A 002C 002D 002E 01 













0 0 4 7 
0048 















































































0 0 0 0 
1 8 0 8 
9 1 1 0 
4 C 9 8 0 0 4 0 
7401016E 
8 1 1 0 
9111 








4 C 9 8 0 0 4 0 
4C0000BD 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
1000 
023A 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
0 0 0 0 
70FD 
085935D9 

























































































U N I T , 1 
H00C4-R 
HOOFC-R 
υ Ν Ο κ , ε -
U N I T , 1 . 
HOOFC-R 
H00D8-R 
υ Ν Ο κ , ε -
U N I T , 1 
H00D8-R 
HOODC-R 













ζ τ γ ρ ε 2 
14 
TYPEN 
/ 2 0 0 1 
BRANCH IF RECORD TOO LONG 
COMPUTE REAL LENGTH 
WRITE ON MAGT 
TEST IF TAPE ERROR BRANCH IF YES 
FIND UNIT IS IT 0 
NO 
IS IT 1 
IS IT 2 
IS IT 3 
NO UNIT ERROR 
READ ** CARD 
WAIT 
CONVERT TO 1816 CODE 
TPDUP059 TPDUP060 TP0UP061 TPDUP062 TPDUP063 TPDUP064 TPDUP065 TPDUP066 TPDUP067 TPDUP068 TPDUP069 TPDUP070 TPDUP071 TPDUP072 TPDUP073 TPDUP074 TPDUP075 TPDUP076 TPDUP077 TPDUP078 TPDUP079 TPDUP080 TPDUP081 TPDUP082 TPDUP083 TPDUP084 TPDUP085 TPDUP086 TPDUP087 TPDUP088 TPDUP089 TPDUP090 TPDUP091 TPDUP092 TPDUP093 TPDUP094 TPDUP095 TPDUP096 TPDUP097 TPDUP098 TPDUP099 TPDUPlOO TPDUP101 TPDUP102 TPDUP103 TPDUP104 TPDUP105 TPDUP106 TPDUP107 TPDUP108 TPDUP109 TPDUPHO TPDUP111 TPDUP112 TPDUP113 TPDUP114 TPDUP115 
82 
TAPE DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP PAGE 
0068 

















0 0 8 0 











0 0 9 0 
0 0 9 1 
0092 


















































































0 0 0 0 
6600028D 
C 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
910B 
4C2 000BA 





9 1 1 4 
4C18007F 








9 1 1 7 
4 C 1 8 0 0 8 9 
4C0000C5 
C U B 
DIOD 
C203 
1 8 0 8 
9112 
4 C 1 8 0 0 9 6 
8112 
9113 
4 C 1 8 0 0 9 8 
4C0000C8 





9 1 1 9 
4C1800A4 











1 8 9 0 
























































































































ζ τ γ ρ ε 2 
0 
HAA-R 







M G D l ^ -
H00D4-R 
HOOEO-R 













M G D 3 ^ -
H00D8-R 
HOODC-R 






M G D 2 ^ -
HD8C4-R 
Μ ΰ Ο ό , ε -
HF4F4-R 
Μ 6 0 7 , ε -
ER6 
HOOIO-R 
* ε ι H0020 -R 
DENS-R 









TEST I F * * 
BRANCH IF NOT 
I S I T 7-TR 
YES BRANCH 
IS I T 9-TR 
YES BRANCH 
NO,TRACK ERROR 
IS I T ODD PARITY 
YES BRANCH 







NO BRANCH TO ERROR 
I S I T 80X 
YES BRANCH 
IS I T 20X 
YES BRANCH 
IS I T 55X 
YES BRANCH 
ERROR 
PREPARE CONTROL WORD 
SAVE IN Q 
CLEAR 
T P D U P H 6 
TPDUP117 
T P D U P H 8 





































































0 X 4 
0 X 5 
00C7 
00C8 
O X A 






































































1 0 9 0 
4 C 8 0 0 0 5 9 
0 0 0 0 
2 4 8 8 5 6 4 0 
0162 
4C8000B4 
6 5 0 0 0 1 8 4 
7011 




6 5 0 0 0 1 9 4 
7009 
6 5 0 0 0 1 9 F 
7006 
6 5 0 0 0 1 A 7 
7003 
6 5 0 0 0 1 B 1 
7000 
1 4 5 A 5 1 7 1 
OOEO 
016E 
0 0 0 4 
4 0 0 7 
6 5 0 0 0 1 E 8 
4 0 0 4 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
4 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
6902 
2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 
2 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4C8000DB 
6 5 0 0 0 1 B 9 
40F5 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
6 5 0 0 0 1 6 2 
4C00001C 























































































































/ 2 0 0 1 




























































































0 1 0 1 
0103 









O l l i 
0113 
0 1 1 4 
0116 




O H E 
011F 




0 1 2 5 
0126 
0 1 2 7 
0128 




0 1 3 0 





0 1 3 7 
0138 































































6 5 0 0 0 1 F 8 
40E4 
6 5 0 0 0 2 0 5 
40E1 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
C4000036 






7 4 0 1 0 1 8 2 
1 4 0 4 7 8 C 0 
8000 
140478C0 















5 0 0 0 
1 4 0 4 7 8 C 0 




6 5 0 0 0 1 6 2 
C106 










2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 



























L I B F 
DC 















L I B F 
DC 

































































E R 9 1 , + -
C T R F L , 1 
MAGT 
/ 8 0 0 0 
MAGT 
0 














/ 5 0 0 0 
MAGT 

















/ 2 0 0 1 
END OF F I L E 
WRITE TAPE MARK 
TEST IF EXIT 
TPDUP230 TPDUP231 TPDUP232 TPDUP233 TPDUP234 TPDUP235 TPDUP236 TPDUP237 TPDUP238 TPDUP239 TPDUP240 TPDUP241 TPDUP242 TPDUP243 TPDUP244 TPDUP245 TPDUP246 TPDUP247 TPDUP248 TPDUP249 TPDUP250 TPDUP251 TPDUP252 TPDUP253 TPDUP254 TPDUP255 TPDUP256 TPDUP257 TPDUP258 TPDUP259 TPDUP260 TPDUP261 TPDUP262 TPDUP263 TPDUP264 TPDUP265 TPDUP266 TPDUP267 TPDUP268 TPDUP269 TPDUP270 TPDUP271 TPDUP272 TPDUP273 TPDUP274 TPDUP275 TPDUP276 TPDUP277 TPDUP278 TPDUP279 TPDUP280 TPDUP281 TPDUP282 TPDUP283 TPDUP284 TPDUP285 TPDUP286 
85 












0 1 4 7 
0148 























0 1 6 7 





























































0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
4C00001C 




6 0 0 0 
140478C0 







4 0 8 9 
059C98C0 
650001D8 
4 0 8 4 
059C98C0 
6 5 0 0 0 2 1 9 
440000DB 
059C98C0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 7 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
05DC 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
0002 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 













































































































/ 6 0 0 0 
MAGT 
0 
* - 3 
C T R F L , - 1 
ER93 . 
ER94 
TAPE ERRORS MS10 
TYP 








/ 0 7 4 0 
0 
φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
1500 
Φ-Φ 
Φ - Φ 
/ 2 0 0 0 
/ 8 0 0 0 
/ 6 0 0 0 
/ 5 0 0 0 
* Φ · Ε 
* - * 
* _ * 
* - * 
* - * 
/ 0 0 C 4 0 
/OOFC 1 
/ 0 0 D 8 2 
/OODC 3 
TPDUP287 TPDUP288 TPDUP289 TPDUP290 TPDUP291 TPDUP292 TPDUP293 TPDUP294 TPDUP295 TPDUP296 TPDUP297 TPDUP298 TPDUP299 TPDUP300 TPDUP301 TPDUP302 TPDUP303 TPDUP304 TPDUP305 TPDUP306 TPDUP307 TPDUP308 TPDUP309 TPDUP310 TPDUP3H TPDUP312 TPDUP313 TPDUP314 TPDUP315 TPDUP316 TPDUP317 TPDUP318 TPDUP319 TPDUP320 TPDUP321 TPDUP322 TPDUP323 TPDUP324 TPDUP325 TPDUP326 TPDUP327 TPDUP328 TPDUP329 TPDUP330 TPDUP331 TPDUP332 TPDUP333 TPDUP334 TPDUP335 TPDUP336 TPDUP337 TPDUP338 TPDUP339 TPDUP340 TPDUP341 TPDUP342 TPDUP343 
86 -
TAPE DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP PAGE 
0176 
0177 0178 0179 017A 01 7B 017C 01 7D 017E 017F 0180 0181 0182 0183 0184 0185 018D 01 8D 018E 0194 0194 0195 019F 01 9F 01A0 01A7 01A7 01A8 01B1 01B1 01B2 01B9 01B9 01BA 01C6 01C6 01C7 01CD 01CD 01CE 01D8 01D 8 01D9 01E8 01E8 01E9 01F8 01F8 01F9 02 05 0205 02 06 0216 0219 0219 02 IA 
022B 
0 















OOEO 0052 FFE4 E4C4 F400 1C30 0100 0010 0020 0040 OFFF 0000 0000 0008 0010 0000 0006 OOOC 0000 OOOA 0014 0000 0007 OOOE 0000 0009 0012 0000 0007 OOOE 0000 OOOC 0018 0000 0006 OOOC 0000 OOOA 0014 0000 OOOF 001E 0000 OOOF 001E 0000 OOOD 0018 0000 0013 0021 0005 0000 022B 0022 
0000 
H00D4 






FMS6 MS 8 









DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES DC DMES BES ' DC DMES DMES BES DC DMES 
BES 
/00D4 7 
/OOEO 9 /0052 0 /0036-/52 E /E4C4 80X /D8C4-/E4C4 20X /F4F4-/D8C4 55X /0100 /0010 /0020 /0040 /OFFF Φ-Φ Φ-Φ FMS1-MS1-1 ·RΦΦCARD MISSING'E 0 FMS2-MS2-1 »RUNIT ERROR'E 0 FMS3-MS3-1 •RWRONG TRACK NUMBER'E 0 FMS4-MS4-1 •RWRONG PARITY'E 0 FMS5-MS5-1 •RWRONG BYTES/WORD·E 0 FMS6-MS6-1 •RWRONG DENSITY'E 0 FMS8-MS8-1 •REFORMATION MAY BE LOST 0 FMS9-MS9-1 •REND OF FILE'E 0 FMS10-MS10-1 •RTAPE ERRORS - EXIT.'E 0 FMS11-MS11-1 •RTAPE RECORD TOO LONG -0 FMS13-MS13-1 
•E 
EXIT.'E 
'RCORRECT Φ*CARDS AND CONTINUE'E 0 FMS14-MS14 •RTO CONTINUE PRESS START 0 FMS15-MS15-1 •RTO EXIT SET DATSW 0 ON START'E 0 FMS12 
'E 
AND PRESS' 
'RWRITE CHECK ON LAST RECORD -EXIT. 
0 
TPDUP344 
TPDUP345 TPDUP346 TPDUP347 TPDUP348 TPDUP349 TPDUP350 TPDUP351 TPDUP352 TPDUP353 TPDUP354 TPDUP355 TPDUP356 TPDUP357 TPDUP358 TPDUP359 TPDUP360 TPDUP361 TPDUP362 TPDUP363 TPDUP364 TPDUP365 TPDUP366 TPDUP367 TPDUP368 TPDUP369 TPDUP370 TPDUP371 TPDUP372 TPDUP373 TPDUP374 TPDUP375 TPDUP376 TPDUP377 TPDUP378 TPDUP379 TPDUP380 TPDUP381 TPDUP382 TPDUP383 TPDUP384 TPDUP385 TPDUP386 TPDUP387 TPDUP388 TPDUP389 TPDUP390 TPDUP391 TPDUP392 TPDUP393 TPDUP394 TPDUP395 TPDUP396 TPDUP397 TPDUP398 'E TPDUP399 
TPDUP400 
- 87 -
TAPE DUPLICATION PROGRAM TPDUP PAGE 8 
022B 






















AND PRESS START'E 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
TPDUP 























































































3 1 0 0 
4400025A 
176558D5 
0 0 0 0 
70FD 
6 5 0 0 0 2 6 6 
6 6 0 0 0 3 6 1 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
1000 
0 3 6 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 





1 0 9 0 
9 1 1 8 








9 1 1 9 
4C18006F 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
02D6 
02AA 
0 0 0 7 
4400024B 
4 4 0 0 0 2 6 0 
ΦΦΦΦΦ 





















IBM 1 8 0 0 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS * 
* * * * * * * * * * * Φ Φ Φ Φ * * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ 
Φ 
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPROCESSING PROGRAM PEP8* 
* 
PROGRAM PEP8 PREPARES A 7-TRACK TAPE FOR 
TELEPROCESSING. I T LOADS CARDS ON TAPE 








F NORMAL CARD TO TAPE 
BLANK RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL 
CONTROL CARDS FOR CETIS 
G UNBLOCKED OUTPUT 
BLANK BLOCKED OUTPUT 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
IBM BRUSSELS 
D l 
L I B F 
DC 
B S I 
















































X I #REL0CATI0N INDICATOR 
CARDN 
0 
* - 3 
1 
H4220-R 
E R I , Ζ 
16 
H4220 -R 
E R I , Ζ 
H8 040 -R 













TEST IF * * IN COL 1-2 
BRANCH IF NOT 
BRANCH IF NOT 
TEST G SWITCH 
BRANCH IF OF 
TEST F SWITCH 
BRANCH IF ON 



























































CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR. PEP8 PAGE 
002 E 
0030 0031 0032 0033 0035 003 7 0039 003A 003B 003C 003E 003 F 0040 0041 0043 0045 0046 004 7 0048 004 A 004B 004C 004D 004F 0050 0051 0052 
0053 0054 0055 





005F 0060 0061 0062 0063 0065 006 7 0068 0069 006A 006B 006C 006D 006E 006 F 0070 
0071 00 72 
0073 0075 0076 
30 
1 1 0 Ol Ol 30 1 1 0 30 1 1 0 Ol 30 1 1 0 30 1 1 0 30 1 1 0 0 




0280 02AA 0007 4400024B 44000260 145A5140 02DD 029A 0011 145A5140 02EE 02BA 0004 4400024B 145A5171 0280 02 9A 0003 145A5171 0280 02 9F 0003 145A5171 0280 02A4 0007 18A0 








DC DC DC BSI BSI CALL DC DC DC CALL DC DC DC BSI CALL DC DC DC CALL DC DC DC CALL DC DC DC SRT 









1 L 2 1 
MOVEI 
HOBOB P6 M2-M1 IMPR BLANK MOVE M3 PI M4-M3 MOVE M5 P7 M6-M5 IMPR MOVEI HOBOB PI 3 MOVEI HOBOB P3 3 MOVEI HOBOB P5 7 32 
HOBOB-R 8 
P7 P8 IMPR PRNTN /3E00 BLANK CARDN /1000 CART1 
CART2 GET D5 TYPEN /2001 M7 
PAUSE /FFFF Dl •Ae 
SWF-R D2 SWF-R DD99,Z 1 H442 0-R 
AND 
UNDERLINE 
PRINT SYSTEM C/TIME ETC 
DOUBLE SPACE 
INITIALISE THE BUFFERS 
MEMORISE IF F ON 
TEST SWITCH F 
TEST IF $ 
PEP80059 
PEP80060 PEP80061 PEP80062 PEP80063 PEP80064 PEP80065 PEP80066 PEP80067 PEP80068 PEP80069 PEP80070 PEP80071 PEP80072 PEP80073 PEP80074 PEP80075 PEP80076 PEP80077 PEP80078 PEP80079 PEP80080 PEP80081 PEP80082 PEP80083 PEP80084 PEP80085 PEP80086 
PEP80087 PEP80088 PEP80089 PEP80090 PEP80091 PEP80092 PEP80093 PEP80094 PEP80095 PEP80096 PEP80097 PEP80098 PEP80099 PEP80100 PEP80101 PEP80102 PEP80103 PEP80104 PEP80105 PEP80106 PEP80107 PEP80108 PEP80109 PEP80110 PEP80111 PEP80112 PEP80H3 PEP80H4 PEP80H5 
- 90 
0077 
0079 007A 00 7B 007D 00 7E 007F 0080 0081 0082 0083 00 84 0086 0087 0088 0089 008A 00 8B 008C 00 8D 008E 008F 0090 0092 0093 0094 0095 00 96 0097 0098 009A 00 9B 009C 00 9D 009E 009F 00A0 00A2 00A3 00A4 00A5 00A6 00A7 00A8 00A9 OOAB OOAC OOAD OOAE OOAF OOBO 00B1 00B2 00B4 00B5 00B6 00B7 
01 
0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 
4C2000C8 
7201 C110 035945D9 8010 8800 2800 2020 2800 0104 C12B 035945D9 8100 2040 8100 8400 2200 2400 8100 0109 7205 C10C 035945D9 8200 2200 42 00 4040 0123 cioè 035945D9 2400 8010 4200 8100 0126 CllO 035945D9 4400 8010 4100 8100 2800 012F CllO 035945D9 4040 2200 4100 8400 8020 013E C12B 035945D9 8080 4080 4010 2400 
CARD TO TAPE 
BSC 
MDX LD CALL DC DC DC DC DC DC LD CALL DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC MDX LD CALL DC DC DC DC DC LD CALL DC DC DC DC DC LD CALL DC H8010 DC DC DC DC DC LD CALL DC DC DC DC DC DC LD CALL DC DC DC DC 
FOR TELEPR. 
L D6,Z 
2 1 1 K5-R COMPR /8010 /8800 /2800 /2020 /2800 Dll 1 K7-R COMPR /8100 /2040 /8100 /8400 /22 00 /2400 /8100 D12 2 5 1 K4-R COMPR /8200 /2200 /4200 /4040 D13 1 K4-R COMPR /2400 /8010 /4200 /8100 D14 1 K5-R COMPR /4400 /8010 /4100 /8100 /2800 D15 l· K5-R COMPR /4040 /2200 /4100 /8400 /8020 D16 1 K7-R COMPR /8080 /4080 /4010 /2400 
PEP8 
BRANCH IF NOT 
IS IT A I Β S Y S CARD YES,BRANCH TO Dll 
IS IT A E X E C υ Τ E CARD YES,BRANCH TO D12 
IS IT A D U M Ρ CARD YES,BRANCH TO D13 
IS IT A Τ I M E CARD YES BRANCH TO D14 
IS IT A L I Ν E S CARD YES BRANCH TO D15 
IS IT A Ρ U Ν C Η CARD YES BRANCH TO D16 
IS IT A F 0 R Τ 
PAGE 3 
PEP80H6 
PEP80H7 PEP80H8 PEP80H9 PEP80120 PEP80121 PEP80122 PEP80123 PEP80124 PEP80125 PEP80126 PEP80127 PEP80128 PEP80129 PEP80130 PEP80131 PEP80132 PEP80133 PEP80134 PEP80135 PEP80136 PEP80137 PEP80138 PEP80139 PEP80140 PEP80141 PEP80142 PEP80143 PEP80144 PEP80145 PEP80146 PEP80147 PEP80148 PEP80149 PEP80150 PEP80151 PEP80152 PEP80153 PEP80154 PEP80155 PEP80156 PEP80157 PEP80158 PEP80159 PEP80160 PEP80161 PEP80162 PEP80163 PEP80164 PEP80165 PEP80166 PEP80167 PEP80168 PEP80169 PEP80170 PEP80171 PEP80172 
91 
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR. PEP8 PAGE 
00B8 
00B9 OOBA OOBB OOBC OOBD OOBE OOCO 0X1 00C2 0X3 00C5 0X6 00C7 0X8 00C9 OXA OOCB OXD OOCE OXF OODI 00D2 
00D3 00D4 00D5 00D6 0OD7 00D8 00D9 00 DA OODB 
00 DC OODD OODF 
00E1 00E2 00E4 00E5 00E7 
00E8 OOEA 00 EC OOED OOEF OOFO 
00 F2 00F4 
00F5 00F6 00F8 
OOF 9 OOFA 
OOFB 
OOFD OOF E 
0 
0 0 1 0 0 30 0 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 30 1 0 
0 0 0 0 20 0 0 1 0 0 01 30 1 01 0 01 0 01 30 1 01 0 01 01 0 0 30 1 0 0 01 0 0 
4010 




C11C D200 7006 811C 9118 7201 
4C1800BD 70F5 Cl 04 03209180 02A0 ClOO 
D204 C103 D203 6A02 085935D9 0001 0000 02A4 0050 
ClOl 4C1800FE 03209180 
02 BA CC0002BA 1088 DC0002BA C102 
4C180100 03209180 02BC CC0002BC 1088 DC0002BC 
4400024B C106 
D003 145A5140 02A4 
0000 0028 
44000260 










DC DC DC MDX LD CALL DC DC DC BSC LD STO MDX A S MDX BSC MDX LD CALL DC LD 
STO LD STO STX LIBF DC DC DC DC LD BSC CALL DC LDD SLT STD LD BSC CALL DC LDD SLT STD BSI LD STO CALL DC DC DC BSI MDX SLT 
2 1 
L 1 2 
1 1 2 L 
1 
1 
2 1 2 2 
1 L 
L 
L 1 L 
L 
L L 1 
L 
/4010 
/9000 /4100 D17 -5 K2-R COMPR 
/8010 
/82 00 *ε2 PUT H4420-R 0 D8 H4420-R H4220-R 1 ϋ7,ε-D9 TOTIM-R CHIF Ρ3εΐ SWDMP-R 
4 SWFOR-R 3 *ε2 HOLPR 1 Φ-Φ P5 80 TIMES-R ΝΤΜ,ε-
CHIF P7 P7 8 P7 LINES-R ΟϋΑ,ε-CHIF 
P8 P8 8 P8 IMPR PT2-R Φε3 MOVE P5 Φ-Φ 40 BLANK PT9 32 
R A Ν CARD YES BRANCH TO D17 
IS IT A I D CARD YES GO το *ε2 
SET $ IN FIRST COLUMN DO THE $ID OPERATIONS IS IT A * 
YES,BRANCH TO TEST *ID ELSE PUT CARD ON TAPE 
COMPUTE TOTAL TIME 
SET DUMP SIGN 
SET FORTRAN SIGN 
CONVERT CARD TO PRINTER CODE 
' 
TEST IF TIME NOT ZERO 
ELSE FILL IN WITH BLANK 
DO THE SAME THING WITH LINES 
PRINT THE $ID CARD LINE 
PEP80173 PEP80174 PEP80175 PEP80176 PEP80177 PEP80178 PEP80179 PEP80180 PEP80181 PEP80182 PEP80183 PEP80184 PEP80185 PEP80186 PEP80187 PEP80188 PEP80189 
PEP80190 PEP80191 PEP80192 PEP80193 PEP80194 PEP80195 PEP80196 
PEP80197 PEP80198 PEP80199 PEP80200 PEP80201 PEP80202 PEP80203 PEP80204 PEP80205 PEP80206 PEP80207 PEP80208 PEP80209 PEP80210 PEP80211 PEP80212 PEP80213 PEP80214 PEP80215 PEP80216 PEP80217 PEP80218 PEP80219 PEP80220 PEP80221 PEP80222 PEP80223 PEP80224 PEP80225 PEP80226 PEP80227 PEP80228 PEP80229 
92 -
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR. PEP8 PAGE 
OOFF 
OlOO 
0 1 0 1 
0102 
0103 
0 1 0 4 
0105 
0 1 0 6 
0 1 0 7 
0 1 0 8 






0 1 1 0 
O l l i 
0112 
0113 
0 1 1 4 
0115 
0 1 1 6 
0 1 1 7 
0 1 1 8 
0 1 1 9 
01 IA 
O l l B 
one O H E 
01 I F 
0 1 2 0 
0 1 2 1 
0122 
0123 
0 1 2 4 
0125 
0 1 2 6 
0 1 2 7 
0 1 2 8 






0 1 3 0 
































































C l l O 
0 3 5 9 45D9 
8080 
4 0 8 0 
4 0 1 0 
2 4 0 0 





0 0 0 0 
02 9A 
0005 
72 F l 
70A7 
145A5140 










D l O l 
8104 
















































































































/ 8 0 8 0 
/ 4 0 8 0 
/ 4 0 1 0 
/ 2 4 0 0 






Φ - Φ 
P I 
5 
























ADJUST X2 FOR PUT IF 
SWITCH F ON 
ALL SWITCHES MUST BE 
MADE ZERO AT AN IBSYS CARD 
TEST SYSTEM 






YES BRANCH TO D19 




































































0 1 3 7 
0138 





















0 0 0 0 































0 1 5 7 
0158 







































4 1 0 0 
8200 
020F 
03 05 9115 
1000 
0000 

















































































GET X2 POINTS AT THE COUNT OF 
THE LAST USED BUFFER 
THE ROUTINE TEST IF THE LAST 
READ CARD WAS A END CARD, 
IF NOT IF F I L L S THE BUFFER AND 
POINTS X2 TO THE OTHER BUFFER 










/ 8 1 0 0 
/ 4 1 0 0 
/ 8 2 0 0 
END 
CARDN 







D IF YES 
BRANCH TO END 
BUFFER USED BY 




BUFFER USED BY PROGRAM FOR NEXT OPERATION THIS ROUTINE MOVES CARD INPUT TO OUTPUT BUFFER UNTIL IT IS PLENTY THEN IT WRITES BUFFER ON TAPE.IT DETERMINES THE 
PEP80287 PEP80288 PEP80289 PEP80290 PEP80291 PEP80292 PEP80293 PEP80294 PEP80295 PEP80296 PEP80297 PEP80298 PEP80299 PEP80300 PEP80301 PEP80302 PEP80303 PEP80304 PEP80305 PEP80306 PEP80307 PEP80308 PEP80309 PEP80310 PEP803H PEP80312 PEP80313 PEP80314 PEP80315 PEP80316 PEP80317 PEP80318 PEP80319 PEP80320 PEP80321 PEP80322 PEP80323 PEP80324 PEP80325 PEP80326 PEP80327 PEP80328 PEP80329 PEP80330 PEP80331 PEP80332 PEP80333 PEP80334 PEP80335 PEP80336 PEP80337 PEP80338 PEP80339 PEP80340 PEP80341 PEP80342 PEP80343 
94 
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR. PEP8 PAGE 
0 1 6 0 























0 1 8 0 














0 1 9 4 
0195 
0 1 9 6 
0197 










































































0 0 0 0 
0050 
7401026D 
















6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4C000065 











4 8 1 8 
E927 
18D0 

























































































































Φ - Φ 
Φ - Φ 
80 
C T R , ε ι 
C T R L . 4 0 
P T 2 , 4 0 
K8-R 

















P T 8 , Z 
















C C C - 1 
PPP 
Je «le 
e p — ep 
PT8 
«V «le 
LOOK AHEAD B ITS TOO. 
POINTS ON CARD BUFFER 
TEST IF BINARY 
BRANCH IF YES 
PREPARE CONVERSION 
CONVERSION AND TRANSFER 
UPDATE COUNT BLOCKS 
LENGTH 
START IN OUTPUT 
AREA 
BRANCH IF NEXT CARD IS 
BINARY 
PUT LOOK AHEAD B ITS 
TEST IF MORE THAN 9 RECORD 
BRANCH IF YES 
RESTORE X2 
F I L L THE ZEREOS 















































































































































4 0 0 6 





0 0 0 0 
DC80026C 





6 1 5 0 
72FF 6A01 


















































































































P T 2 , 2 CTRL,2 
PT4 
PT2-R 
K l - R 
Ρ Β Ι Ν ί ε ΐ 
80 
- 1 
Ρ Β Ι Ν 2 ε ΐ 



































TEST IF MORE THAN 8 BLOCKS 
STORES THE LOOK AHEAD BITS 
IT IS A BINARY CARD 
MOVE THE BINARY CARD TO OUTPUT AREA 
XXXXXXXXXXXX.... XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX..XXXXXX ..XXXXXX..XXXXXX 
ADJUST ENTRY BLOCK ADJUST LENGTH 
ADJUST NUMBER OF BLOCKS TEST IF NEXT BINARY YES,BRANCH STORE LOOK AHEAD BITS H0004000000010000 
NEXT CARD IS BINARY 
STORE LOOK AHEAD BITS H000500010005000H 
WRITE ON TAPE 
PEP80401 PEP80402 PEP80403 PEP80404 PEP80405 PEP80406 PEP80407 PEP80408 PEP80409 PEP80410 PEP80411 PEP80412 PEP80413 PEP80414 PEP80415 PEP80416 PEP80417 PEP80418 PEP80419 PEP80420 PEP80421 PEP80422 PEP80423 PEP80424 PEP80425 PEP80426 PEP80427 PEP80428 PEP80429 PEP80430 PEP80431 PEP80432 PEP80433 PEP80434 PEP80435 PEP80436 PEP80437 PEP80438 PEP80439 PEP80440 PEP80441 PEP80442 PEP80443 PEP80444 PEP80445 PEP80446 PEP80447 PEP80448 PEP80449 PEP80450 PEP80451 PEP80452 PEP80453 PEP80454 PEP80455 PEP80456 PEP80457 
- 96 -
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR, PEP8 PAGE 
01E7 
01E8 01E9 
01 EB 01ED 
01EE 01EF 
0 1 F 1 
01 F2 01F3 01 F4 
01F5 
01 F6 01F7 
0 1 F 9 
01FA 
01 FB 01FC 01FE 
0200 











0 2 1 8 
0219 
02 I B 
021C 02 I D 
021E 
02 I F 
0 2 2 1 
0222 
0223 
0 2 2 4 0225 
0 2 2 6 
0227 
























































6 6 8 0 0 1 5 9 
C201 E H D 
F H D 4C9801F2 
740101F2 
4C8001F2 
0 0 0 0 6 9 0 8 
6 5 0 0 0 2 6 6 
9 1 2 9 
4C20020B 
7 4 0 1 0 2 6 F 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4C 8002 02 
7 4 0 0 0 4 0 3 
702C 
4032 1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 




0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 








8 9 0 0 
8 9 1 4 
A92F 0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 
02 BO 




























































































* - 3 $Ανιει BUFN 
1 H0050 -R 
H0050-R 





S V I , Ζ 
CTRER,1 
* _ * 
USER 
























SET COUNTERS ZERO 
I N I T I A L I S E PT2 
• 
UPDATE RECORD COUNT 
TEST I F NEXT CARD IS 
BINARY 
HAS I T 7 - 9 IN COLUMN- 1 
YES GO TO RETURN ADDRESS 
ELSE GO TO RETURN ε 1 
COUNTS THE NUMBER OF 
ERASES ON TAPE 
S T I L L ONE RECORD 
YES,MOVE IT 
TWO SPACES-
PRINT NUMBER OF RECORDS 
TWO SPACES 





































































0 2 3 7 
023 8 






















































































4 0 1 9 
140478C0 
8050 
2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 
2 0 0 1 
0 3 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
1 7 1 5 7 E 0 0 
140478C0 





0 0 0 0 






2 0 0 0 
0 2 9 9 
1 1 0 0 
176558D5 




















































































/ 8 0 5 0 
TYPEN 







/ 3 0 5 0 
CTRL 
USER 









/ 2 0 0 0 
PRNT1 
moo PRNTN 
/ 4 0 0 0 
1 
I M P , -
PRNTN 














PRINT TRANSMISSION TIME WRITE TAPE MARK 
MOVE LAST RECORD ON TAPE 
PRINT ONE LINE 
PRINT PAGE IF CHANNEL1 TEST, FOR CHANNEL 1 
BLANKS THE PRINT AREA 
BLANKS THE PRINT AREA 
PAGE 10 
PEP80515 PEP80516 PEP80517 PEP80518 PEP80519 PEP80520 PEP80521 PEP80522 PEP80523 PEP80524 PEP80525 PEP80526 PEP80527 PEP80528 PEP80529 PEP80530 PEP80531 PEP80532 PEP80533 PEP80534 PEP80535 PEP80536 PEP80537 PEP80538 PEP80539 PEP80540 PEP80541 PEP80542 PEP80543 PEP80544 PEP80545 PEP80546 PEP80547 PEP80548 PEP80549 PEP80550 PEP80551 PEP80552 PEP80553 PEP80554 PEP80555 PEP80556 PEP80557 PEP80558 PEP80559 PEP80560 PEP80561 PEP80562 PEP80563 PEP80564 PEP80565 PEP80566 PEP80567 PEP80568 PEP80569 PEP80570 PEP80571 
- 98 
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPR. PEP8 
0266 
02 66 0266 02 67 0268 0269 026A 02 6B 026C 02 6D 026E 02 6F 0270 02 71 0272 02 73 
0274 02 75 0276 02 77 0278 02 79 027A 02 7B 02 7C 
02 7D 02 7E 02 7F 0280 02 81 
0282 02 83 
0284 
02 85 0286 02 87 0288 02 89 028Δ 02 8B 028C 02 8D 028E 02 8F 0290 02 91 0292 02 93 0294 
02 95 0296 02 98 
0298 
02 99 029A 
02 9D 
029F 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0404 0000 0000 0000 0909 0707 0004 0000 
0001 0000 0005 0001 0005 0004 0000 1388 0404 
0000 4220 8080 OBOB 1D1D 
4420 005 0 
001F 
OF 00 2000 0800 . 02 3C 8000 8040 0100 FOFF 1010 0002 0003 0006 0007 0008 0009 03D7 












SWERT H4220 H8080 HOBOB H1D1D 
H4420 H0050 
H001F 
HOFOO H2000 H0800 H023C H8000 H8040 H0100 HFOFF H1010 K2 K3 K6 K7 K8 K9 D983 
D1000 D40 
PRNT1 PI P2 P3 
BSS E 
E QU DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC BSS 1 DC DC BSS BSS BSS 
0 
Φ Φ-* Φ-Φ Φ-Φ Φ-Φ Φ-Φ Φ-Φ CTRLεl Φ-Φ Φ-Φ Φ-Φ /0909 /0707 /0004 0 1 0 5 1 5 4 0 5 000 CTRLεl 
Φ-Φ /4220 * /8080 F 
/OBOB ## /ÌDID 
/4420 $ /0050 
/001F 
/OFOO /2000 /0800 2 /023C 2) /8000 /8040 /OlOO /FOFF /1010 2 3 6 7 8 9 983 10000 40 E 0 
60 3 SYSTEM 2 3 C/TIME 

































































0 0 0 0 
0016 








0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 5 0 
















































































6 CARTE $ I D 




ID-CARDS L I S T . ' E 
0 
SYSTEM C/T IME I D E N T I F I C A T I O N ' E 
0 
T . L . 'E 
0 
M 8 - M 7 - 1 
•RTHE CONTROL CARD IS MISSING OR · 
WRONG. CORRECT AND CONTINUE'E 
0 
F 2 ( V 3 ) Έ 
0 
NUMBER OF RECORDS # ' E 
0 
TRANSMISSION TIME IN M I N . # ' E 
0 
PAGE 
F M 1 8 - M 1 8 - 1 
•R TO CONTINUE PRESS START 'R TO EX' 






8 0 ^ 
Φ — ep 







































NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
PEP8 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
100 
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP7 PAGE 
0000 0001 0002 0004 0005 0006 0007 0009 OOOB OOOC 00 OD OOOE OOOF 0010 0011 
0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0019 001A 001C 001D 001E 001F 0020 0021 0022 0023 
20 0 01 20 0 0 01 00 0 0 20 0 1 0 01 
20 0 0 0 01 0 30 0 0 0 1 20 0 0 0 
176558D5 3100 440000B8 176558D5 0000 70FD 650000BE 66800068 COOO D220 03059115 1000 0123 0000 66000174 
03059115 0000 70FD 6A0B 66800027 C109 035945D9 8100 4100 8200 0062 03059115 1000 0000 0000 
*************************************************** 
















TAPE FOR TELEPROCESSING PROGRAM PEP7* 




INPUT IS AN INPUT DECK FOR IS BLOCKED, BINARY FORMAT. 800 BYTES (400 WORDS) 



























LIBF DC BSI LIBF DC MDX LDX LDX LD STO LIBF DC DC DC LDX 
GET 





2 12 1 
PRNTN /3100 PAGE PRNTN 0 Φ-3 
R 104 Φ 




SET // SWITCH OFF 
PREPARE BUFFERS 
X2 POINTS AT THE COUNT OF THE LAST USED BUFFER,WHICH IS NOW FREE. A LAST CARD TEST IS PERFORMED ON THE LAST THE 1 THE CARDN 0 Φ-3 
BUFN BUFN1 K3-R COMPR /8100 /4100 /8200 END CARDN /1000 *—* 
LAST CARD READ,IF IT WAS NOT A CARD, A NEW CARD IS READ IN FREE BUFFER AND X2 POINTS TO BUFFER IN USE WAIT UNTIL CARD READ 
PREPARE AREA FOR NEXT CARD SET INDEX TO ACTUAL CARD 
TEST IF IT WAS END 
YES,BRANCH TO END NO,READ NEXT 
PEP70002 PEP70003 PEP70004 PEP70005 PEP70006 PEP70007 PEP70008 PEP70009 PEP70010 PEP700H PEP70012 PEP70013 PEP70014 PEP70015 PEP70016 PEP70017 PEP70018 PEP70019 PEP70020 PEP70021 PEP70022 PEP70023 PEP70024 PEP70025 PEP70026 PEP70027 PEP70028 PEP70029 PEP70030 PEP70031 PEP70032 PEP70033 PEP70034 PEP70035 PEP70036 
PEP70037 PEP70038 PEP70039 PEP70040 PEP70041 PEP70042 PEP70043 PEP70044 PEP70045 PEP70046 PEP70047 PEP70048 PEP70049 PEP70050 PEP70051 PEP70052 PEP70053 PEP70054 PEP70055 PEP70056 PEP70057 PEP70058 
101 -
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP7 PAGE 
0024 0 COFD 0025 O DOOI 0026 0 7001 0027 1 0123 
0028 0 7201 0 0 2 9 O C200 002A 0 91OA 002B 01 4 C 2 0 0 0 3 9 002D O C201 
002E 0 91OA 002F 01 4C200039 
0031 O 6A02 0032 20 085935D9 0033 0 0001 0034 0 0000 
0035 1 OOCE 0036 0 0050 0 0 3 7 01 4 4 0 0 0 0 9 E 0039 O C104 003A 0 9108 003B O D009 003C 0 6 1 5 0 003D O 72FF 003E O 6A01 003F 00 C 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 4 1 O 188A 0042 0 1002 
0043 0 1086 0044 00 D5000000 0046 O 71FF 
0047 O 70F7 
0048 01 650000BE 004A 0 1 745000C2 004C 01 745001C5 004E 01 74FE00C5 
0 0 5 0 O 70C2 0051 01 740A00C5 0053 20 140478C0 
0054 0 3050 
0055 1 01C5 0056 1 OOAD 0057 20 140478C0 0058 0 0000 0059 O 70FD 005A 0 1010 005B 01 D40001C5 005D O CIOÈ· 005E O D104 005F 01 740100C3 0061 O 70B1 
BUFN1 * * * 






LD STO MDX DC 
PUT 
MDX 
LD S BSC LD S BSC STX LIBF DC DC DC DC BSI LD 
S STO LDX 
MDX STX LD SRT 
SLA 
SLT STO MDX 
MDX LDX MDX MDX 
MDX MDX MDX LIBF 
DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX SLA STO 
LD STO MDX 
MDX 
BUFN BUFN1 Φ + 1 CART1 
CONVERTS A CARD IN BINARY CARD FORMAT FOR TELEPROCESSING AND MOVES IT TO THE OUTPUT BUFFER. IF IT IS PLENTY THE BUFFER IS WRITTEN ON TAPE. 
2 1 2 0 1 H3000-R PUTÌ,Ζ 
2 1 1 H3000-R PUTÌ,Ζ 
2 * + 2 H0LPR 1 Φ-Φ 
ZPRNT+1 80 IMPR 1 PT2-R 1 Kl-R PBINl+1 1 80 2 -1 ΡΒΙΝ2+1 
LI L L L 
LI Φ-Φ 10 2 6 LI Φ-* 1 -1 PBIN2 R PT2,80 CTRL,80 CTR2,-2 GET L CTR2,10 MAGT /3050 CTRL USER MAGT 0 Φ-3 16 L CTRL 1 ADCTR-R 1 PT2-R L NREC1 GET 
TEST FOR // 
IF // PRINT THE CARD 
CONVERSION 
AAAAAAAAAAAAXXXX AAAAAAAAAAAA ΑΑΑΑΑΑΟΟΑΑΔΑΑΑ XXAAAAAAOOAAAAAA 
ADJUST POINTER OUTPUT ADJUST LENGTH OUTPUT BUFFER PLENTY TEST NO YES WRITE 
PEP70059 PEP70060 PEP70061 PEP70062 PEP70063 PEP70064 PEP70065 PEP70066 PEP70067 PEP70068 PEP70069 PEP70070 PEP70071 PEP70072 PEP70073 PEP70074 PEP70075 PEP70076 PEP70077 PEP70078 PEP70079 PEP70080 PEP70081 PEP70082 PEP70083 PEP70084 PEP70085 PEP70086 PEP70087 PEP70088 PEP70089 PEP70090 PEP70091 PEP70092 PEP70093 PEP70094 PEP70095 PEP70096 PEP70097 PEP70098 PEP70099 PEP70100 PEP70101 PEP70102 PEP70103 PEP70104 PEP70105 PEP70106 PEP70107 PEP70108 PEP70109 PEP70H0 PEP70111 PEP70112 PEP70H3 PEP70114 PEP70H5 
- 102 



















0 0 7 7 
0078 



















0 0 9 0 




















































































8 9 0 0 
A90C 
0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 
00E4 








0 0 0 0 
70FD 
6 6 8 0 0 0 6 8 









0 0 0 0 
024C1552 
O X E 
003C 
4 4 0 0 0 0 9 E 
4 4 0 0 0 0 9 E 
4 C 8 0 0 0 9 4 
0 0 0 0 
176558D5 





































B S I 
L I B F 
DC 














L I B F 
DC 
DC 
B S I 
B S I 
BSC 
DC 















































/ 8 0 5 0 
MAGT 
0 





/ 3 0 5 0 
CTRL 
USER 











/ 2 0 0 0 
ZPRNT 
TEST I F BUFFER EMPTY 
NO 
YES,TWO SPACES 
PRINT NUMBER OF REC 
TWO SPACES 
COMPUTE TRANSMISSION 
PRINT I T 
PEP70H6 PEP70H7 PEP70H8 PEP70H9 PEP70120 PEP70121 PEP70122 PEP70123 PEP70124 PEP70125 PEP70126 PEP70127 PEP70128 PEP70129 PEP70130 PEP70131 PEP70132 PEP70133 PEP70134 PEP70135 PEP70136 PEP70137 PEP70138 PEP70139 PEP70140 PEP70141 PEP70142 PEP70143 PEP70144 PEP70145 PEP70146 PEP70147 PEP70148 PEP70149 PEP70150 PEP70151 PEP70152 PEP70153 PEP70154 PEP70155 PEP70156 PEP70157 PEP70158 PEP70159 PEP70160 PEP70161 PEP70162 PEP70163 PEP70164 PEP70165 PEP70166 PEP70167 PEP70168 PEP70169 PEP70170 PEP70171 PEP70172 
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0 X 0 
00C2 
0 X 3 
00C4 
0 X 5 
00C6 
0 X 7 
00C8 
0 X 9 
OOCA 
O X B 
OOCC 
























































4 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
4C1000AB 
176558D5 






9 1 0 9 
740100C4 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4C8000AD 
0000 









0 0 0 0 
0000 
OOOA 
0 0 0 1 
0003 
3 0 0 0 
03D7 









0 0 1 0 
0002 






0 0 5 0 
005 0 






























































































/ 4 0 0 0 
1 
L I M P , -
PRNTN 





L I R 
1 K3-R 
L CTRER,1 













Φ - * 



















1 NUMBER OF RECORDS 
0 






I MIN. = 
PEP70173 PEP70174 PEP70175 PEP70176 PEP70177 PEP70178 PEP70179 PEP70180 PEP70181 PEP70182 PEP70183 PEP70184 PEP70185 PEP70186 PER70187 PEP70188 PEP70189 PEP70190 PEP70191 PEP70192 PEP70193 PEP70194 PEP70195 PEP70196 PEP70197 PEP70198 PEP70199 PEP70200 PEP70201 PEP70202 PEP70203 PEP70204 PEP70205 PEP70206 PEP70207 PEP70208 PEP70209 PEP70210 PEP702H PEP70212 PEP70213 PEP70214 PEP70215 PEP70216 PEP70217 PEP70218 PEP70219 PEP70220 PEP70221 PEP70222 PEP70223 PEP70224 PEP70225 PEP70226 PEP70227 PEP70228 PEP70229 
- 104 -
CARD TO TAPE FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP7 PAGE 5 
0175 0050 BSS 80 PEP70230 01C5 0 0000 CTRL DC *-* PEP70231 01C6 0190 BSS 400 PEP70232 0356 0000 END DEBUT PEP70233 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. PEP7 DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
105 
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP9 PAGE 
0000 


















00 I B 
001D 
































































3 1 0 0 
4 4 0 0 0 1 1 5 
6 5 8 0 0 0 6 8 
COOO 
D120 





1 4 0 4 7 0 0 0 
003F 
002B 
O l 7A 









C H I 
D 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
D107 
7021 
1 0 1 0 
70EE 
024C1552 
0 2 7 0 
0032 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
01E5 
0 2 7 9 
OOOB 
4 4 0 0 0 H B 
1 0 1 0 
D112 
6 5 0 0 0 1 C 0 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * s 
* IBM 1800 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS 
. «Ae «Ae Je Je Je . ep ep Sf. ep ep 
Φ 










CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PROGRAM 
PEP9 PUNCHES CARDS FROM A TAPE 
PREPARED BY PEP8. 
PARITY, 
THE PROGRAM TESTS THE 










































































































* + 2 
HFFFF-R 



















IS PHYSICAL READ NECESSARY 




SET END OF RECORD 
INDICATOR 
SET PHYSW OF 



























































TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP9 PAGE 
0039 003B 003D 
003E 
003 F 0040 0041 0042 0044 0046 0048 0049 
004A 
004C 004D 004E 0050 0051 0052 0054 0055 0056 0058 005A 005B 005C 005E 005 F 0060 0062 0063 0064 0065 0066 0067 006 8 0069 006A 006B 006C 006E 006F 00 71 0072 0073 0075 
0077 0079 007A 00 7B 007C 00 7E 0080 0082 
Ol Ol 0 
0 
0 0 0 Ol Ol Ol 0 0 
00 
0 0 Ol 0 0 Ol 0 0 Ol Ol 0 0 Ol 0 0 Ol 0 20 0 1 0 20 0 20 0 0 30 0 00 0 0 Ol Ol 
Ol 0 0 0 Ol Ol Ol 0 
440001 OB 65000168 7XF 
0000 
DOFE 1010 D113 650001F0 4400010B 65000168 C0F5 70CB 
65800068 
COOO D120 65000168 C104 F105 4C180077 C104 F106 4C1800B7 44000149 7061 72D8 44000131 7024 400E 74FF017E 70AA 23A17155 2001 017F 8040 140478C0 6000 140478C0 0000 70FD 059C98C0 0000 65800068 1010 D120 65000168 4C80006E 
44000149 









BSI LDX MDX 
DC 
STO SLA STO LDX BSI LDX LD MDX 
LDX 
LD STO LDX LD EOR BSC LD EOR BSC BSI MDX MDX BSI MDX BSI MDX MDX LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC LIBF DC MDX EXIT DC LDX SLA STO LDX BSC 
BSI 
MDX SLA STO MDX LDX BSI MDX 
L Ll 
1 Ll L Ll 
11 




1 Ll I 
L 
1 L Ll L 
MSSGE R RDMAG 
Φ-Φ 
SAVAC 16 ERRSW-MES6 MSSGE R SAVAC RDI 
104 
Φ 32 R BINSW-RDODD-BIN2,E BCDSW-RDEVN-BCD2,8 BIN BINI -40 BCD BCD1 CDPRT ERCNT, RDMAG TYPEN /2001 MESI /8040 MAGT /6000 MAGT 0 Φ-3 
0 104 16 32 R CDPRT 
BIN 








IS NEXT BLOCK BINARY YES,BRANCH IS NEXT BLOCK BCD 
YES,BRANCH NO,THERE HAS BEEN A BAD TRANSMISSION. IS IT BINARY IF YES GO TO BINI IF NOT TEST IF BCD YES 
NO RETRY 3 TIMES 
TYPE MESSAGE 
REWIND UNLOAD 
IS IT REALLY A BINARY REC 
YES NO ERROR RECOVERY PROCEDURE 
PEP90059 PEP90060 PEP90061 PEP90062 PEP90063 PEP90064 PEP90065 PEP90066 PEP90067 PEP90068 PEP90069 PEP90070 PEP90071 PEP90072 PEP90073 PEP90074 PEP90075 PEP90076 PEP90077 PEP90078 PEP90079 PEP90080 «PEP90081 PEP90082 PEP90083 PEP90084 PEP90085 PEP90086 PEP90087 PEP90088 PEP90089 PEP90090 PEP90091 PEP90092 PEP90093 PEP90094 PEP90095 PEP90096 PEP90097 PEP90098 PEP90099 PEP90100 PEP90101 PEP90102 PEP90103 PEP90104 PEP90105 PEP90106 PEP90107 PEP90108 PEP90109 PEP90110 PEP901H PEP90H2 PEP90113 PEP90H4 PEP90115 
- 107 
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP9 PAGE 
0083 00 84 0085 0086 0087 0088 0089 00 8A 008B 00 8D 008E 0090 0091 00 92 0093 0095 0096 0097 0098 0099 009 A 00 9B 009C 00 9E 009F OOAO 00A1 00A2 00A3 00A5 00A7 00A8 00A9 OOAA OOAB OOAC OOAD OOAE OOAF 00B1 00B2 00B4 00B6 
00B7 00B8 OOBA OOBB 
OOBC OOBD OOBE OOBF OOCO 0 X 1 00C2 
20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 ΟΙ­Ο 0 0 01 0 20 0 1 0 0 0 01 20 0 0 0 0 01 01 0 0 20 0 1 0 0 0 01 0 01 01 0 
0 01 0 0 
20 0 1 0 0 0 0 
03059115 1000 05ED 0000 •7201 C200 F10A 1808 4C1800E2 91 OF 4C1800E2 C200 F10E 1808 4C180101 6A01 17648593 0000 021F 005 0 7229 C104 D4000170 03059115 0000 70FD 40CC 6150 C50005ED 4C2000D9 71FF 70FA 03059115 2000 021E 1000 C201 F007 4C200008 COOO D400016F 4C000008 FFFF 
7228 44000131 70C8 70BE 










LIBF DC DC DC MDX LD EOR SRA BSC S BSC LD EOR SRA BSC STX LIBF DC DC DC MDX LD' STO LIBF DC MDX BSI LDX LD BSC MDX MDX LIBF DC DC NOP LD EOR BSC LD STO BSC DC 
MDX BSI MDX MDX 
LIBF 
DC DC DC STX STX LDX 
2 2 1 
L 1 L 2 1 
L 2 
2 1 L 





1 2 1 
CARDN /1000 ZCAR2 
1 0 H2B00-R 8 ρρι,ε-K7-R 
PRl^Z,-
0 HOFOO-R 8 SPTHT^-Φει PRHOL Φ-Φ ZCARTεl 80 41 BINSW-R MGTCL CARDN 0 Φ-3 CDPRT 80 ZCAR2 ER2,Z -1 ΡΝΟΐεΐ CARDN /2000 ZCART 
1 HF DEBUT,Ζ Φ PHYSW DEBUT /FFFF 
40 BCD BCD1 ΒΙΝ2ε3 
CARDN 
/1000 ZCAR2 0 SAVUl *ε2 80 
READ A BLANK CARD 
BRANCH IF YES TEST IF * BRANCH IF YES TEST IF 7/8 
BRANCH IF YES 
CONVERT TO HOLLERITH 
TEST IF BLANK CARD READ 
NO BRANCH 
PUNCH IT 
IS IT REALLY A BCD REC 
YES NO ERROR RECOVERY 
READ A BLANK CARD 
PEP90H6 
PEP90117 PEP90118 PEP90H9 PEP90120 PEP90121 PEP90122 PEP90123 PEP90124 PEP90125 PEP90126 PEP90127 PEP90128 PEP90129 PEP90130 PEP90131 PEP90132 PEP90133 PEP90134 PEP90135 PEP90136 PEP90137 PEP90138 PEP90139 PEP90140 PEP90141 PEP90142 PEP90143 PEP90144 PEP90145 PEP90146 PEP90147 PEP90148 PEP90149 PEP90150 PEP90151 PEP90152 PEP90153 PEP90154 PEP90155 PEP90156 PEP90157 PEP90158 PEP90159 PEP90160 
PEP90161 PEP90162 PEP90163 PEP90164 PEP90165 PEP90166 
PEP90167 PEP90168 PEP90169 PEP90170 PEP90171 PEP90172 
- 108 -
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING - PEP9 PAGE 
OOC3 0X5 00C6 0 X 7 00C8 OXA OOCB OXC OOCE OOCF 
OODO OODI 00D2 00D3 00D5 00D7 
O0D9 OOOB OODD OODE OODF OOEO 00E1 
00E2 00E3 00E5 00E6 00E7 00E8 00E9 OOEA OOEC OOEE OOEF OOFO 00F2 00F3 00F4 00F6 OOF 7 00 F 9 OOFA OOFB OOFD OOFF 
0101 0102 0104 0105 0106 0107 0108 
00 
0 0 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 
0 0 0 01 01 01 
01 01 20 0 1 0 0 
0 30 0 1 0 0 0 01 01 0 0 01 0 0 01 0 01 0 0 01 01 01 
0 30 0 1 0 0 01 
C5000000 
1886 1802 108A D500021E 71FF 70F7 65000000 7254 70CB 
0000 C200 F0E3 4C2000D7 7401016F 4C000008 
650001AA 4400010B 03059115 1000 05ED 0000 70BC 
6A02 145A5140 0000 0270 0028 6128 10A0 C500026F F4000168 1888 4820 F4000168 18D0 4820 F4000168 18C8 'D500026F 71FF 70EE 65000168 4400011B 4C000095 














SRT SRA SLT STO MDX MDX LDX MDX MDX 
DC LD EOR BSC MDX BSC 
LDX BSI LIBF DC DC DC MDX 
STX CALL DC DC DC LDX SLT LD EOR SRT BSC EOR RTE BSC EOR RTE STO MDX MDX LDX BSI BSC 

















e p — ep 6 2 10 ZCART -1 BINH *-* 84 PUNCH 
0 HF 
* ε 2 , ζ PHYSW,1 DEBUT 
MES3 MSSGE CARDN /1000 ZCAR2 
ΡυΝ0Ηε3 
Φε2 MOVE Φ-Φ PRINTεl 40 40 32 PRINT HIOIO 8 Ζ HIOIO 16 Ζ HIOIO 8 PRINT -1 PR12 R IMPR BCD3-1 
*ε2 MOVE *_* PRINTεl 40 H78-R PRINTεl 
0011111100111111 
0000000011111100111111XXXX 00000000001111111 111 HXXXX 111111111111XXXX 







MISSING • RECOVERY 
PEP90173 
PEP90174 PEP90175 PEP90176 PEP90177 PEP90178 PEP90179 PEP90180 PEP90181 PEP90182 PEP90183 
PEP90184 PEP90185 PEP90186 PEP90187 PEP90188 PEP90189 PEP90190 PEP90191 
PEP90192 PEP90193 PEP90194 PEP90195 PEP90196 PEP90197 PEP90198 PEP90199 
PEP90200 PEP90201 PEP90202 PEP90203 PEP90204 PEP90205 PEP90206 PEP90207 PEP90208 PEP90209 PEP90210 PEP902H PEP90212 PEP90213 PEP90214 PEP90215 PEP90216 PEP90217 PEP90218 PEP90219 PEP90220 PEP90221 PEP90222 
PEP90223 PEP90224 PEP90225 PEP90226 PEP90227 PEP90228 PEP90229 
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0 1 1 7 
0118 
0 1 1 9 
O l l B 
011C 
011D 
O H E 
011F 
0120 
















0 1 3 7 
0138 
































































0 0 0 0 
6902 
23A17155 
2 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
4C 8001 OB 
0000 
1 7 0 4 7 1 4 0 
0 2 7 0 
0032 
4 C 8 0 0 H 5 
0 0 0 0 
176558D5 
2 0 0 0 
026F 
0 0 0 0 
176558D5 




3 1 0 0 
4 4 0 0 0 1 1 5 
4C80011B 
0000 
2 4 8 8 5 6 4 0 
Ol 7B 
4C80012B 
0 0 0 0 
C109 






0 9 0 9 
0 7 0 7 
0 1 4 7 





























































































/ 2 0 0 1 
















/ 4 0 0 0 
1 
I M P R l , -
PRNTN 















/ 0 9 0 9 
















PEP90230 PEP90231 PEP90232 PEP90233 PEP90234 PEP90235 PEP90236 PEP90237 PEP90238 PEP90239 PEP90240 PEP90241 PEP90242 PEP90243 PEP90244 PEP90245 PEP90246 PEP90247 PEP90248 PEP90249 PEP90250 PEP90251 PEP90252 PEP90253 PEP90254 PEP90255 PEP90256 PEP90257 PEP90258 PEP90259 PEP90260 PEP90261 PEP90262 PEP90263 PEP90264 PEP90265 PEP90266 PEP90267 PEP90268 PEP90269 PEP90270 PEP90271 PEP90272 PEP90273 PEP90274 PEP90275 PEP90276 PEP90277 PEP90278 PEP90279 PEP90280 PEP90281 PEP90282 PEP90283 PEP90284 PEP90285 PEP90286 
110 -
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP9 PAGE 





0 1 5 0 
0 1 5 1 
0152 
0153 
0 1 5 4 
0155 
0 1 5 7 
0158 





0 1 6 0 
0 1 6 1 
0163 




0 1 6 8 
0168 







0 1 7 0 






0 1 7 7 
0178 







0 1 8 0 


















































0 0 0 0 




0 0 0 1 
0005 
0004 
0 1 6 0 
COFD 
0 3 5 9 4 5 D 9 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0165 











0 0 0 4 








0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
OFOO 
0 0 0 7 
1F00 
FFFF 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0013 
0 0 2 1 
0005 
0 0 0 0 
0016 
* 
B I N 
K4 
RETBI 















C T R H 
H0100 
H1000 



























































































Β Ι Ν , Ι 
B IN 
RDOOD-R 








/ Ì O I O / Ì O I O 
7 / 8 'E 
/ 1 1 5 0 
BINSW 
/ 1 0 5 0 
/ 1 1 5 0 
/ 1 0 5 0 
2 / 2 B 0 0 
11 
/ 0 1 0 0 
/ 1 0 0 0 
/OFOO 7 
/ 1 F 0 0 
- 1 
Φ - Φ 
* _ * 
* - * 
* - * * - * 
FMES1-MES1-
•RTAPE NOT 
E X I T . Έ 
0 
FMES2-MES2-
I S I T REALLY BINARY 
NEXT B IN 
NEXT BCD 
$ 
2C EOR 2B # 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
7 / 9 
- 1 
COMPATIBLE WITH PEP 
- 1 
PEP90287 PEP90288 PEP90289 PEP90290 PEP90291 PEP90292 PEP90293 PEP90294 PEP90295 PEP90296 PEP90297 PEP90298 PEP90299 PEP90300 PEP90301 PEP90302 PEP90303 PEP90304 PEP90305 PEP90306 PEP90307 PEP90308 PEP90309 PEP90310 PEP90311 PEP90312 PEP90313 PEP90314 PEP90315 PEP90316 PEP90317 PEP90318 PEP90319 PEP90320 PEP90321 PEP90322 PEP90323 PEP90324 PEP90325 PEP90326 PEP90327 PEP90328 PEP90329 PEP90330 PEP90331 PEP90332 PEP90333 PEP90334 PEP90335 PEP90336 PEP90337 PEP90338 PEP90339 PEP90340 PEP90341 PEP90342 PEP90343 
Ill -
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELEPROCESSING PEP9 PAGE 
0194 01A4 01AA 01AA 01AB 01BB 01C0 01C0 01C1 OÍDO 01E1 01E4 
01 E4 01E5 01F0 01F1 
02 01 0213 02 ID 021E 021E 021F 02 6F 0270 02 98 02A2 02A2 02A3 02A4 05ED 05 EE 063 E 








AD RM G ZMAGT 
ZCAR2 
DMES 
DMES BES DC DMES DMES BES DC DMES DMES DMES BES DC DMES 1 DC DMES 
DMES DMES BES BSS E DC BSS DC BSS BSS BSS E DC DC BSS DC BSS END 
•RTRANSMISSION ERRORS·RPRESS START · 
TO CONTINUE'E 0 FMES3-MES3-1 
•RBLANK CARDS M ISS ING'RCORRECT AND ' CONTINUE'E 0 FMES5-MES5-1 
'REND OF FILE'RTO CONTINUE PRESS · START'R TO EXIT PRESS CONSOLE INTER' RUPT'E 0 11 '5ΡΦΕΝ0 OF ΡΙΙΕ*5Ρ**Ε FMES6-MES6-1 
•RTAPE ERROR(S) IN LAST RECORD.TO · 
CONTINUE PRESS START'R TO EXIT PRESS' CONSOLE INTERRUPT'E 0 
80 80 50 40 10 0 Φει 840 841 80 80 BEGIN 
PEP90344 
PEP90345 PEP90346 PEP90347 
PEP90348 PÉP90349 PEP90350 PEP90351 
PEP90352 PEP90353 PEP90354 PEP90355 PEP90356 
PEP90357 PEP90358 
PEP90359 
PEP90360 PEP90361 PEP90362 PEP90363 PEP90364 PEP90365 PEP90366 PEP90367 PEP90368 PEP90369 PEP90370 PEP90371 PEP90372 
PEP90373 PEP90374 PEP90375 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. PEP9 DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 112 
¿COMMON 403 
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELE-PROC. PEP10 PAGE 1 
* IBM 1800 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT^PROGRAMS " * ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ Φ « Φ 




THIS PROGRAMS PUNCHES CARDS FROM TAPE WHICH HAS BEEN PREPARED BY PEP7. 
















0 0 1 4 
0015 0016 
0017 









0 0 2 4 
0025 002 7 
002 8 




































0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
1 0 0 0 
OOEE 





4 C 1 8 0 0 1 4 
176558D5 2 1 0 0 
Ol 9B 
0000 





























L I B F 
DC 
DC 






L IBF DC 
DC 
DC 
















































A 4 , + -












X 7 0 0 0 - R A18-R 
CARD+5-R 
MASK1-R 




A 6 , Z C0N2-R 
A7 
MASK3-R 
A 2 , Z 
C0N3-R 
PEP10003 PEP10004 PEP10005 PEP10006 PEP10007 PEP10008 PEP10009 PEP10010 PEP100H PEP10012 PEP10013 PEP10014 PEP10015 P&P10016 PEP10017 PEP10018 PEP10019 PEP10020 PEP10021 PEP10022 PEP10023 PEP10024 PEP10025 PEP10026 PEP10027 PEP10028 PEP10029 PEP10030 PEP10031 PEP10032 PEP10033 PEP10034 PEP10035 PEP10036 PEP10037 PEP10038 PEP10039 PEP10040 PEP10041 PEP10042 PEP10043 PEP10044 PEP10045 PEP10046 PEP10047 PEP10048 PEP10049 PEP10050 PEP10051 PEP10052 PEP10053 PEP10054 PEP10055 PEP10056 PEP10057 PEP10058 PEP10059 
- 113 -


















































0 0 6 7 
006 8 
































































1 0 1 0 
D40000BA 
140478C0 












6 5 0 0 F E 7 0 
62B0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
1 0 0 0 
OOEE 
0000 




D 6 0 0 0 1 9 0 
72 01 
70F7 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 




7 0 0 7 
176558D5 
2 1 0 0 
0 1 9 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
004E 
70E4 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
2 0 0 0 
013F 
0000 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 























































































A12 + 1 
L l - 4 0 0 
2 - 8 0 
CARDN 
/ 1 0 0 0 
CARD 
0 


















A 1 2 - 1 
A l l 
CARDN 





PEP10060 PEP10061 PEP10062 PEP10063 PEP10064 PEP10065 PEP10066 PEP10067 PEP10068 PEP10069 PEP10070 PEP10071 PEP10072 PEP10073 PEP10074 PEP10075 PEP10076 PEP10077 PEP10078 PEP10079 PEP10080 PEP10081 PEP10082 PEP10083 PEP10084 PEP10085 PEP10086 PEP10087 PEP10088 PEP10089 PEP10090 PEP10091 PEP10092 PEP10093 PEP10094 PEP10095 PEP10096 PEP10097 PEP10098 PEP10099 PEP10100 PEP10101 PEP10102 PEP10103 PEP10104 PEP10105 PEP10106 PEP10107 PEP10108 PEP10109 PEP10H0 PEP10111 PEP10112 PEP10113 PEP10H4 PEP10H5 PEP10H6 
114 -



























0 0 8 7 
0088 






0 0 9 0 












































































C 4 0 0 0 1 4 0 
B042 
7002 






0 0 0 1 
0 1 4 0 
00C5 
0 0 5 0 
176558D5 
2 1 0 0 
00C3 






2 1 0 0 
01B2 
0 0 0 0 
7 1 5 0 
7001 
70A9 
7 4 5 0 0 0 5 0 









2 1 0 0 
01B6 
0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
0 0 9 8 
7 0 9 7 
140478C0 
0 0 0 0 
7 0 9 7 
176558D5 
2 1 0 0 
01CA 
0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
00A2 























































L I B F 
DC 
MDX 
L I B F 
DC 
MDX 




L I B F 
DC 
SLA 


































A l l 
A8 
L C O U N T , - 1 
BACK 
PRNTN 




* - 3 
A8 
MAGT 
Φ - Φ 
A9 
PRNTN 






PEP10H7 PEP10H8 PEP10H9 PEP10120 PEP10121 PEP10122 PEP10123 PEP10124 PEP10125 PEP10126 PEP10127 PEP10128 PEP10129 PEP10130 PEP10131 PEP10132 PEP10133 PEP10134 PEP10135 PEP10136 PEP10137 PEP10138 PEP10139 PEP10140 PEP10141 PEP10142 PE-P10143 PEP10144 PEP10145 PEP10146 PEP10147 PEP10148 PEP10149 PEP10150 PEP10151 PEP10152 PEP10153 PEP10154 PEP10155 PEP10156 PEP10157 PEP10158 PEP10159 PEP10160 PEP10161 PEP10162 PEP10163 PEP10164 PEP10165 PEP10166 PEP10167 PEP10168 PEP10169 PEP10170 PEP10171 PEP10172 PEP10173 
- 115 
TAPE TO CARD FOR TELE-PROC. PEPIO PAGE 
00A6 
00A7 00A8 00A9 OOAB OOAC 
OOAE OOAF OOBO OOB1 00B2 00B3 00B4 OOB5 00B6 00B7 00B8 00B9 OOBA OOBB OOBC OOBD OOBE OOBF OXO 00C1 0X2 00C3 0X4 OOEE OOEF 013F 0140 0190 0191 01 9B 019B 01 9C 01AD 01B2 01B2 01B3 01B6 01B6 01B7 01C8 01CA 01CA 01CB 01D2 7E6D OOEE 01D2 
0 
0 0 30 1 01 










708B 0000 24885640 00B7 4C8000A8 
4220 0000 0000 7EBE 4420 0060 0004 OOOA 7000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0800 0900 0120 0050 0060 0040 1000 0190 002A 002A 0050 0050 0050 0050 OOOA 0014 0000 0016 0023 0009 0000 0003 0006 0000 0013 0023 0003 0000 0007 OOOE 0000 
0000 
0 ERRORS IN 
USER 
Φ 









MES9 MESIO AREA R 
ABOVE , 
STO 
MDX DC CALL DC BSC 








EOFSW A8 0 USER EOFSW USER 
/4220 0 0 AREA+81 /4420 /0060 4 10 /7000 0 0 0 0 /0800 /0900· /0120 /0050 /0060 /0040 /1000 400 42 42 80 80 80 80 MES2-MES1 •2XBLANK CARDS NEEDED'E 0 MES4-MES3 •2XERR0R CONTROL CARD. CORRECT AND C· ONTINUE.'E 0 MES6-MES5 '2Χ7/8Έ 0 MES8-MES7 •2XTAPE ERROR. START = SKIP THIS REC' ORD'E 0 MES10-MES9 «2XEND OF FILE.'E 0 32768-403 CARD START 
• 
PEP10174 PEP10175 PEP10176 PEP10177 PEP10178 PEP10179 PEP10180 
PEP10181 PEP10182 PEP10183 PEP10184 PEP10185 PEP10186 PEP10187 PEP10188 PEP10189 PEP10190 PEP10191 PEP10192 PEP10193 PEP10194 PEP10195 PEP10196 PEP10197 PEP10198 PEP10199 PEP10200 PEP10201 PEP10202 PEP10203 PEP10204 PEP10205 PEP10206 PEP10207 PEP10208 PEP10209 PEP10210 PEP10211 PEP10212 PEP10213 PEP10214 PEP10215 PEP10216 PEP10217 PEP10218 PEP10219 PEP10220 PEP10221 PEP10222 PEP10223 PEP10224 PEP10225 PEP10226 PEP10227 
PEPIO 
- 116 
BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
ΦΦΦΦΦ 
Φ 
















Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
IBM 1800 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS * 
φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ $ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ ψ φ φ φ 3 ρ ' 
φ 










PROGRAM ΡΕΡ2 PERFORMS THE L I S T OUTPUT OF 
IBM 7 0 9 0 . I T READS A BCD TAPE AND L ISTS IT 
ON THE 1443 PRINTER. 
CONTROL CARD 
CC 1—2 * * 
3 - 5 DENSITY ( 2 0 0 OR 5 5 6 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
IBM BRUSSELS 
0 0 0 0 20 2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 L I B F TYPEN 
0001 0 2001 DC / 2 0 0 1 
0002 1 01B9 DC MESSI 
0003 0 0 8 0 0 H0800 DC / 0 8 0 0 
0 0 0 4 2 0 1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 L I B F PAUSE 
0005 0 FFFF DC / F F F F 
0 0 0 6 2 0 0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 WRDEN L I B F CARDN 
0007 0 1 0 0 0 DC / 1 0 0 0 
0008 1 0116 DC DENS 
0009 0 0 1 0 0 H0100 DC / 0 1 0 0 
OOOA 20 0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 L I B F CARDN WAIT 
OOOB 0 0 0 0 0 DC 0 
OOOC O 70FD MDX * - 3 
OOOD 01 6 5 0 0 0 1 6 7 LDX L I R 
OOOF 01 6 6 0 0 0 3 0 2 LDX L2 MGARA 
0011 0 CIBO LD 1 ϋ Ε Ν 5 ε ΐ ^ 
0012 0 9104 S 1 H4220-R 
0013 O l 4 C 2 0 0 0 1 9 BSC L E R I , Ζ 
0015 0 C I B I LD 1 ϋ Ε Ν $ ε 2 ^ 
0016 O 9 1 0 4 S 1 H4220 -R 
0 0 1 7 ο ι 4C18001C BSC L * ε 3 , ε -
0019 O l 6 5 0 0 0 1 A 5 ERI LDX L I MESS 
001B O 700A MDX ER 
001C O C1B2 LD 1 ΰ Ε Ν 5 ε 3 ^ 
001D Ο 90E5 S H0800 
001E O l 4C18002E BSC L C T 1 , + -
0 0 2 0 0 C1B2 LD 1 0 Ε Ν 5 ε 3 ^ 
0 0 2 1 Ο 90E7 S HOlOO 
0022 Ol 4 C 1 8 0 0 3 0 BSC L C T 2 , + -
0024 Ol 650001DE LDX L I MESS2 
0 0 2 6 0 6902 ER STX 1 * ε 2 
0027 20 2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 L I B F TYPEN 
0 0 2 8 0 2 0 0 1 DC / 2 0 0 1 
0029 0 0 0 0 0 DC * - * 
002A O 0 0 0 0 DC O 
002B 20 1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 L I B F PAUSE 
002C 0 FFFF DC /FFFF 
002D O 70D8 MDX WRDEN 
002E 0 C109 C T I LD 1 H0010-R 




0 ON =CTL 










BRANCH I F 5XX 



























































BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
003 0 










































































































































2 1 0 0 
01EF 
1 0 0 0 









4 C 2 0 0 0 6 0 
C1A5 
D03E 
6 6 0 0 0 3 0 2 





1 0 1 0 
D12C 
6 7 0 0 0 2 B 9 
09A1 
1 0 0 1 
4C280072 
4C020078 














































































































* - 3 
LNGTH-R 
E F , - Z 
MGARA 
K l - R 
*ε2 
K1AFF-R 






* ε ι 
LGTER 
PRNTN 





























S O R T , + -
DENSITY IS 5XX 
READ 6000 WORDS 
WAIT 
TEST IF END OF FILE SWITCH BRANCH IF ON 
MDX * 
TEST IF EOT 
BRANCH IF NOT 
PREPARE EXIT SWITCH SCANNING OF INPUT AREA INITIALISE LDBUT AND STBYT USED TO EXTRACT AND STORE BYTES FROM READ AREA TO PRINT AREA 
TEST DATSW 0 
SAVE 
PEP20059 PEP20060 PEP20061 PEP20062 PEP20063 PEP20064 PEP20065 PEP20066 PEP20067 PEP20068 PEP20069 PEP20070 PEP20071 PEP20072 PEP20073 PEP20074 PEP20075 PEP20076 PEP20077 PEP20078 PEP20079 PEP20080 PEP20081 PEP20082 PEP20083 PEP20084 PEP20085 PEP20086 PEP20087 PEP20088 PEP20089 PEP20090 PEP20091 PEP20092 PEP20093 PEP20094 PEP20095 PEP20096 PEP20097 PEP20098 PEP20099 PEP20100 PEP20101 PEP20102 PEP20103 PEP20104 PEP20105 PEP20106 PEP20107 PEP20108 PEP20109 PEP20110 PEP20111 PEP20112 PEP20H3 PEP20114 PEP20115 
118 
BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
0078 
00 7A 007B 
00 7D 007E 
00 7F 
0 0 8 1 0082 
0084 
00 85 0087 
























































































8108 4 4 0 0 0 1 8 9 
70F3 







2 1 0 0 
025"7 
1 0 0 0 
C102 
4C18009D 





2 1 0 0 
0 2 5 7 
1 0 0 0 
4C000033 
059C98C0 
1 0 1 0 
D100 176558D5 
3E00 
176558D5 2 1 0 0 
02 4B 
1000 
2 3 A 1 7 1 5 5 
2 0 0 1 02 9A 2D00 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 4C000033 
7400010E 
7 0 0 1 
7003 
1 0 1 0 
4 4 0 0 0 1 8 9 
























L I B F 
DC 








L I B F 
DC 








STO L I B F 
DC 
L I B F DC 
DC 
NOP 
L I B F 
DC DC DC 






































/ 3 D 0 0 
PRNTN 
/ 2 1 0 0 
MESS7 
TOLSW-ε χ , ε -16 
TOLSW-
PRNTN 
/ 3 D 0 0 
PRNTN 
/ 2 1 0 0 
MESS7 
P2 
* - l 
16 
EOFSW-PRNTN 
/ 3 E 0 0 
PRNTN / 2 1 0 0 
MESS6 
TYPEN 
/ 2 0 0 1 MESS9 / 2 D 0 0 
PAUSE 
/ F F F F P2 
SWGC2, 














PUT OFF EOF SWITCH 
PRINT END OF FILE MESSAGE 
COMPLETE THE OUTPUT AREA IF BYTE COUNT IS ODD. IF NOT ZERO NEXT BYTE IS ON RIGHT-FILL IN WITH BLANK 
PEP20H6 PEP20H7 PEP20H8 PEP20H9 PEP20120 PEP20121 PEP20122 PEP20123 PEP20124 PEP20125 PEP20126 PEP20127 PEP20128 PEP20129 PEP20130 PEP20131 PEP20132 PEP20133 PEP20134 PEP20135 PEP20136 PEP20137 PEP20138 PEP20139 PEP20140 PEP20141 PEP20142 PEP20143 PEP20144 PEP20145 PEP20146 PEP20147 PEP20148 PEP20149 PEP20150 PEP20151 PEP20152 PEP20153 PEP20154 PEP20155 PEP20156 PEP20157 PEP20158 PEP20159 PEP20160 PEP20161 PEP20162 PEP20163 PEP20164 PEP20165 PEP20166 PEP20167 PEP20168 PEP20169 PEP20170 PEP20171 PEP20172 
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O X O 
00C2 
0 X 3 
00C4 
0 X 5 
00C7 
0 X 8 
OOCA 
O X B 
OOCC 



































































































1 0 0 1 
4C2800EA 
6 3 0 0 
4C02OOCF 












6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 





0 0 0 0 




2 1 1 0 
02B9 
0 0 0 0 
















6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
23A17155 
2 0 0 1 
0286 
0 0 0 0 
176558D5 
3 1 0 0 
176558D5 






























































L I B F 
DC 







































E 0 B 4 , + -
CONTR-R 
E 0 B 3 , + -
1 
ONE-R 








/ 3 D 0 0 
PRNTN 
* - * 
103 
DISP2-R 
* + 4 , + 
PRNTN 










$ I D T 1 













/ 3 1 0 0 
PRNTN 
/ 2 1 0 0 
TEST DATSW i 
TEST IF CTL CHAR IS PLUS 
BRANCH IF PLUS 
BRANCH IF BLANK 
BRANCH IF ONE 
PERFORM CTL OPERATION 
PEP20173 PEP20174 PEP20175 PEP20176 PEP20177 PEP20178 PEP20179 PEP20180 PEP20181 PEP20182 PEP20183 PEP20184 PEP20185 PEP20186 PEP20187 PEP20188 PEP20189 PEP20190 PEP20191 PEP20192 PEP20193 PEP20194 PEP20195 PEP20196 PEP20197 PEP20198 PEP20199 PEP20200 PEP20201 PEP20202 PEP20203 PEP20204 PEP20205 PEP20206 PEP20207 PEP20208 PEP20209 PEP20210 PEP20211 PEP20212 PEP20213 PEP20214 PEP20215 PEP20216 PEP20217 PEP20218 PEP20219 PEP20220 PEP20221 PEP20222 PEP20223 PEP20224 PEP20225 PEP20226 PEP20227 PEP20228 PEP20229 
- 120 
BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
0100 




0 1 0 6 
0106 
0 1 0 7 
0108 







0 1 1 0 






0 1 1 7 
0 1 6 7 
0 1 6 8 



























0 1 8 8 
























































0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
FFFF 
70E0 
0 0 0 0 
2B39 
3 4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
001A 
0 0 0 0 
3DO0 
3 1 0 0 
3 E 0 0 
0 0 5 0 
0 0 5 0 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 2 2 0 
1AFF 
FFOO 
0 0 2 0 
OOFF 
0 0 1 0 
0030 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
C 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 4 0 0 0 1 OD 
700B 
1 8 9 0 
COOO 
D1A6 




8 1 0 9 
4C800173 
1888 
7 4 0 1 0 1 7 5 































































































/ F F F F 
E0B5 
E 0 
/ 2 B 3 9 
/ 3 4 0 0 
/ 0 7 4 0 
P2 
/ 0 0 6 3 
EX IT 
* - * 
* - * 
1 
* - * 
/ 0 0 1 A 
*—* 
/ 3 D 0 0 
/ 3 1 0 0 
/ 3 E 0 0 
80 
80 
* _ * 
* _ * 
* - * 
* - * 
/ 4 2 2 0 
/1AFF 
/FFOO 
/ 0 0 2 0 
/OOFF 
/ 0 0 1 0 
/ 3 0 
1 
0 
L2 * - * 









I L D B Y T , + -
1 H0010 -R 
I LDBYT 
8 






END OF BLOCK ZERO = SW ON CTL CHAR IS BLANK ONE SPAC CTL CHAR IS ONE SKIP CTL CHAR IS ZERO TWO SPACE 
IF ZERO TAKE LEFT PART ELSE RIGHT PART 
DISP1 WILL POINT AT THE WORD THAT IS THREATED 
IF ZERO PUT BYTE ON LEFT 
PEP20230 PEP20231 PEP20232 PEP20233 PEP20234 PEP20235 PEP20236 PEP20237 PEP20238 PEP20239 PEP20240 PEP20241 PEP20242 PEP20243 PEP20244 PEP20245 PEP20246 PEP20247 PEP20248 PEP20249 PEP20250 PEP20251 PEP20252 PEP20253 PEP20254 PEP20255 PEP20256 PEP20257 PEP20258 PEP20259 PEP20260 PEP20261 PEP20262 PEP20263 PEP20264 PEP20265 PEP20266 PEP20267 PEP20268 PEP20269 PEP20270 PEP20271 PEP20272 PEP20273 PEP20274 PEP20275 PEP20276 PEP20277 PEP20278 PEP20279 PEP20280 PEP20281 PEP20282 PEP20283 PEP20284 PEP20285 PEP20286 
- 121 
BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
SIDE OF THE WORD 
CONTROL 
= SKIP 
018C O 7009 MDX RS IDE 
018D 01 7 4 0 1 0 1 9 3 MDX L D I S P 2 , 1 
018F 01 6C00010E STX L SWGC2 0191 0 1008 SLA 8 0192 00 D7000000 STB STO L3 *-* 0193 DISP2 EQU *-l 0194 Ol 4C800189 BSC I STBYT 0196 0 1888 RSIDE SRT 8 0197 0 COFB LD DISP2 0198 O D004 STO OROP+1 0199 0 1010 SLA 16 
019A 0 D1A7 STO 1 SWGC2-R 
019B 0 1088 SLT 8 
019C 00 EFOOOOOO OROP OR L3 * - * 
019E O 70F3 MDX STB 
O l 9 F 0 0000 USER DC 0 
01A0 30 2 4 8 8 5 6 4 0 CALL USER 
01A2 1 0 1 6 7 DC EOFSW 
01A3 O l 4C80019F BSC I USER 
01A5 0 0013 MESS DC FMESS-MESS-1 
01A6 0 0 2 0 DMES ' R * * CARD MISSING.CORR 
01B6 0006 DMES T INUE 'E 
01B9 0 0 0 0 FMESS BES 0 
01B9 0 0024 MESSI DC FMES1-MESS1-1 
01BA 0021 DMES ·RDATSW 0 ON = 
01CA 0 0 2 1 DMES ED'RDATSW 1 ON 
01DB 0006 DMES OR $ I D ' E 
01DE 0 0 0 0 FMES1 BES 0 
01DE 0 0 0 1 0 MESS2 DC FMES2-MESS2-1 
01DF 0 0 2 0 DMES 'RWRONG DENSITY 
01EF 0 0 0 0 FMES2 BES 0 
01EF 0 002D MESS3 DC FMES3-MESS3-1 
01F0 003B DMES 1 ' 3 0 F - ' S T A P E ERROR(S) I 
02 OD 001F DMES 1 ' S ' 3 0 F - ' E 
021D 0 0 0 0 FMES3 BES 0 
02 I D 0 002D MESS4 DC FMES4-MESS4-1 
021E 003A DMES 1 '30F- 'SRECORD 
023B 0 0 2 0 DMES 1 ' S ' 3 0 F - ' E 
024B 0 0 0 0 FMES4 BES 0 
024B 0 OOOB MESS6 DC FMES6-MESS6-1 
024C 0016 DMES 1 '5F*END OF F I L E ' 5 F * » E 
0 2 5 7 0 0 0 0 FMES6 BES 0 
0257 0 002E MESS7 DC FMES7-MESS7-1 
0 2 5 8 003B DMES 1 « 2 9 F - END OF TAPE RECO 
0275 0 0 2 1 DMES 1 (S ) ' 2 9 F - ' E 
02 86 0 0 0 0 FMES7 BES 0 
0286 0 0013 MESS8 DC FMES8-MESS8-1 
02 87 0022 DMES 'RDATSW 1 ON i 
0298 0 0 0 4 DMES S I D ' E 
029A 0 0 0 0 FMES8 BES O 
029A O OOID MESS9 DC FMES9-MESS9-1 
029B OOIB DMES 'R TO CONTINUE 
02A8 001F DMES TO EXIT PRESS 
02B8 0 0 0 0 FMES9 BES O 
02B8 0 0 0 0 BSS Ε O 
02B8 O 0 0 0 0 DC O 
02B9 O 0048 ZPRT DC 72 
ECT AND CON' 
CHAR NOT US' TO NEXT FILE' 
WAS ENTERED REDO'E 
Ν NEXT RECORD' 
ON TAPE WAS TOO LONG' 
RD WITH ERROR' 
SKIP TO NEXT FILE OR' 
PRESS S CONSOL I TART'R ' NTERRUPT Έ 
PEP20287 PEP20288 PEP20289 PEP20290 PEP20291 PEP20292 PEP20293 PEP20294 PEP20295 PEP20296 PEP20297 PEP20298 PEP20299 PEP20300 PEP20301 PEP20302 PEP20303 PEP20304 PEP20305 PEP20306 PEP20307 PEP20308 PEP20309 PEP20310 PEP20311 PEP20312 PEP20313 PEP20314 PEP20315 PEP20316 PEP20317 PEP20318 PEP20319 PEP20320 PEP20321 PEP20322 PEP20323 PEP20324 PEP20325 PEP20326 PEP20327 PEP20328 PEP20329 PEP20330 PEP20331 PEP20332 PEP20333 PEP20334 PEP20335 PEP20336 PEP20337 PEP20338 PEP20339 PEP20340 PEP20341 PEP20342 PEP20343 
122 
BCD-TAPE TO PRINT PROGRAM PEP2 PAGE 
02BA 
03 02 0303 06 EB 0167 06 EC 
0048 
0 03 E 8 03E8 0 1AFF 
0000 
NO ERRORS IN 
BSS 
MGARA DC BSS DC R EQU END 
ABOVE ASSEMBLY 
72 
1000 1000 /1AFF EOFSW DEBUT 
• . 
PEP20344 PEP20345 PEP20346 PEP20347 PEP20348 PEP20349 
PEP2 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 123 -
¿COMMON 1720 
TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM PEPll PAGE 1 
ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦφφφφφφφφφφφφφφφφφ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ PEPI1003 
* IBM 1 8 0 0 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS * P E P 1 1 0 0 4 ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ PEPI1005 
* * P E P H 0 0 6 
* TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM P E P l l * Ρ Ε Ρ Π 0 0 7 * * PEP11008 * PROGRAM P E P l l READS A BCD-TAPE WHICH HAS * PEP11009 
* BEEN LOADED BY BCD CARDS AND PRODUCES * PEP11010 * A L I S T AND/OR CARDS AND/OR WRITES A TAPE IN * P E P H O H 
* EBCDIC FORMAT COMPATIBLE WITH IBM 1800 * PEP11012 * FORTRAN. THE RECORD LENGTH OF THE INPUT TAPE* PEP11013 * IS 80 CHARACTERS OR A MULTIPLE OF 80(MAX. = * PEP11014 * 3200 CHARACTERS). THERE IS NO SEPARATING * PEP11015 * CHAR. IF THE RECORDS ARE BLOCKED. * P E P H 0 1 6 * * P E P 1 1 0 1 7 
* CONTROL CARDS * P E P H 0 1 8 * 1 . CARD * PEP11019 
* CC 1 ,2 * * * PEP11020 * CC 3 INPUT TAPE UNIT NUMBER ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) * P E P H 0 2 1 
* CC 5 - 7 ' DENSITY ( 2 0 0 , 5 5 6 OR 800) * PEP11022 * 2 . -CARD * PEP11023 * CC 1 ,2 * * * PEP11024 
* CC 3 OUTPUT TAPE UNIT NUMBER ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) * PEP11025 * OR BLANK, IF NO OUTPUT TAPE IS * PEP11026 * USED. * P E P H 0 2 7 
* THE OUTPUT TAPE HAS ALWAYS DENSITY 800 B P I . * PEP11028 Φ * PEP11029 
»l,»l,»rvJe»U»le»«e»«e«J«.Je«Ae«le«J^«ee»le»«e«^»V«^«ee«A>Je«leJe«le»U.^ D C D 1 1 Λ^ - ΐΓ · 
epe^ep^epepepe |«epepepepepepepe7epe^epepepepepepepepepepepepepepepe^epepepepepepepepepepepepepep,pepep Γ C Γ J. 1 VV-OvJ 
* EURATOM GEEL PEP11031 
* .PEP11032 
0000 O 61FE START LDX 1 - 2 P E P H 0 3 3 
0001 O l 6 6 0 0 0 1 4 8 LDX L2 R PEP11034 
0003 20 0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 A l L IBF CARDN PEP11035 
0004 O 1000 DC / ÍOOO PEP11036 0005 1 014C DC CARD PEP11037 0006 0 0000 DC O PEP11038 0007 20 0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 L I B F CARDN PEP11039 0008 0 0000 DC O PEP11040 0009 0 70FD MDX * - 3 PEP11041 Φ PEP11042 
OOOA O C205 LD 2 CARD+l-R Ρ Ε Ρ Π 0 4 3 OOOB Ο 92E6 S 2 AST-R K I S U S I OOOC 01 4C180015 BSC L A4,+- SI^USM" OOOE 20 176558D5 Δ2 L IBF PRNTN PEP11046 OOOF 0 2 1 0 0 DC / 2 1 0 0 PEP11047 
0010 1 01ED DC M E S 1 - 1 EISH2ÌS 
0011 0 0000 DC 0 PEP110A-9 
0012 20 1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 L I B F PAUSE EI^H^l? 
0013 0 0000 DC 0 P E P 1 1 0 5 1 
0014 0 70EB MDX START Ρ Ε Ρ Π 0 5 2 
0015 0 C207 A4 LD 2 CARD+3-R S l S Î - f n l ? 0016 0 6206 LDX 2 6 SIEH Sit 0017 0 1240 SLCA 2 0 EIE,1,1 #12 
0018 01 6E00012F STX L2 SAVE2 PEP11056 001A 01 66000148 LDX L2 R EISHSfe 001C 0 C2E8 LD 2 K4-R ElEi iSlo" 
001D 0 92E7 S 2 SAVE2-R PEP11059 
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TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM PEPll PAGE 
00 IE 
0020 
0 0 2 1 
0023 
0 0 2 4 
0025 
0026 








0 0 3 1 
0033 
0 0 3 4 
003 5 
0 0 3 6 
























































0 92 E 8 
01 4 C 2 8 0 0 4 0 











0 0 0 0 0 
20 176558D5 
0 2 1 0 0 
1 0206 
0 0 0 0 1 
20 176558D5 
0 3 1 0 0 
20 1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1010 
0 D2FE 



























































L I B F 
DC 

































































A 8 , + Z 
K4-R 


































BRANCH IF ERROR 
PEP11060 PEP11061 PEP11062 PEP11063 PEPH064 PEP11065 PEP11066 PEP11067 PEPH068 PEP11069 PEPH070 PEP11071 PEPH072 PEP11073 PEPH074 PEPH075 PEPH076 PEP11077 PEP11078 PEP11079 PEP11080 PEP11081 PEPH082 PEP11083 PEPH084 PEP11085 PEP11086 ΡΕΡΠ087 PEP11088 PEPH089 PEP11090 PEP11091 PEPH092 PEP11093 PEP11094 PEP11095 PEPH096 PEP11097 PEP11098 PEP11099 PEPIHOO PEP11101 PEP11102 PEP11103 PEP11104 PEP11105 PEP11106 PEP11107 PEP11108 PEP11109 PEP11H0 PEP11111 PEP11112 PEP11113 PEP11H4 PEP11H5 PEP11116 
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TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM PEPll PAGE 
0 0 6 1 
0062 
0 0 6 4 
0065 
006 7 











































































































7 4 0 1 0 1 4 6 
6 6 0 0 0 1 4 8 
140478C0 






7 4 0 0 0 1 4 8 
7004 





0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 
023F 
176558D5 












0 3 2 0 9 1 8 0 
0 2 4 7 
176558D5 
2 1 0 0 
0 2 4 1 
0 0 0 0 




6 7 0 0 













A l l 
A12 

























































































































- 1 6 0 0 
BCD 
Φ-2 









MEANS LDX L3 BCD 
PEP11117 PEP1H18 PEP11H9 PEP1H20 PEP11121 ΡΕΡΠ122 ΡΕΡ1Π23 PEP11124 PEPH125 PEP11126 PEP1H27 PEP11128 PEPH129 PEP11130 PEP11131 PEP11132 PEP1H33 PEP1H34 PEP11135 PEP11136 PEP1H37 PEP11138 PEP11139 PEP11140 PEP1H41 PEP1H42 PEP11143 PEP11144 PEP1H45 PEP11146 PEPlll'47 PEP1H48 PEP11149 PEP11150 PEP11151 PEP11152 PEP11153 PEP11154 ΡΕΡ1Π55 PEP11156 PEP11157 PEP11158 PEP1H59 PEP11160 PEP11161 PEP11162 PEP11163 PEP11164 PEP11165 PEP11166 PEP11167 PEP11168 PEPH169 PEP11170 PEP11171 PEP11172 PEP11173 
126 
TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM PEPll PAGE 
OOA4 




00B4 00B6 OOB7 OOB8 
00B9 
OOBA OOBB OOBD OOBF OOCO 0 X 1 00C2 0 X 3 00C5 0 X 6 00C8 O X A 
OOCB OOCC OOCD 




00D4 00D5 00D7 
00D8 
00D9 OODA OODC OODD OODE OODF OOEO 
00E1 00E2 00E3 00E4 00E5 00E6 00E7 00E9 
OOEA 
0 




01 0 0 0 
0 
0 01 01 0 0 0 0 01 0 00 01 20 





0 01 20 
0 
0 00 0 0 20 0 1 
0 20 0 0 0 0 30 1 
0 
7002 MDX 




LD STO MDX 
MDX STX 
MDX 
MDX 1010 Δ19 SLA 
D4000140 7201 7001 7009 
STO MDX MDX MDX 
6A75 A20 STX 
C074 9400014B 4C1000C2 7101 70DD 7003 
LD S BSC MDX MDX MDX 1010 A21 SLA D4000147 STO 087C A22 ΧΙΟ 67800067 4C2800D3 085935D9 





LDX BSC LIBF 




DC 1001 A25 SLA 
D06F 4C2800FB 03059115 
0000 
70FD 
STO BSC LIBF 
DC 
MDX 65800068 A26 LDX COOO D120 03059115 1000 014C 
0000 03059115 0000 70FD 
1010 
D120 031238A3 014D 
7007 
LD STO LIBF DC DC 
DC LIBF DC MDX SLA STO CALL DC 
MDX 
L 













MASK Φ + 1 




SWTC 1 A20 A21 
SAVE2 
SAVE2 LNGTH A21,-1 A15 A22 16 INDMG DATSW TVLOC A25,+Z HOLPR 





TEST A28,+Z CARDN 
0 
*-3 104 * 32 CARDN /1000 CARD 
0 CARDN 0 *-3 16 32 CDTST CARD+1 
A27 
PEP1H74 PEP11175 PEPH176 PEP11177 PEP1H78 PEP1H79 PEP1H80 PEP11181 PEP11182 PEP1H83 PEP1H84 PEP11185 PEP11186 PEP11187 PEP11188 ΡΕΡ1Π89 PEP1H90 PEP11191 ΡΕΡ1Π92 PEP1H93 PEP11194 PEP1H95 PEP1H96 PEP11197 ΡΕΡΠ198 PEP1H99 PEPH200 PEP11201 PEPH202 PEP11203 PEP11204 PEP11205 PEP11206 PEP11207 PEP11208 PEP11209 PEP11210 PEP11211 PEPH212 PEP11213 PEP11214 PEP11215 PEPÎ1216 PEPH217 PEP11218 PEP11219 PEP11220 PEP11221 PEP11222 PEP11223 PEPH224 PEP11225 PEP11226 PEP11227 PEPH228 PEP11229 PEP11230 
1¿7 





























010A 01 OB 010C Ol OD 010E 0110 O l l i 0112 
0114 0115 0116 0117 0118 0119 01 IA 
one 
O U D 
O H E 





20 O 1 O 20 O O 30 1 1 O 20 O 1 O 01 O O O 01 20 O 0. 20 O 1 O O 20 O O 1 01 O O 01 
176558D5 2100 
024E 0 0 0 0 17064885 0000 
70E8 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
019D 
014D 
0 0 5 0 03059115 2000 014C 0000 74000137 7010 C045 1001 
4C28010E 140478C0 0000 
70FD 
0 8 5 9 3 1 4 2 
0 0 0 0 
01 9D 
7976 
0 0 5 0 140478C0 0000 
7974 
012B 74000147 7087 
6 8 3 5 
4 C 0 0 0 0 6 7 
O 1 0 1 0 
O D032 
20 176558D5 0 2100 
1 0 2 5 9 
0 0 0 0 0 01 74000137 O 7002 20 140478C0 O 0000 20 17064885 O 0000 O 1010 0 D023 01 4C000067 
0125 O 0000 
* 
LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX A27 CALL DC DC DC 
LIBF 
DC DC DC A28 MDX L MDX LD SLA BSC L LIBF DC MDX LIBF DC DC DC DC LIBF TPNR2 DC DC DC A30 MDX L MDX STX BSC L * 
Φ END OF 
* 
E0F1 SLA STO LIBF DC DC DC MDX L MDX LIBF E0F2 DC A32 LIBF DC SLA STO BSC L * USER DC 
PRNTN /2100 MES13-1 0 PAUSE 0 A26 MOVE CARDI CARD+1 80 CARDN /2000 CARD 0 IND,0 A30 TEST 1 A30,+Z MAGT 0 *-3 HOLEB 0 CARDI MAREA+2 80 MAGT 
Je M Je 
MAREA USERl INDMG,0 A14 INDMG AIO 
JOB 
16 EOFSW PRNTN /2100 MES15-1 0 IND,0 A32 MAGT 
*-* 
PAUSE 0 16 COUNT AIO 
0 
PEP11231 PEPH232 PEPH233 PEP11234 PEP11235 PEPH236 PEPH237 PEPH238 PEP11239 PEPH240 PEPH241 PEP11242 PEP11243 PEPH244 PEPH245 PEPH246 PEPH247 PEPH248 PEPH249 PEPH250 PEPH251 PEP11252 PEPH253 PEPH254 PEP11255 PEPH256 PEPH257 PEP11258 PEP11259 PEPH260 PEP11261 PEPH262 PEPH263 PEP11264 PEP11265 PEPH266 PEP11267 PEPH268 PEP11269 PEPH270 PEPH271 PEP11272 PEPH273 PEPH274 PEPH275 PEPH276 PEPH277 PEPH278 PEPH279 PEP11280 PEPH281 PEPH282 PEPH283 PEP11284 PEP11285 PEPH286 PEPH287 
128 -
TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM P E P l l PAGE 
0126 
0128 












0 1 3 7 
0138 


















































































4 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 
002 8 
0 6 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




0 0 6 0 
0 0 4 0 
3 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 8 0 0 
0900 
0 0 0 0 
OOFF 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
0 7 4 0 
0 0 0 0 





0 0 0 0 
0000 
0050 
0 0 5 0 
0050 
0 0 1 0 
0020 
0 0 0 0 


































































































































/ 0 0 5 0 
/ 0 0 6 0 
/ 0 0 4 0 
/ 3 0 0 0 
/ 8 0 0 0 
/ 1 1 0 0 






/ 0 7 4 0 
0 








WRITE WITH ERROR RETRIES 
EOF 
READ WITH ERROR RETRIES 
ERROR INPUT CARDS. START A G A I N . Έ 
0 
MES4-MES3 
PROGRAM Ρ Ε Ρ 1 1 Έ 
0 
MES6-MES5 
DATA SW 0 1 
ON . . . NO 
3N . . . NO L I S T , DATA SW 1 ' 
CARDS, DATA SW 2 ON . . . · 





IN RECORD N O . Έ 
P E P H 2 8 8 
P E P H 2 8 9 
P E P H 2 9 0 
P E P H 2 9 1 
P E P H 2 9 2 
P E P H 2 9 3 
P E P H 2 9 4 
PEP11295 
PEP11296 
P E P H 2 9 7 
PEP11298 
P E P H 2 9 9 
PEP11300 
P E P H 3 0 1 
P E P H 3 0 2 








P E P H 3 1 1 
PEP11312 






P E P H 3 1 9 











P E P H 3 3 1 
PEP11332 
P E P H 3 3 3 
PEP11334 
P E P H 3 3 5 
PEP11336 
PEP11337 








TAPE TO CARD AND PRINT PROGRAM PEPll PAGE 
02 41 
0242 02 49 0249 02 4E 024E 02 4F 0259 02 59 025A 02 6D 
0067 





OOOA 0002 OOOA 0000 OOOA 0014 0000 0013 0026 0000 
0000 




R AREA MAREA PAREA 
DC 
DMES BES DMES BSS DC DMES BSS DC DMES BSS 
EQU 






RECORD NO.·Ε 2 TOO LONG.'E 0 MES14-MES13 BLANK CARDS NEEDED.'E 0 . MES16-MES15 *** END OF FILE ***. 0 
103 
EOFSW 32768-1601 AREA-75 MAREA-41 START 
PEPH345 PEP11346 PEPH347 PEPH348 PEP11349 PEPH350 PEPH351 PEP11352 ΡΕΡΠ353 PEPH354 PEPH355 PEPH356 PEPH357 PEP11358 PEPH359 PEPH360 PEPH361 PEP11362 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. PEPll DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
130 
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
0000 











0 0 1 0 0011 
0012 
0014 0016 0017 






































6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
1000 01A2 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 
0000 
70FD 
6 7 0 0 0 1 8 0 
C323 93FC 
4C18001D 
6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 176558D5 2 1 0 0 
0A55 
0000 





1 2 4 0 
6E00015B 
* * * * * 
φ 
^^^^^^^^¿¡fi^^t^í^^fi^í^íifl·^ ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep ep 5p ep ep 
IBM 1 8 0 0 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS 
Je «Ae èp ­ρ 
* 

























TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN 
3R0GRAM PERFORMS THE PLOTTER TAPE TRANS 










2.CARD ANALOG 1 














L I B F 
DC DC DC 






LDX L I B F DC 
DC 
DC 



























•Ae — ep 
CODE INTO ORIGINAL CALCOMP* 




200 DENSITY OF INPUT TAPE 
556 
800 
: A R D 1 FOR 
Tfepepepèp'ep'­repèp'ep 
PRNTN 











CARD+l -R AST-R A 4 . + -
103 






























»le «le ep ep 
EURATOM GEEL 
PRINT MESSAGE EXECUTION 
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
X R l = - 2 
READ CONTROL CARD 
0F 
TEST IF OPERATION COMPLETE 
XR3 HAS RELOCATION ADDRESS 
TEST IF FIRST CHARACTER 
INPUT CARD WAS Δ Φ 
ERROR PRINT MESSAGE TO CORRECT THE INPUT CARDS 
RESTART 















































0023 0024 0026 002 7 0028 002A 002B 
002C 002D 002F 003 0 0031 0032 0034 003 5 0037 
0039 003A 
003B 003C 003D 003 E 003F 0040 0042 0043 0045 
0047 0048 0049 004B 00 4C 004D 004E 004F 0050 0051 0052 0054 0056 0057 0059 005A 005B 005C 005E 005F 0060 0061 
0062 
0 
0 01 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0 01 01 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 01 0 01 01 
0 0 00 20 0 1 1 20 0 0 01 01 0 00 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 
C3E6 
9 3 DB D500017F C327 F3DE 4C20002C C3E1 / 7009 
F3DF 4C200031 C3E2 7004 F3E0 4C200014 C3E3 ED00017F D500017F 
7101 70CA 
C3FD EBE4 D00E C3FE EBE5 D400011C 6209 6C00016D 44000127 
1010 D3F4 67800067 140478C0 0000 0740 0151 140478C0 0000 70FD 67000180 74000171 700C 6500FD02 7101 7001 702 0 6D00015A C3DA B3F4 7023 7022 
701C 
- 131 -












S STO LD EOR BSC LD MDX EOR BSC LD MDX EOR BSC LD OR STO MDX MDX 
END 
LD ' OR STO LD OR STO LDX STX BSI 
READ 
SLA STO LDX LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX LDX MDX MDX LDX MDX MDX MDX STX LD CMP MDX MDX MDX 
3 
3 Ll 3 3 L 3 
3 L 3 
3 L 3 Ll Ll 1 
OF 
3 3 
3 3 L 2 L L 
K4-R 
SAVE2-R CONST+2 CARD+5-R MASK1-R A5,Z C0N1-R A7 MASK2-R A6,Z C0N2-R Δ7 MASK3-R A3,Ζ C0N3-R CONST+2 CONST+2 
1 Al 
READING THE 





Ll 3 3 
16 LNGTH-R 103 MAGT »le «Α. 
•ι* — T f AREAI A50 MAGT 0 AIO R EOFSW,0 A13 -766 1 Φ+1 A15 SAVEl SAVEl-R LNGTH-R A17 A17 A16 
TRAN PAGE 2 
DETERMINE DENSITY 
BRANCH IF DENSITY IS NOT 200 
BRANCH IF DENSITY IS NOT 556 
BRANCH IF DENSITY IS NOT 800 CONSTRUCT CONSTANTS FOR MAG. TAPE ROUTINE 
XR1=XR1+1 READ SECOND INPUT CARD 
INPUT CARDS 
INSERT READ BITS 
INSERT WRITE BITS 
BRANCH TO WRITE FIRST BLOCK ADDRESS 
READ A RECORD FROM INPUT TAPE 
TEST IF OPERATION COMPLETE 
XR3 HAS RELOCATION ADDRESS TEST END OF FILE BRANCH IF END OF FILE XRl=-766 COUNTER INPUT AR. XR1=XR1+1 
BRANCH IF COUNTER = 0 
TEST IF END OF INPUT AREA IF NOT CONTINUE AT A17 
BRANCH IF END OF INPUT 
TRAN0059 TRAN0060 TRAN0061 TRAN0062 TRAN0063 TRAN0064 TRAN0065 TRAN0066 
TRAN0067 TRAN0068 TRAN0069 TRAN0070 TRAN0071 TRAN0072 TRAN0073 TRAN0074 TRAN0075 
TRAN0076 TRAN0077 TRAN0078 
TRAN0079 TRAN0080 TRAN0081 TRAN0082 TRAN0083 TRAN0084 TRAN0085 TRAN0086 TRAN0087 TRAN0088 TRAN0089 TRAN0090 
TRAN0091 TRAN0092 TRAN0093 TRAN0094 TRAN0095 TRAN0096 TRAN0097 TRAN0098 TRAN0099 TRAN0100 TRAN0101 TRAN0102 TRAN0103 TRAN0104 TRAN0105 TRAN0106 TRAN0107 TRAN0108 TRAN0109 TRANOHO TRAN0111 TRAN0112 TRAN0113 TRAN0114 TRAN0115 
- 132 
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
0063 0065 0066 0068 0069 006B 006C 0060 006E 006F 0070 00 71 0072 00 73 0074 00 75 0076 0077 0078 0079 007B 
007C 00 7D 007E 00 7F 0081 0083 
00 84 0085 0086 0088 0089 008A 00 8B 008C 008D 008F 0090 0091 00 93 0094 0095 0096 0097 0099 00 9A 009B 00 9C 
01 0 01 0 00 20 1 20 0 1 1 0 20 0 1 0 20 0 0 01 0 
0 0 0 01 01 0 
0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 
7400016E 7002 44000127 C3EF 67800067 02255103 0176 085935D9 0001 0179 0A84 0003 17655805 2100 0A6B 0000 17064885 0000 1810 D4000171 70CB 
1810 D3EE 70C8 44000127 6C00016E 70C3 
1010 D3EB C5000A41 1888 D3DC 1010 1088 D3DD 7400016D 7001 7008 6E00015B C3DB B3F5 7001 7002 440000FE C3DC B3F0 7002 7001 
Φ 












MDX MDX BSI LD LDX LIBF DC LIBF DC DC DC DC LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC SRA STO MDX 
END 1 
SRA STO MDX BSI STX MDX 
DF 1 
L 





AREA :ILE ON INPUT TAPE 
SWBL,0 A14 A40 BLNUM-R 103 BINDC OUTPT HOLPR /l OUTPT+3 DCBL 3 PRNTN /2100 MES5-1 0 PAUSE 0 16 EOFSW A8 
INPUT AREA 
16 SWBL-R A8 A40 SWBL A8 
WRITE A FINAL BLOCK ADDRESS CONVERT BLOCK NUMBER TO PRINTER CODE 
PRINT BLOCK NUMBER 
END OF JOB 
CLEAR EOFSW 
WRITE A BLOCK ADDRESS IF THERE WAS A SHORTER RECORD 
BEGIN OF TAPE TRANSLATION 




L2 3 3 
L 3 3 
16 SWITC-R AREA1+769 8 SAVEA-R 16 8 SAVEB-R IND,0 Φ + 1 A19 SAVE2 SAVE2-R KLNG1-R Φ+1 A19 A30 SAVEA-R P082-R Φ+2 φ+1 
CLEAR SWITCH 
TEST IF CALCOMP BUFFER FULL 
IF NOT BRANCH TO Δ19 BRANCH TO OUTPUT 
TEST IF NO ACTION CHARACTER 
TRAN0H6 TRAN0H7 TRAN0H8 TRAN0119 TRAN0120 TRAN0121 TRAN0122 TRAN0123 TRAN0124 TRAN0125 TRAN0126 TRAN0127 TRAN0128 TRAN0129 TRAN0130 TRAN0131 TRAN0132 TRAN0133 TRAN0134 TRAN0135 TRAN0136 TRAN0137 TRAN0138 TRAN0139 TRAN0140 
TRAN0141 TRAN0142 TRAN0143 TRAN0144 TRAN0145 TRAN0146 TRAN0147 TRAN0148 TRAN0149 
TRAN0150 TRAN0151 TRAN0152 TRAN0153 TRAN0154 TRAN0155 TRAN0156 TRAN0157 TRAN0158 TRAN0159 TRAN0160 TRAN0161 TRAN0162 TRAN0163 TRAN0164 TRAN0165 TRAN0166 TRAN0167 TRAN0168 TRAN0169 TRAN0170 TRAN0171 TRAN0172 
133 
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
00 9D 
009E 00 9F OOAO 00A1 00A3 00A5 00A7 00A8 00A9 OOAA OOAC OOAE OOBO 00B1 00B2 00B4 00B6 00B7 00B8 OOBA OOBC OOBD OOBF OOCO 0X2 00C3 0X4 00C6 0X7 00C9 OXA OOCC OXD OOCE 
OOCF OODO OODI 00D3 00D4 00D5 00D6 0OD8 00D9 OODB OODD OODF 00E1 00E2 00E4 00E5 00E6 00E7 00E8 
0 
0 0 0 01 01 01 0 0 0 01 01 01 0 0 01 01 0 0 01 01 0 01 0 01 0 0 01 0 01 0 01 0 0 0 
0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0 01 01 01 01 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 
7029 
7201 83DC D3DC 6E00015B 6680015C C6000181 1808 4804 D3EC CE000180 6680015B 7400016D 700C 1888 EE000198 D6000198 1090 7201 D6000198 6C00016D 7007 D6000198 1090 D6000199 1010 D3ED 7400016C 7008 7400016B 708F 6C00016B C3DD D3DC 70BE 













MDX A STO STX LDX LD SRA BSC STO LDD LDX MDX MDX SRT OR STO SLT MDX STO STX MDX STO SLT STO SLA • STO MDX MDX MDX MDX STX LD STO MDX 
2 3 3 L2 12 L2 
3 L2 12 L 
L2 L2 





L 3 3 
INSERT 1 
SRA STO MDX MDX LD MDX STO SRA OR STO STX STX LDX STX LD BSC MDX MDX CMP 
3 L 
3 2 L2 
L2 L2 L Ll 1 L2 3 
3 
A23 
1 SAVEA-R SAVEA-R SAVE2 SAVEA TABEL+1 8 E PENI-R TABEL SAVE2 IND,0 A21 8 AREA2 AREA2 16 1 AREA2 IND A22 AREA2 16 AREA2+1 16 IND-R ΡΕΝΙ,Ο A24 SWITCO A12 ι SWITC SAVEB-R SAVEA-R A18 
BRANCH IF YES 
XR2=XR2+1 
SAVE XR2 




SET IND NOT EQUAL ZERO 
IND NOT EQUAL 
SET IND=0 
ZERO 
TEST IF PEN MOTION YES NO, TEST SWITC RETURN TO NEXT SET SWITC NOT ZERO 
MO OPERATION CONSTANTS IF 
16 PENI-R IND,0 A25 TABEL-R 2 AREA2 8 AREA2-1 AREA2-1 IND SAVE1 30 SAVE2 SAVE2-R E A27 A29 KLNG1-R 
SET PENI=0 TEST IND IND NOT EQUAL 
SAVE XR1 
' WORD EQUAL 
PEN MOTION 
TEST IF BUFFER FULL 
TRAN0173 TRAN0174 TRAN0175 TRAN0176 TRAN0177 TRAN0178 TRAN0179 TRAN0180 TRAN0181 TRAN0182 TRAN0183 TRAN0184 TRAN0185 TRAN0186 TRAN0187 TRAN0188 TRAN0189 TRAN0190 TRAN0191 TRAN0192 TRAN0193 TRAN0194 TRAN0195 TRAN0196 TRAN0197 TRAN0198 TRAN0199 TRAN0200 TRAN0201 TRAN0202 TRAN0203 TRAN0204 TRAN0205 TRAN0206 TRAN0207 TRAN0208 
TRAN0209 
TRAN0210 TRAN0211 TRAN0212 TRAN0213 TRAN0214 TRAN0215 TRAN0216 TRAN0217 TRAN0218 TRAN0219 TRAN0220 TRAN0221-TRAN0222 TRAN0223 TRAN0224 TRAN0225 TRAN0226 TRAN0227 TRAN0228 TRAN0229 
134 























O l l i 
0112 
0 1 1 4 0115 
0 1 1 7 
0118 0 1 1 9 
011B 
011C 011D O H E 
011F 0 1 2 0 
0 1 2 1 
0122 0123 
0125 
0 1 2 7 
0128 































































1 0 9 0 
D600019A 
72 02 6E00015B 
C3DB 
D318 6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
140478C0 
0 0 0 0 0198 0 1 5 7 
6 2 0 9 1 4 0 4 7 8 C 0 
0 0 0 0 




















































BRANCH TO OUTPUT 
RESTORE XR1 

















L I B F 
DC DC DC 












































F I L L LAST WORD WITH 
NO OPERATION CONSTANTS. 
SPECIAL COND. ROUTINE 
TEST IF OPERATION ( 
















X 0 3 0 1 - R 
AREA2+9-R 
' BRANCH TO OUTPUT 
































TRAN0270 TRAN0271 TRAN0272 
TRAN0273 TRAN0274 
TRAN0275 










PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
012D 
012E 012F 0130 0131 0132 0133 0134 0135 
0136 0137 0139 013A 013B 013C 013D 013E 013F 0140 0141 0142 0143 0144 0146 0147 0148 0149 014B 014D 014E 014F 
0151 0152 0154 0155 
0157 0158 
015A 015B 015C 015D 015E 015F 0160 0161 0162 0163 0164 0165 0166 
0 
0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 01 0 0 01 
0 30 1 01 
0 01 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6103 
1090 C3EF 1890 A835 D3DC 108E 1006 1082 
EB19 D50001A1 C3DC 71FF 70F4 C3E8 D325 CB1E DB26 D328 CB1A D329 61E2 DD0001C8 7102 70FC 622F 6C00016D 440000FE C3EA D321 4C800127 
0000 24885640 0171 4C800151 
0000 4C800157 
0000 
0000 0000 0000 0800 














SAVE2 SAVEA SAVEB MASKI 
MASK2 MASK3 CONI C0N2 C0N3 C0N4 C0N5 
K4 
LDX 
SLT LD SRT D STO SLT SLA SLT 








3 Ll 3 1 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 Ll 1 
2 L L 3 3 I 
3 
16 BLNUM-R 
16 K10 SAVEA-R 
14 6 2 AREA2+1-R AREA2+9 SAVEA-R 
-1 A41 X0103-R AREA2+13-R AREA2+6-R AREA2+14-R AREA2+16-R AREA2+2-R AREA2+17-R 
-30 AREA2+48 
2 A42 47 IND A30 X0302-R AREA2+9-R 
A40 
XR1 = 3 
CLEAR Q-REGISTER LOAD BLOCK NUMBER IN ACCUM 
DIVIDE BY 10 SAVE QUOTIENT TREATE REMAINDER 
STORE DECODED BLOCK ADDRESS 
INSERT BLOCK ADDRESS INDIC 
INSERT CONSTANTS 0303 
XRl=-30 STO CONSTANT 0404 XRl=XRl+2 
IND NOT EQUAL ZERO BRANCH TO OUTPUT 
SUBROUTINE FOR MAG. TAPE ROUTINE 
I 
I 
0 USER EOFSW 
A50 
0 SPEC 
CONSTANTS AND WORKAREAS 
DC 
DC DC DC DC 





/0900 /0120 /0050 /0060 /0040 /1000 /3000 
4 
TRAN0287 TRAN0288 TRAN0289 TRAN0290 TRAN0291 TRAN0292 TRAN0293 TRAN0294 TRAN0295 
TRAN0296 TRAN0297 TRAN0298 TRAN0299 TRAN0300 TRAN0301 TRAN0302 TRAN0303 TRAN0304 TRAN0305 TRAN0306 TRAN0307 TRAN0308 TRAN0309 TRAN0310 
TRAN03H TRAN0312 TRAN0313 TRAN0314 TRAN0315 TRAN0316 TRAN0317 TRAN0318 
TRAN0319 TRAN0320 TRAN0321 TRAN0322 TRAN0323 TRAN0324 TRAN0325 
TRAN0326 TRAN0327 TRAN0328 
TRAN0329 TRAN0330 TRAN0331 
TRAN0332 TRAN0333 TRAN0334 TRAN0335 
TRAN0336 TRAN0337 TRAN0338 TRAN0339 TRAN0340 TRAN0341 TRAN0342 TRAN0343 
136 -
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
0 1 6 7 
0168 






















0 1 8 4 
0185 
0 1 8 6 
0187 








0 1 9 0 
0 1 9 1 
0192 
0193 
0 1 9 4 
0195 
0 1 9 6 
0 1 9 7 













































































0 0 0 0 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
05A3 
0006 
4 2 2 0 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0606 
0606 
0 6 0 7 
0 6 0 0 
0 7 0 7 
0 6 0 0 
0706 
0 6 0 0 
0705 
0 6 0 0 
0605 
0 6 0 0 
0505 
0 6 0 0 
0506 
0 6 0 0 
0507 
0 6 0 0 
0606 
0 5 0 0 
0606 
0 7 0 0 
0406 
0 3 0 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 4 
0 4 0 4 
0 4 0 4 
0 4 0 4 





0 0 5 0 




















































































/ 0 1 0 3 
/ 0 3 0 1 
/ 0 3 0 2 
* _ * 
* - * 
*—* .A. O. 
f — f 
0 
/OOIA 
«le J e 
e p — e p 
^-^ 
«Ae _ «Ae e j» — e p 
Φ - Φ 
BCD CODE A -
AREAE-AREA2-5 
6 




/ 0 6 0 6 
/ 0 6 0 6 
/ 0 6 0 7 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 7 0 7 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 7 0 6 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 7 0 5 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 6 0 5 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 5 0 5 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 5 0 6 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 5 0 7 
/ 0 6 0 0 
/ 0 6 0 6 
/ 0 5 0 0 
/ 0 6 0 6 
/ 0 7 0 0 
/ 0 4 0 6 
/ 0 3 0 4 
Φ —ep 
/ 0 4 0 4 
/ 0 4 0 4 
/ 0 4 0 4 
/ 0 4 0 4 
/ 0 4 0 4 
/ 0 3 0 3 
/ 0 3 0 3 
/ 0 3 0 3 
/ 0 3 0 2 
80 
80 




+ X +Y 
+ X 
+ X - Y 
- Y 
- X - Y 
- X 





























































PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM TRAN PAGE 
0180 






















768 768 MES2-MES1 EXECUTION OF PLOT TRANSLATION PROGR' AM.'E 0 MES4-MES3 ERROR IN CONTROL CARD. CORRECT INP' UT CARD.Έ 0 ■ 
MES6-MES5 END OF FILE ON INPUT TAPE. LAST BLO' CK ADDRESS = 'E 3 .'E 0 START 
TRAN0401 
TRAN0402 TRAN0403 TRAN0404 TRAN0405 TRAN0406 TRAN0407 TRAN0408 TRAN0409 TRAN0410 TRAN04H TRAN0412 TRAN0413 TRAN0414 TRAN0415 TRAN0416 TRAN0417 TRAN0418 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
TRAN 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 138 -
TAPE TO PLOT PROGRAM P7090 PAGE 1 
0000 20 0001 0 0002 1 0 0 0 3 0 0004 20 0 0 0 5 0 
0006 0 





OOOF 0 0 1 0 0011 0012 0013 0 0 1 4 0015 0016 0017 0 0 1 9 001A 00 IB 001C 001D 001E 002 0 0021 0022 0023 002 5 0026 0 0 2 7 002 8 002A 002 Β 
01 0 0 01 20 0 1 0 20 1 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0 0 
0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 1 0 0 0 0082 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 9 1 1 5 0000 
70FD 
6 6 0 0 0 0 8 2 C201 
92FE 4 C 1 8 0 0 1 4 
176558D5 2 1 0 0 
03 DC 
0 0 0 0 1 7 0 6 4 8 8 5 0003 
70EC 
C203 
6 1 0 6 1 1 4 0 
6 D 0 0 0 0 7 1 
C2F7 






4 C 2 0 0 0 2 7 
C2F4 

















IBM 1800 PERIP 
Φ * * * * Φ * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
HERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * Φ * * Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ 
* 
TAPE TO PLOT PROGRAM P7090 
PROGRAM P7090 
CODE AND PLOTS 
PLOTTER ( O N - L I 
READS A PLOTTER TAPE IN CETIS 
THE DATA ON THE CALCOMP 
NE OPERATION) . 
CONTROL CARD 
CC 1 ,2 * * 
CC 3 INPU 
CC 5 - 6 DENS 
* * * 




 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
EURATOM GEEL 
Τ TAPE UNIT NUMBER ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) 




















































L2 2 2 L 
CARD+l -R 
AST-R 
A 4 , + -






























P 7 0 9 0 0 0 4 
P7090005 
P7090006 
P 7 0 9 0 0 0 7 
P7090008 
P 7090009 
P 7 0 9 0 0 1 0 






P 7 0 9 0 0 1 7 
P7090018 
P 7090019 
P 7 0 9 0 0 2 0 






P 7 0 9 0 0 2 7 
P7090028 
P 7090029 
P 7 0 9 0 0 3 0 
P 7 0 9 0 0 3 1 
P7090032 
P 7 0 9 0 0 3 3 






P 7 0 9 0 0 4 0 
P 7 0 9 0 0 4 1 
P7090042 
P7090043 







P 7 0 9 0 0 5 1 
P7090052 
















































































































1 0 1 0 
D2FD 
140478C0 
0 0 0 0 
00D3 
006B 
1 4 0 4 7 8 C 0 





7 1 0 1 
7001 
70EF 













7 0 0 7 
B2FF 
7002 
7 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
DOOI 
174D68E7 










2 1 0 0 
0 3 0 4 
0 0 0 0 




















END OF 1 
SLA 
STO 









































































* - 3 
EOFSW,0 
EOF 
- 7 6 6 
1 





























F I L E INP 
PRNTN 
/ 3 D 0 0 
PRNTN 


























































P 7 0 9 0 H 1 
P 7 0 9 0 H 2 
P7090113 
P 7 0 9 0 H 4 
P7090115 
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TAPE TO PLOT PROGRAM P7090 PAGE 
0065 0066 0067 0068 0069 006A 
006B 006C 006E 006 F 
0071 00 72 0073 00 74 0075 00 76 0077 0078 0079 00 7A 007B 00 7C 007D 00 7E 007F 0080 0081 0082 0083 00D3 00D4 03 D4 03D5 03 DC 03DC 03 DD 03EE 03 F2 0082 03 F2 
0 20 1 0 0 0 
0 30 1 01 





17064885 0003 1010 D2FA 70C3 
0000 24885640 007C 4C80006B 












LIBF DC SLA STO MDX 
DC CALL DC BSC 
/3D00 
PAUSE Al-1 16 2 EOFSW-A8 
0 USER EOFSW I USER 
CONSTANTS AND 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC BSS DC BSS DC DMES BSS DC DMES DMES BSS EQU END 
0 /0800 /0900 /0120 /0050 /0060 /0040 /1000 4 0 /001A 0 Φ-Φ 0 0 /4220 /OOOA 80 80 768 768 
R 
WORKAREAS 
MES2-MES1 1 '2XEND 0 ι OF FILE.'E MES4-MES3 1 »2XERR0R INPUT CARD. CORRECT 1 TINUE. 0 CARD START 
•E 
P7090H6 
P7090H7 P7090H8 P7090H9 P7090120 P7090121 P7090122 
P7090123 P7090124 P7090125 P7090126 P7090127 
P7090128 P7090129 P7090130 P7090131 P7090132 P7090133 P7090134 P7090135 P7090136 P7090137 P7090138 P7090139 P7090140 P7090141 P7090142 P7090143 P7090144 P7090145 P7090146 P7090147 P7090148 P7090149 P7090150 P7090151 P7090152 P7090153 P7090154 AND CON' P7090155 P7090156 P7090157 P7090158 P7090159 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. P7090 DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
- 141 -
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM T7090 PAGE 1 
*************************************************** 
Φ IBM 1800 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS * 


















0015 0016 0017 0018 0019 001B 001C 001D 001F 0020 0021 0023 0024 
0 0 0 0 
01 0 0 01 0 0 01 0 
0 
660000D0 61FE 03059115 1000 OODO 0000 03059115 0000 70FD 
C201 
92FC 
4C180015 176558D5 2100 0510 0000 17064885 0000 70EB 
C203 6206 1240 6AF8 660000D0 C2F1 90F4 D50000CC C205 F2E9 4C200025 C2EB 7006 
PLOT TRANSLATIONPROGRAM T7090 





















^ Γ* Τ Ο «AV »V CC 3' INPUT TAPE UNIT NUMBER (0,1,2,3) CC 5-7 DENSITY (200,556 OR 800) 2. CARD 
CC 3* OUTPUT TAPE UNIT NUMBER (0,1,2,3) 
THE OUTPUT TAPE HAS ALWAYS DENSITY 800 BPI. Φ 
Φ 
Φ 








DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX 
LD 
S 
BSC LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC MDX 
LD LDX SLCA STX LDX LD 
S STO LD EOR BSC LD MDX 
L2 R 1 -2 CARDN /1000 CARD O 
CARDN O *-3 
2 CARD+l-R 2 AST-R L A3,+-PRNTN /2100 MESl^-1 O 
PAUSE O START 
2 CARD+3-R 
2 6 2 O 
2 SAVE 
L2 R 2 K4-R SAVE LI CONST+2 2 CARD+5-R 2 MASK1-R L A4,Ζ 2 C0N1-R A6 
T7090002 T7090003 T7090004 T7090005 T7090006 T7090007 T7090008 T7090009 
T7090010 T70900H T7090012 T7090013 T7090014 T7090015 T7090016 T7090017 T7090018 T7090019 T7090020 T7090021 T7090022 T7090023 T7090024 T7090025 T7090026 T7090027 T7090028 T7090029 T7090030 T7090031 T7090032 T7090033 T7090034 T7090035 T7090036 T7090037 T7090038 T7090039 T7090040 T7090041 T7090042 T7090043 T7090044 T7090045 T7090046 T7090047 T7090048 T7090049 
T7090050 T7090051 T7090052 T7090053 T7090054 
T7090055 T7090056 T7090057 T7090058 
- 142 -
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM T7090 PAGE 








0 0 3 0 
0 0 3 1 
0032 
0033 
















0 0 4 5 








0 0 5 0 
0 0 5 1 
0052 
0053 
0 0 5 4 
0055 








































































1 4 0 4 7 8 C 0 



















4 0 3 8 
1 0 1 0 
D072 
70E6 
C 6 0 0 0 5 1 0 

































































































Φ - 3 
EOFSW,0 
EOF 






















- 7 6 6 
1 















T7090059 T7090060 T7090061 T7090062 T7090063 T7090064 T7090065 T7090066 T7090067 T7090068 T7090069 T7090070 T7090071 T7090072 T7090073 T7090074 T7090075 T7090076 T7090077 T7090078 T7090079 T7090080 T7090081 T7090082 T7090083 T7090084 T7090085 T7090086 T7090087 T7090088 T7090089 T7090090 T7090091 T7090092 T7090093 T7090094 T7090095 T7090096 T7090097 T7090098 T7090099 T7090100 T7090101 T7090102 T7090103 T7090104 T7090105 T7090106 T7090107 T7090108 T7090109 T7090H0 T70901H T7090112 T7090H3 T7090H4 T7090115 
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PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM T7090 PAGE 
005B 
005C 005D 005 E 005F 0060 0061 
0062 
0063 0064 0065 0066 0067 0069 006A 006B 006D 006 F 0070 0071 00 72 0073 0075 0076 00 77 0078 0079 007A 00 7C 
00 7E 007F 0080 0081 0082 0083 0084 0085 0086 0087 0088 0089 00 8A 008B 
008D 008E 0090 0091 0092 0093 0094 0095 0096 0097 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 01 01 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 00 01 
0 
0 0 20 0 0 0 20 0 1 0 20 0 01 
0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1008 
1888 D86C 4003 C06B 4001 70E8 
0000 
B061 7002 7001 7015 67000010 73FC 1300 ED00020E D500020E 7300 7008 6310 1010 D500020F 7101 7002 4015 7003 6BEE 67800067 4C800062 
C041 
D04E 400C 140478C0 0000 1010 D041 176558D5 2100 0520 0000 17064885 0000 4C00003A 
0000 












SLA SRT STD BSI LD BSI MDX 
DC 
CMP MDX MDX MDX LDX MDX SLA OR STO MDX MDX LDX SLA STO MDX MDX BSI MDX STX LDX BSC 
LD 
STO BSI LIBF DC SLA STO LIBF DC DC DC LIBF DC BSC 
DC 
LD BSC MDX NOP STX LD A STO OR 
L3 3 3 Ll Ll 3 
3 
Ll 1 





8 8 SAVEA TRANS SAVEB TRANS AIO 
0 
P082 A13 A13 A15 16 -4 0 AREA2+321 AREA2+321 0 A14 16 16 AREA2+322 1 A14 OUTPT A15 A13+1 TVLOC TRANS 
X8000 
AREA2+1 OUTPT MAGT Φ-Φ 
16 EOFSW PRNTN /2100 MES3-1 0 PAUSE 0 A7 
0 
AREA2+321 +--1 
SAVEl SAVEl K320 SAVEl AREA2+1 
T7090H6 T7090H7 T7090118 T7090H9 T7090120 T7090121 T7090122 T7090123 T7090124 T7090125 T7090126 T7090127 T7090128 T7090129 T7090130 T7090131 T7090132 T7090133 T7090134 T7090135 T7090136 T7090137 T7090138 T7090139 T7090140 T7090141 T7090142 T7090143 T7090144 T7090145 T7090146 T7090147 T7090148 T7090149 T7090150 T7090151 T7090152 T7090153 T7090154 T7090155 T7090156 T7090157 T7090158 T7090159 T7090160 T7090161 T7090162 T7090163 T7090164 T7090165 T7090166 T7090167 T7090168 T7090169 T7090170 T7090171 T7090172 
144 
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM T7090 PAGE 
0098 




00B4 00B6 00B7 
O0B9 
OOBA OOBB OOBC OOBD OOBE OOBF 0 X 0 00C1 0X2 00C3 0 X 4 OOCO 0X5 00C6 0 X 7 00C8 0X9 OOCA OXA OOCB OXC OOCD OXE OODO 
0 




30 1 01 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 0 
D035 




24885640 00C6 4C8000B3 
0800 
0900 0050 0060 0040 1000 3000 8000 0004 0009 OOOA 0140 










MASK2 CONI C0N2 C0N3 C0N4 C0N5 C0N6 K4 Κ9 Κ10 Κ320 Χ8000 Ρ082 EOFSW ERRSW TOLSW LNGTH 
SAVEA SAVEB AST AREA2 
CARD 
STO 




CALL DC BSC 
AREA2+1 




USER EOFSW I USER 
CONSTANTS AND W 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC EQU DC DC DC DC DC BSS DC DC DC DC DEC DC 
/0800 
/0900 /0050 /0060 /0040 /1000 /3000 /8000 4 9 10 320 C0N6 /OOIA 0 0 0 0 E 0 0 0 /4220 320 0 80 
T7090173 T7090174 T7090175 T7090176 T7090177 T7090178 T7090179 T7090180 T7090181 T7090182 T7090183 T7090184 T7090185 T7090186 T7090187 T7090188 T7090189 T7090190 T7090191 T7090192 T7090193 T7090194 T7090195 T7090196 T7090197 T7090198 T7090199 T7090200 T7090201 T7090202 T7090203 T7090204 T7090205 T7090206 T7090207 T7090208 T7090209 T7090210 T70902H T7090212 T7090213 T7090214 T7090215 T7090216 T7090217 T7090218 T7090219 T7090220 T7090221 T7090222 T7090223 T7090224 T7090225 T7090226 T7090227 T7090228 T7090229 
145 -
PLOT TRANSLATION PROGRAM T7090 PAGE 
OODI 










MES4 CONST R TVLOC 
BSS 




768 768 MES2-MES1 ERROR INPUT CARD. START AGAIN.'E 0 MES4-MES3 END OF FILE INPUT TAPE. PRESS START OR CONSOL INTERRUPT.Έ 0 SAVEA CARD 103 START 
T7090230 
T7090231 T7090232 T7090233 T7090234 T7090235 T7090236 T7090237 T7090238 T7090239 T7090240 T7090241 T7090242 T7090243 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
T 7 0 9 0 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
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«BÏÏEl NOTICE TO THE READER 
All Euratom reports are announced, as and when they are issued, in the monthly 
periodical EURATOM INFORMATION, edited by the Centre for Information 
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\ To disseminate knowledge is to disseminate prosperity — I mean 
! general prosperity and not individual riches — and with prosperity 
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